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In this thesis, the main physical and chemical characteristics of sugarcane bagasse and poplar wood 
submitted to a thermo-chemical torrefaction process were studied. The materials were dried at a 
temperature of 105°C for 12 hours, to a moisture content of about 5%. The sugarcane bagasse was 
torrefied in TGA and in a custom designed thermogravimetric reactor for the evaluation of big 
particles in the temperature ranges of 200-300°C. With TGA tests, kinetic parameters 
representative of the material decomposition were obtained, and with large particles tests, the 
degradation was compared when the amount and particle size of material increases. The products 
of all torrefied tests were characterized and compared.  
Poplar wood was torrefied in a custom thermogravimetric reactor in order to determine its kinetic 
parameters and in a two-stage rotary reactor by varying the operating parameters. These 
experimental tests with poplar were carried out in the circulating fluidized bed laboratory of 
Dalhousie University, Halifax, Canada. In the rotary reacctor, the biomass is dried in the first stage, 
and then torrefied in the second. Torrefaction process is carried out under volatiles atmosphere 
generated during the process, without inlet of inert gases. Fine particles, between 0.5 and 1 mm in 
diameter were used in this study, and characterized before and after torrefaction. A characterization 
of the biomass being torrefied was performed using two novel scooper devices for sample capture 
from inside reactor, specially designed for this research. These two devices allow to capture 
biomass samples being torrefied and measuring their temperatures in different axial positions of 
the reactor. 
Two phenomenological models were constructed: a two-dimensional model for torrefaction of a 
biomass particle and a two-stage rotary reactor model. Both were duly validated and great 
information was obtained from them. A kinetic scheme involving secondary reactions to the 
interior of the biomass particle was used and validated with experimental information. Four phases 
were considered in the model: Biomass, water, char and gases, and for each of them it was possible 
to obtain distributions of their volumetric fractions at any time in the process. In addition, 
temperature distributions, velocities of volatiles generated and pressures can be obtained. 
A vertical reactor was designed and built in order to evaluate the behavior of large particles in 




particle during the process. In addition, it is possible to capture volatiles and separate them into 
condensables and non-condensables throught a condensation unit which operates at -15°C and 
capture the condensable portion of the volatiles stream. With this reactor, it is possible to perform 
a complete characterization of all torrefation products such as liquid, gas and solid. This reactor 
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Biomass is a promising source of solid fuel that compete with fossil fuels because of their low 
greenhouse gas emissions and their acceptable performance in thermal processes. Despite the 
benefits of biomass in thermal processes, its implementation has important limitations for projects 
involving high biomass flows. The high humidity and low biomass density make the feasibility of 
some projects drastically reduced as project size increases. The high cost associated with transport 
of biomass, makes the benefits obtained from it diminish. For this reason, only small and perhaps 
medium-scale projects become viable option for obtaining economic benefits from the thermal 
transformation of biomass. 
Torrefaction process is defined as a thermal pre-treatment carried out in the temperature range of 
200-300°C, with low heating rates (<50°C), with low residence times and in inert environments or 
low oxygen concentrations [1,2]. Torrefaction appears as a promising solution to the difficulties 
mentioned that are associated with the use of biomass as an energy agent. During torrefaction 
process the biomass undergoes a mass loss of around 40% and a energy loss between 10-15%, 
generating biomass with highest specific energy, fragile (requiring low energy consumption for 
crushing), low amounts of moisture absorbed after process (can be around 3%), homogeneous in 
quality and resistant to their decomposition by environment exposure [1,3,4]. 
A biomass consists mainly of hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin, which, during thermal 
processing, degrade differently and in turn generate volatiles and char. The hemicellulose is the 
most thermally unstable component and decomposes in the temperature range of 150-350°C, the 
cellulose decomposes in the temperature range of 275-350°C and the lignin decomposes in the 
temperature range of 180 -500°C [2,5]. Much of the hemicellulose and amorphous cellulose 
decompose during the torrefaction process, whereas the crystalline cellulose and lignin undergo 
less decomposition [5]. 
During the torrefaction process, the H/C and O/C ratios (Van-Krevelen diagram in Figure 1) 
decrease due to the decomposition of their three main components. This decrease is due to released 
volatiles from the system, mainly CO2, CO and in smaller amounts H2, CH4, acetic acid, formic, 
converting the solid into a fuel with higher specific energy [6–8]. Figure 1 shows the effect of 
torrefaction process on a biomass where, as the H/C and O/C ratio decreases, the torrefied solid 
moves down in the diagram becoming in a solid fuel with high carbon and making it like low rank 
coals. This improved solid has been test in subsequent process such as combustion [9–15], 
gasification [9,16–19], palletization [4,20–24], grindability [25–28], pyrolysis [29–33], and 
fluidization [34,35] with excellent results. 
Many researchs in torrefaction have been carried out in the experimental field, where different kind 
of biomass are torrefied with different operating conditions [9,16,19,29,31,36–38]. In these tests, 
the operating conditions are proposed intuitively in order to find those capable to generate a good 
solid with improved properties. As a result of the review of the state of the art, numerous variables 
have been evaluated in torrefaction processes, including temperature, particle size, heating rate, 








Figure 1. Van Krevelen diagram for solid fuels. 
In the modelling field limited information is available [39–44]. Some models found in the literature, 
despite considering the influence of parameters such as heating rate, process temperature, residence 
times, have good adjustments with experimental data. These models consider global kinetics 
without secondary char formation from the generated condensable volatiles during devolatilization 
or from some liquid phases formed inside the solid. 
In accordance with all above, it is possible contribuite in the technical knowledge about torrefaction 
process and predictive models, and is precisely where this thesis has a great impact. The develop 
of two predictive models for particle and reactor, and their respective validations generate two 
valuable tools for future developments in the subject. In addition, obtaining biomass kinetics, 
achieved under stricts prior experimental evaluations to guarantee kinetic control, and subsequent 
experimental tests under strict experimental designs for particle size evaluation, make this thesis a 
great contribution in the field of biomass torrefaction. 
The main objective of this research was to advance the scientific knowledge in the biomass 
torrefaction area. For this, experiments were carry out in different and novel reactors, and 
developing phenomenological models that help to corroborate and obtain novel and useful 
information of the process, advancing in the knowledge of the phenomena ocurring. These 
phenomena were studied by means of two-stage rotary reactor, and a thermogravimetric vertical 
reactor specially designed for this study, in which torrefaction products (liquid, solid and gas) can 
be obtained to be characterized. Some objectives drawn in this research work are the following: 




 To propose methodologies for the appropriate selection of a biomass to be transformed into 
a torrefaction process. 
 To investigate the distribution of the products generated in a torrefaction process and obtain 
kinetics of the main products in TGA ensuring the kinetic control of the material. 
 To couple the main physical and chemical phenomena occurring during biomass 
torrefaction throught phenomenological models capable of predict the biomass behavior 
during torrefaction. 
 To propose new methodologies for the evaluation and characterization of torrefied biomass 
in rotary reactors by designing new devices that allow their capture and measurement in 
situ. 
For clarity about the sequence of this thesis, a list with a clear description of chapters with the main 
topic to study and experimental tools used, is shows bellow. 
First section (Chapter 1): State of the art with a parametric study on main factors and operational 
parameters affecting the torrefaction products. Other topics such as reactors technology for 
torrefaction, kinetics of main biomass compounds and developed models were studied as well. 
Second sections (Chapter 2): Methodology based on mass, energy and exergy balance for 
selection of biomass for a torrefaction process. In this chapter, five different Colombian biomasses 
were evaluated and sugarcane bagasse and sawdust were selected for this thesis. 
Third section (Chapter 3 - 4): Torrefaction of sugarcane bagasse and poplar wood in TGA and 
QWM reactors for obtain kinetics and to characterize solid products of torrefaction with small 
particles sizes. In chapter 3, a complete characterization for char was done throght proximate, 
ultimate analysis, HHV, SEM, polymeric analysis, FTIR, and reactivity tests. In chapter 4, kinetic 
models were studied for sugarcane bagasse, poplar wood and the m ain compounds of biomass 
cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. A study for superposition theory in the biomass from main 
compounds was developed.  
Fourth section (Chapter 5): Experimental tests with poplar wood in a two-step rotary reactor 
performed in the circulating fluidized bed laboratory of Dalhousie University, Halifax, Canada. In 
this chapter correlations for properties of biomass were found, and a novel methodology for 
biomass sampling inside the reactor wich allows the measuring of properties of biomass being 
torrefied was developed.  
Fifith section (Chapter 6): Experimetnal tests with sugarcane bagasse in a custom 
thermogravimetric unit were performed. In this chapter, biomass torrefaction was studied with a 
custom designed thermogravimetric reactor capable to measure mass, temperature and allows the 
capture and separation pf condensables and non-condensables volatiles during the process. 
Characterizations of each product in the process were developed.  
Sixth section (Chapter 7-8): Evaluation of torrefaction process with two phenomenological 
models. Chapter 7 shows the develop and validation of the one-dimensional rotary reactor model 





dimenisonal particle model in a torrefaction process with poplar wood tests performed in the 
circulating fluidized bed laboratory of Dalhousie University, Halifax, Canada. 
Some contributions of this work are listed below: 
1. Develop of a new thermogravimetric reactor for the study of the products generated during 
biomass torrefaction. 
2. Develop of methodology for selection of biomass in a torrefaction process through mass, 
energy and exergy balances. 
3. Obtaining of torrefied biomass in a novel two-step rotary reactor under volatiles atmosphere 
without addition of inert gas, and obtaining correlations to determine the transformation 
and properties of biomass in rotary kiln. 
4. Develop of a predictive model of a novel two-step rotary reactor with internal flights which 
includes kinetics of biomass, experimental correlations for energy transfer and residence 
times especially developed for this reactor. 
5. Develop of a 2D phenomenological particle model that couples the chemical and physical 
behavior of the biomass in a torrefaction process. It includes kinetics of two stages 
considering secondary reactions to the interior of the particle 
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1. Chapter 1. State of the Art  
This revision of state of the art was divided in sections considered as fundamentals for this doctoral 
work. In the first section, an introduction to the biomass structure and torrefaction process is 
developed. In second section, call “process parameters” the different conditions which torrefaction 
processes is developed in literature such as temperature, pressure, heating rate, residence time, 
particle size, and atmosphere are described to identify those that represent greater incidence in the 
process. In third section, some uses for torrefied biomass such as combustion, gasification, 
pyrolysis, crushing, fluidization, and palletization were described. In fourth section, some works 
where the torrefaction process is evaluated by mass, energy and exergy balance are mentioned. In 
fifth section, the common reactors used for torrefaction process are described to determine the 
feasibility of our experimental tests are mentioned. In the sixth section, the different kinetic models 
proposed for biomass and its main components to predict the thermal decomposition of them in a 
torrefaction process are analyzed. In the last section, called "Models", the different models 
developed to explain physical and chemical phenomena during torrefaction process are mentioned. 
1.1. Lignocellulosic structure 
The biomass constituents include cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, organic extractives and inorganic 
minerals called ashes. The first three constituents are predominant in biomass and their percentages 
depend on the biomass species, ranging from 42-45% for cellulose, 27-30% for hemicellulose, 28-
45% for lignin, and 3-5% organic extractives for softwoods and hardwoods respectively. The ashes 
in these types of biomass are approximately less than 1% [1]. 
Table 1-1. Properties of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin 
 Cellulose Hemicellulose Lignin 
Structure Linear Branched Three-dimensional 
Formula  (C6H10O5)m (C5H8O4)m [C9H10O3·(OCH3)0.9-1.7]m 
Atomic O/C 0.83 0.8 0.47-0.36 
Atomic H/C 1.67 1.6 1.19-1.53 
Decomposition 
Temperature 
315-400 220-315 160-900 
Component Glucose Xylose, glucose, mannose, 
galactose, arabinose and 
glucoronic acid 
Phenylpropane 
Thermal behavior Endothermic (exothermic 
if char is significant) 
Exothermic Exothermic 
Cellulose is a linear polysaccharide composed of glucopyranose units linked by glycosidic bonds 
[2]. It contains amorphous and crystalline structures, and can be expressed as (C6H10O5)m, where 
the subscript m is the degree of polymerization. Hemicellulose is a mixture of several branched 
polymerized polysaccharides such as xylose, glucose, mannose, galactose, arabinose and 
glucuronic acid [3]. Its base structure can be expressed as (C5H8O4)m. Lignin is a highly branched 





methoxy substituted phenylpropane units [4]. Its chemical formula is represented as 
[C9H10O3·(OCH3)0.9-1.7]m [5]. 
Based on its chemical formulas, the atomic ratio O/C are 0.83, 0.80 and 0.47-0.36, and H/C are 1.67, 1.6, 
and 1.19-1.53 for cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin respectively. Due to the different structures, their 
thermal decompositions are very different. Hemicellulose decomposes in the range of 220-315°C, cellulose 
between 315-400°C, and lignin decomposes in a wider range of 160-900°C [6], but at low temperatures its 
decomposition is very slow. Some properties of each structure can be seen in Table 1-1. 
1.2. Torrefaction process 
Torrefaction has been defined as a thermal pretreatment where the biomass is heated in an inert 
atmosphere to temperatures of 200-300°C for improving biomass as a solid fuel [7]. To generate 
the inert atmosphere, nitrogen has usually been used. Torrefaction process has been known as a 
mild pyrolysis process, as it is performed under conditions similar to those of pyrolysis, but at 
lower temperatures. Raw biomass is characterized by its high moisture content, low HHV, high 
volume and low energy density. After the torrefaction process, the biomass properties are 
considerably improved [8,9],and some of these improvements include high HHV, lower O/C and 
H/C, lower moisture absorption, better grindability and reactivity, and uniform properties, as is 
shown in Figure 1-1. 
 
Figure 1-1. Property variation of biomass undergoing torrefaction. 
The torrefaction process is classified into three different intensities according to the temperature at 
which it is carried out. Between 200 and 235°C the torrefaction is classified as slight, between 235-
275°C as mild, and between 275-300°C as severe [4]. A summary of the different torrefaction 







Table 1-2. Torrefaction classification 
 Classification 
 Light Mild Severe 
Temperature (°C) 200-235 235-275 275-300 
Consumption    
Hemicellulose Mild Mild to severe Severe 
Cellulose Slight Slight to mild Mild to severe 
Lignin Slight Slight slight 
Liquid color Brown Brown dark Black 
In slight torrefaction, only hemicellulose is affected, while lignin and cellulose are poorly affected 
or unaffected. In this process, the biomass properties do not improve significantly. In the mild 
torrefaction, the hemicellulose decomposition is intensified and the volatile release is intensified. 
The cellulose is also decomposed in some part, and the properties of the final biomass begin to 
improve in comparison with initial properties. In severe torrefaction the hemicellulose is 
completely decomposed while the cellulose is mostly degraded. Lignin is difficult to thermally 
degrade so it hardly decomposes a small proportion, achieving a final material with high lignin 
content which improves its properties as a solid fuel. As product of the torrefaction process and 
polymers decomposition, H2, CO, CO2, CH4, toluene, benzene and CxHy can be obtained in non-
condensable volatiles, H2O, acetic acids, alcohols, aldehydes and ketones in the condensable 
volatiles, and char and ash in the solid. 
1.3. Process parameters 
Many investigations in torrefaction field have been carried out in the experimental field, where 
different types of biomass were torrefied under different operating conditions. In these 
experiments, operating conditions are evaluated in order to find those optimum conditions which 
generate the best final properties of the solids after process.  
It was observed from this review of literature that numerous variables have been evaluated in 
torrefaction processes, including temperature, particle size, heating rate, residence time, pressure, 
and process atmosphere. The objective of this section is to identify those variables that present 
more incidence on the process in order to consider them in the model that will be developed in this 
doctoral thesis. 
1.3.1. Atmosphere 
One of the parameters studied in torrefaction process is the atmosphere during the process [6,10–
19]. Originally the process must be carried out in an inert atmosphere, but due to the high costs that 
this requires, recently has been studied other atmospheres with air or with low oxygen 
concentrations, carbon dioxide concentrations and mixtures of these species in order to be able to 
use or recycle flue gases generated in other processes. 
Torrefaction in oxidative atmospheres have been evaluated in the literature [6,15,16], the 
performance of fibrous and ligneous biomasses were evaluated in torrefaction when air or high 
oxygen concentration was used as atmosphere. Authors found that the components in the biomass 





temperatures (<240°C), the high oxygen concentration in atmosphere does not have a significant 
effect over the properties of the final solid. At higher temperatures (> 240 ° C) the effect over final 
product is evident since a partial combustion of volatiles may occur locally increasing the 
temperature and generating heterogeneous structures in the solid. An important conclusion from 
these works is that ligneous biomass, unlike fibrous biomass, can be torrefied in oxidative 
environments at low oxygen concentrations to reduce the operating cost.  
Other authors [10–14,17,19] evaluated low oxygen and carbon dioxide levels, or flue gases in the 
working atmosphere focusing to using gas streams generated in combustion processes. When the 
oxygen concentration is low, no significant impact is observed on the properties of the solid in all 
torrefaction range. This suggest that the process can be performed with flue gases as working 
atmosphere to reduce the operating cost.  
1.3.2. Particle size 
Particle size is another parameters evaluated during torrefaction tests [20–23]. This parameter has 
been varied in order to find ranges of dimensions in which the final product can be found 
homogeneous when other parameters such as temperature, or residence time also vary in the 
process. Particle size is linked to heating rate, the latter detected as a fundamental parameter in the 
decomposition process in torrefaction [24–26], because it directly influences the decomposition 
and char formation of the components of biomass (hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin). 
Interesting results were found in the work developed by Bridgeman et al. [21], where same analysis 
for the same kind of biomass with different particle sizes were found diferents. It was found that 
the crushing process is not homogeneous in the components of the biomass and a separation of 
organic and inorganic matter in particles of different sizes was evidenced. Larger particle sizes 
have greater carbon content, greater volatile content, cellulose content and, ultimately, a larger 
calorific value, while smaller particles have grater ash content. In this work was found that the 
particles smaller than 90µm have lower mass loss than the larger ones during a thermal process, 
due to mentioned differences. 
Peng et al. [23] evaluated the effect of particle size on the thermal phenomena involved in 
torrefaction process and pelletization from torrefied biomass. Densification tests showed that the 
energy consumption for making torrefied pellets increased with increasing the particle size and the 
degree of torrefaction, and the quality of torrefied pellets (hydro phobicity and hardness) could be 
improved with decreasing the particle size and increasing the severity of torrefaction. The thermal 
process inside the particle was analyzed throught characteristic dimensionless numbers for this type 
of process such as Biot, Pirólisis, Weitz-Protes, Knudsen, and it was found that the diffusivity of 
the volatiles generated during the biomass decomposition considerably affects the kinetics of the 
process for greater particles. This could be verified experimentally when tests were carried out in 
TGA and the larger particles presented smaller mass losses in contrast with results found by 
Bridgeman et al. [21] but in bigger particle size ranges.   
Basú et al. [20] studied the effect of particle size in torrefaction with large particles (pellets) with 
dimensions up to 25 mm in diameter and 65 mm in length. In this study, interesting results were 





larger diameter required longer preheating and heating times up to process temperature since they 
had to be heated at lower speeds than those with smaller diameters. In addition to this increase in 
processing time, their internal temperatures were increased to almost 20°C above oven temperature 
(also verified by Pierré et al. [27]), suggesting exothermic reactions within the biomass in the early 
states of the process. In addition, it was found that the mass yield and energy yield parameters 
decrease with the pellet diameter, but an opposite behavior presents the calorific value, which 
increases with the diameter of the pellet.   
1.3.3. Temperature and residence time 
Residence time and process temperature are perhaps the most experimentally analyzed parameters 
in the literature. The common approach of found works is to evaluate the impact of these two 
parameters on the properties of final solid by analyzing the decomposition of torrefied biomass and 
products yield [26,28–36], behavior of solid in subsequent thermal processes such as gasification 
[37–41], pyrolysis [33,42–45], combustion [22,37,46–50], and in mechanical processes such as 
pelletizing [11,51–55], crushing [56–59] and fluidization [60,61].  
Early in 80's Bourgois et al [62,63], analyzed separately the effect of residence time [62] and 
temperature [63] of torrefaction process in a biomass. The residence times of the biomass were 
varied between 15 min and 4 hours and temperature between 240-290°C. Results about impact of 
residence time and temperature over properties of final solid were similar, having more impact the 
temperature. The torrefied solid was analyzed by monitoring its weight during torrefaction and by 
elemental and proximate analysis and polymeric composition. In these analyzes it was found that 
when residence time increases, mass loss, oxygen, and hydrogen decrease, but carbon content and 
lignin increase. Similar results were found later by other authors when same parameters were varied 
with different biomasses [30,36,46,51,64–72]. 
Subsequent investigations of these parameters over biomass torrefaction have been focused to the 
formation and characterization of generated products. For the capture of the condensable products 
of the volatiles, common condensation methods were used then analyzed by HPLC (High-
performance liquid chromatography), GC-MS, FTIR methods. Main detected species are CO2, CO, 
CH4, acetic acid, formic, methanol, water, and others [41,46,73]. Mass balances for products 
generated during torrefaction have been conducted [36,41,62]. A maximum liquid formation of up 
to 12% and gas formation of up to 6% with errors in the mass balances around 5% [36,74]. 
After this review, it is clear that the parameters that have the greatest influence on the final 
properties of torrefied solid are temperature and residence time. These two parameters are further 
evaluated and investigated in literature in order to find the best combinations that generate torrefied 
biomass suitable for incorporation into subsequent thermal or mechanical processes such as 
combustion, gasification, pyrolysis, and pelletizing. 
1.3.4. Pressure 
Few studies have been found in literature evaluating the effect of pressure on torrefied biomass 
[75–77]. In general, in these investigations has been found that with higher pressures than 





reactions of secondary formation of solids. On the other hand, when torrefaction is carried out with 
vacuum, lower than atmospheric pressure, it is possible to favor the generation of volatiles. 
1.4. Torrefied solid in subsequent process. 
The solid obtained in torrefaction, have been studied in later thermal and mechanical processes 
such as combustion, pyrolysis, gasification, pelletization, crushing, and other. These studies have 
found promising results in the combination of torrefaction with subsequent thermal processes. In 
addition, studies on the densification or pelletizing of the torrefied solid have yielded good results 
for transport, storage, conservation and final disposal of these elements. 
1.4.1. Combustion 
The most studied thermal processes for torrefied solids is combustion [22,37,46–50,78–85]. These 
evaluations of solids in combustion have been carried out with a view to their smokes generation, 
incandescence, comparisons of ignition and burnout temperatures, comparisons of reaction time 
with raw material and coals, and behavior with biomass and coal blends. In these works, it was 
found that the smoke generation and flame time are considerably reduced and the incandescence 
time increases with respect to the untreated wood. Kinetics were obtained for the combustion of 
torrefied biomass by means of TGA analysis, where it was found that the combustion reactivity for 
torrefied biomass decreases and raw biomass generates an additional shoulder of mass loss due to 
the decomposition of the hemicellulose. 
Some authors [22,78] also evaluated torrefied biomasses in combustion process in order to analyze 
the generation of nitrogen compounds and others gaseous pollutants. It was verified in this work 
that the low temperature and short residence times favor nitrogen retention in the solid while high 
temperatures and long residence times favor nitrogen elimination in the volatiles. This elimination 
can occur by two routes: formation of NH3 or volatile cyclic amides. The first route way leads 
simultaneously to char formation, whereas second route leads to the formation of HCN or HNCO 
by cracking reactions.  
1.4.2. Gasification 
Gasification has been studied for torrefied biomass [86–93] in order to evaluate the syngas 
generation, reactivity, tar generation, and other important properties in the process. 
Fisher et al. [37] evaluated the reactivity of torrefied biomass, and found to decrease with the 
severity of process. In addition, the handling of this material in equipments improves ostensibly 
due to the facility to crush it and obtain the desired particle sizes, and to fluidize the material due 
to the new more rounded forms of the particles. Deng, et al. [41] proposed a configuration in which 
the torrefaction is linked to a gasification process of torrefied biomass with coal (co-gasification). 
One of the advantages of biomass torrefaction is that it generates coal-like properties for grinding, 
fluidization, handling, and the above plant configuration contemplates the introduction of torrefied 
solid together with coal in a mill to be subsequently fed into the reactor. Generated volatiles during 
torrefaction (formed mainly of CO2) enters the gasifier like gasifying agent, and the those generated 
in the gasification dry the material before torrefaction. Couhert et al. [40] evaluated the generation 





a similar generation of CO2 than raw biomass but it exceeds it by 7% in the generation of hydrogen 
and in 20% in the CO. 
1.4.3. Pyrolysis 
Torrefied biomasses have also been analyzed in pyrolysis processes [42–45]. In these works, fast 
pyrolysis was analyzed and interesting conclusions were found about the quality of the bio-oils 
obtained with torrefied biomasses. In torrefaction, the biomass is deoxygenated and lose acids 
(acetic, lactic), which indicate a low presence of oxygen and acids in the bio-oil. This result in a 
higher heating value and higher pHs. During torrefaction at high temperatures, the cross-linking 
and charring reactions are promoted in cellulose, which generates more final char and decreases 
the final amount of bio-oil obtained in fast pyrolysis. For this reason, authors recommend mild 
torrefaction process prior to fast pyrolysis in order to maximize the production of bio-oil.  
1.4.4. Crushing and fluidization 
Crushing and fluidization processes have also been studied for torrefied biomasses in order to 
evaluate performance in subsequent processes such as combustion, gasification or pyrolysis. 
Different authors [29,57–61,85,94–96] have studied the performance of torrefied wood in a 
crushing and fluidization process. As results of these investigations it was found that torrefied 
biomass can reduce the energy consumptions for crushing between 50-85% of energy necessary 
for raw biomass. Depending of torrefaction severity, can generate smaller particles size with 
smaller amount of fibers. After torrefaction, the biomass loses its fibrous structure, causing it to 
disappear or reduce the needle shapes, this improves the pneumatic feed to reactor, which would 
be unthinkable for untreated biomass. These changes in torrefied biomass ostensibly improves the 
fluidization, achieving bubbling fluidizations for particles of 160-170μm and soft fluidizations with 
particles of approximately 100μm. 
1.4.5. Pelletization 
Biomass palletization has also been studied with torrefied biomass [52,97–106]. Wang et al. [11] 
evaluated the wood torrefaction in fluidized bed with small amounts of oxygen in working 
atmosphere with variations of temperature and residence time. The pelletizing of the torrefied 
biomass was compared to that of untreated biomass in terms of the energy consumed to 
manufacture the pellet by two different processes: Compression and extrusion. An increase in 
energy consumption for palletization by compression and extrusion was found as the torrefaction 
was performed with higher temperature. Peng et al. [23] found results similar to those found by 
Wang in terms of energy consumption in the pelletizing process. In addition, the energy consumed 
in the pellet increases up to 40% as the particle sizes increase (going from 0.2mm to 0.8mm) and 
up to 200% compared to raw biomass. Wattananoi, et al. [51] evaluated the densification of 
biomass when pellets were generated from torrefied biomass. In this work, it was found that the 
oellet density from torrefied biomass reaches up to 340% compared to that from raw biomass. The 
energy densification carried out by this process is up to 400% of the volumetric energy value of 






Some authors have approached the torrefaction by performing mass, energy, and exergy balances, 
trying to add to the evidenced benefits of the process, an energetic, and exergetic viability 
[88,90,107–110]. Authors evaluated torrefaction process linked to a gasification process. Different 
configurations were evaluated in which torrefaction and gasification are combined. After analyzing 
exergetically the different configurations, it was concluded that is possible to improve the 
performance of the biomass in the gasification process and the overall efficiency of the process 
when torrefaction is linked to gasification. This happens when volatiles produced in torrefaction is 
supplied as an energetic part to the gasification. These analyzes were performed theoretically, so 
the authors suggest experimental verification. 
1.6. Technologies 
This section describes the equipment used in torrefaction in experimental works. Different kind of 
reactors such as fixed bed, fluidized, horizontal reactor, rotary reactor, screw reactor, and thermo-
gravimetric balances were found in this review. The use of thermo-balances and fixed bed reactors 
prevail because their easy operation, control, and reliability of results. 
1.6.1. Thermo-gravimetric balance (TGA) 
Majority of found studies found in the literature that experimentally studies biomass torrefaction, 
do so by means of thermo-gravimetric (TGA) reactors [1,11,21,23,24,26,46,59,60,69,108,111–
123]. This equipment is widely used because its easy control over operating parameters such as 
temperature, residence time, and heating rate. In addition, the fast and reliable results that can be 
obtained in relatively short times and with a very small sample, with the possibility of varying 
particle sizes, become it a suitable reactor for preliminary testing. 
Obtaining kinetics in this reactor is facilitated due to continuous temperature and mass recording 
developed during test. It also allows the possibility of connection with analysis equipment with 
real-time species registration such as FTIR or GC-MS, which also allows obtaining kinetics of 
products. This obtainment of kinetics is facilitated mainly by the small amount of sample in which 
eliminates thermal gradients for solid in the bed, and small volatiles residence times, avoiding the 
occurrence of secondary reactions that can distort the results.  
1.6.2. Fix bed reactor 
This kind of reactor has been widely used for torrefaction due to easy operation and reliable results 
[6,10,20,23,24,28,31,36,37,40,41,51,60,62–64,67,71–73,124–129]. Have been widely used for the 
study of other thermal processes such as gasification, combustion, and pyrolysis. The operation of 
this reactors allows flexibility to evaluate a wide range of particle sizes, beds with very fine 
particles to very large particles and pellets with operation in batch, although could be performed in 
continuous mode. One of the main benefits of torrefaction is the destruction of the fibrous structure 
which generates a fragile material that allows to have energetic benefits in later crushing processes. 
It is for this reason that torrefaction must to be carried out with large particles to later crush it and 
fed with coal in combustion processes or to compact it for pellet generation, and fix bed reactor is 





Most configurations for the operation with a fixed bed are basically similar, although sometimes 
the feeding technique of material to the reactor, the reactor heating system, and subsequent gas 
cleaning may vary. During process with fixed bed, the bed porosity and its height do not vary, as 
no great decomposition of the material or expansion of the bed is obtained and the pressure of the 
working gas is increased in this zone of the reactor. In these reactors, secondary reactions are 
usually potentiated due to the high residence times of volatiles. In the case of torrefaction, 
homogenous secondary reactions are not so important because the main interest is focused in solid, 
contrary to gasification and pyrolysis where the secondary reactions are of great interest. 
1.6.3. Fluidized bed reactor 
The operation of torrefaction in a fluidized bed is not very common in the scientific literature 
[11,20,61,130–132]. As mentioned earlier, large particles are more convenient to perform the 
torrefaction process, thinking about the advantages it generates in later processes. This restricts the 
use of fluidized beds, since to fluidize particles of relatively large sizes would be impractical and 
would lead to large equipment that guarantee the supply of gases to be able to carry out the 
fluidization. 
One of the main advantages of fluidized beds is the excellent heat transfer conditions between 
biomass particles and gases, which makes the process take place in less time. Operating a fluidized 
bed reactor requires a perfect match between particle sizes and gas flow, since for each particle 
size there will be a minimum fluidization velocity, increasing with particle size. In addition to the 
relationship between particle size and gas velocity, it is necessary the operational knowledge of the 
temperature profile in the bed, in order to make corrections by temperature and to maintain 
fluidization conditions. The above demonstrates that the operation under fluidization conditions is 
of special care and precision, which is not convenient for exploration stage since results are not 
obtained relatively quickly. This makes the options of experimentation in TGA or in fixed bed 
conditions much more attractive. 
1.6.4. Horizontal reactor 
Horizontal reactors have been widely used in experimental field for torrefaction [22,30,59,68,133–
135]. Are usually used for preliminary tests due to very simple, and easily operation. Can be easily 
coupled with additional equipment such as gas analyzers or precision balances. Samples used are 
relatively small, but larger than those used in TGA. Continuous operation becomes difficult in this 
type of configuration, and this is why its operation is performed in batch. It allows great flexibility 
in particle sizes, since it offers the possibility of processing from very fine to very large particles 
or pellets. 
1.6.5. Other reactors 
In addition to mentioned reactors, other less conventional reactors, with which biomass torrefaction 
has been carried out, have been found in the scientific literature. Among these types of reactors are 
rotary reactor, microwave, and screw reactors.  
From latter, rotary reactors are an excellent alternative for thermal processes with biomass because 
it provides a great facility to operate continuously making a permanent mixture of the material in 





equipment to generate the movement of the furnace which implies in additional energy 
consumptions. The above is not very suitable for experimental stages as is the case of torrefaction 
where the working atmosphere must be inert or with low oxygen concentrations to ensure no 
combustion of the material is generated. 
Another type of reactor not widely used in the experimentation for biomass torrefaction is the screw 
reactor [44,45,96,138,139]. Few studies have been found in the literature, where use it to perform 
continuous torrefaction of biomass. In this type of reactor, it is possible to process a wide range of 
particle sizes with restrictions on large particles, and is possible modify easily the biomass 
residence time by varying the RPM of screw. One of the advantages of this type of reactor is that 
it can be coupled to another subsequent thermal process such as combustion, pyrolysis, or 
gasification acting as a feed system without incurring additional costs. 
Microwave reactors have been not widely used in biomass torrefaction processes, but lately work 
has been published with this type of reactor [140–148]. One of the main complications in its use is 
the temperature control in the material, since only power is controlled in them. Some results show 
that mass and energy yield parameters decrease considerably compared to conventional 
torrefaction. In recent works temperatures have been measured in the samples, which is necessary 
due to the increase in temperature in the center of the particle which causes non-homogeneous 
solids.       
1.7. Kinetics 
In this section, the different kinetic models proposed in the literature to explain the thermal 
decomposition of the biomass in the roasting and pyrolysis processes were investigated. Pyrolysis 
models were included in this review because actual torrefaction models have been based in 
published for pyrolysis. In addition to the kinetics of biomass, the main components (cellulose, 
hemicellulose and lignin) will also be presented. 
Cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin are the three main components of the biomass, and in a small 
amount ash and extractives, mainly composed of alkaloids, waxes, fats, proteins, phenolic 
compounds, simple sugars, gums, resins, starches, and essential oils. As products of thermal 
decomposition of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin, three products are obtained: permanent gases 
(consisting mainly of CO, CO2, CH4 and small amounts of H2 and C2 hydrocarbons), condensable 
gases and char. The kinetics proposed in the literature attempt to describe and predict the formation 
of each of these phases or species present in them by real-time monitoring or by measuring the 
total production of each product. 
1.7.1. Cellulose 
Cellulose is the most abundant component in wood (most studied biomass in thermal processes 
such as pyrolysis, gasification, and torrefaction). It consists mainly of polymers of six carbons that 
form large linear chains of glucose molecules (usually 8.000-10.000) with high molecular weights, 
ranging from 300.000–500.000, with general formula (C6H10O5)n. Cellulose is the most studied 





The simplest model to describe the decomposition of cellulose found in the literature was proposed 
by Antal et al. [149], which describes the decomposition of cellulose in a pyrolysis process such as 
the formation of volatiles (formed by condensable compounds and permanent gases) and char, 
according to the kinetic scheme shown in equation (1-1). 
CharVolatilesCellulose   (1-1) 
Different authors have experimented on cellulose pyrolysis in order to obtain the kinetic parameters 
of this kinetic scheme [150–153]. Large differences have been found in the values obtained for 
these parameters due to differences in heating rates, TGA equipment, sample type and 
mathematical procedure to adjust the TGA data. 
Prior to this simple model, some authors investigated the cellulose decomposition in a pyrolysis 
process in order to propose a kinetic model from pseudo-components. One of the first known 
models was the proposed by Broido et al. [154], in which the cellulose decomposes into two 
endothermic competitive reactions. At low temperatures, between 220-280°C, there is an 
endothermic dehydration that produces anhydrocellulose, tars and water. Above 280°C, a 
depolymerization of the anhydrocellulose is shown generating char and gases. This kinetic scheme 
is shown in equation (1-2). 
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This model was modified several times later by Broido himself [133,155]. In its first modification 
proposed a model without taking into account the anhydrocellulose as shown in equation (1-3), 
where tested with large particles of cellulose oriented towards the analysis of char formation, 
between temperatures of 230-370°C. In his second modification added a reaction step (see equation 
(1-4)) in order to adjust its data to an experimental curve. 
 
This model was modified several times later by Broido himself [133,155]. In its first modification, 
where it tested with large particles of cellulose oriented towards the analysis of char formation, 
between temperatures of 230-370°C, proposed a model without taking into account the 
anhydrocellulose as shown in equation (1-3), and in its second modification added an additional 
reaction step (see equation (1-4)) in order to adjust its data to an experimental curve. 
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Bradbury et al. [156] proposed a model called "Broido-Shafizadeh" in which it is assumed an 
initiation stage that generates an active cellulose which later decomposes through two competitive 
reactions, into volatiles, char and gases. This kinetics were obtained with tests between 259-341°C, 
and this initiation stage is linked to the decomposition of the cellulose at low temperatures 259-
295°C because of depolymerization, as shown in equation (1-5). 
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Varhegyi et al. [157] refuted Bradbury's approach to the generation of an active cellulose as an 
initiation step. He argued that at low temperatures (250-370°C), this initiation step is superfluous 
and for high temperatures is not representative, so he proposed a new model without active 
cellulose generation but includes a high temperature decomposition step (see Equation (1-6)). 
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After this model, Banyasz et al. [158] proposed a kinetic model for cellulose decomposition where 
active cellulose was not included, confirming the work presented by Varhegyi (see equation (1-7)).   
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With technological development of advanced analytical equipment in which different species can 
be monitored, the depolymerization of cellulose at low temperatures and rapid pyrolysis has been 
evidenced [159,160]. In these evidences, the existence of liquid intermediary species and solids 
can be verified, which, although formed in the process, are destroyed after considerable residence 
times. The authors have associated each of these superfluous species with the formation of active 
cellulose, mentioned in Broido and Shafizadeh models. From these new evidences, and with 
identifications of some main species in the phases, similar models have been proposed to those 
already presented, considering the active cellulose and some species formation. In equation (1-8), 
is shown the model proposed by Piskorz et al. [161] for fast pyrolysis, and in equation (1-9) a 
kinetic model proposed by Diebold et al. [162] and subsequently confirmed by Wooten et al. [159] 
to represent the decomposition of cellulose at low temperatures is shown. Both models consider 
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The difference between these two kinetic models is that the second one considers char formation 
from the active cellulose. This char formation had been mentioned in previous years by Bradbury 
et al. [156] and Antal et al. [157], where they suggested that char formation was a consequence of 
the repolymerization of volatile compounds such as levoglucosan. This reaction from the active 
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Evidence of the existence of these components is not complicated with the help of advanced 
analytical equipment, but the chemical reaction mechanisms remain ambiguous. 
In this section, is clear that the kinetic models proposed to describe cellulose decomposition are 
based on the need to fit a model with experimental data. As part of these adjustments, pseudo-
components have been established as the "active cellulose" in order to justify behaviors evidenced 
in the experimentation and of which it is not yet clear its cause. 
1.7.2. Hemicellulose 
Hemicellulose is one of the most important compound in biomass. This compound consists mainly 
of 5-carbon polymers but also includes 6-carbon species such as glucose, mannose, galactose, 
xylose, arabinose, glucuronic acids of the general formula (C5H8O4)n. The most abundant 
compound in hemicellulose is xylan and it is for this reason that some studies found in the literature 
are made with xylan as a representative compound of hemicellulose. 






CharVolatilesoseHemicellul   (1-11) 
Different authors have also worked on obtaining the kinetic parameters for this model [150,164–
167], but large differences have been reported due to the same causes mentioned above (differences 
in heating rates, TGA equipment, sample, and mathematical procedure).  
Di Blasi et al. [135] proposed a model for the decomposition of xylan by means of two reactions 
in which an intermediate compound is generated, which yields later volatiles and char (see equation 
(1-12)).   
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In this model, the intermediate compound is consequence of depolymerization of the hemicellulose 
at low temperature (<150°C), leading to the formation of altered and rearranged structures of poly-
sugars. Above this temperature, the oligosaccharides and monosaccharides decomposition generate 
char, water and permanent gases such as CO and CO2. 
Koufopanos et al. [168] proposed a model for the decomposition of hemicellulose, which included 
a zero-order reaction in which a rapid depolymerization without mass loss was described where an 
intermediate compound was generated which subsequently formed gases, volatiles and char (see 
Equation (1-13)). This model is similar to that proposed by Shafizadeh et al. [169,170] but without 
considering mass loss in the initial reaction.  
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Ward et al. [171] represented the decomposition of a wood as the sum of the decomposition of each 
of its components (cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin). In this work, they proposed a kinetic model 
formed of three order one reactions in which two consecutive intermediate solids were generated 
and at the end only char is generated. This model considers a formation of volatiles after the 
formation of each intermediate solid as is shown in equation (1-14).  
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In the current literature, little kinetic information is found for hemicellulose, since, as mentioned 
earlier, cellulose has been the most studied component in biomass. In addition, the kinetics found 
only take into account pseudo-components, without reaching the detail to which the cellulose 





It is questionable whether the kinetic models proposed for a reaction can similarly predict the 
decomposition of the same component under similar operating conditions as two-reaction or 
multiple-reaction models. This subject has been addressed by some authors [172], and they 
conclude that this model adjustment depends directly on the operating conditions of the 
experimental tests. 
1.7.3. Lignin 
Lignin is the third component in importance in biomass for torrefaction process; it is composed of 
aromatic polymer complexes in an irregular matrix of several highly branched "hydroxy" and 
"methoxy" groups. It is more stable and resistant to thermal decomposition than cellulose and 
hemicellulose. 
Tang [173] proposed a single-reaction model for the decomposition of lignin as a result of 
experimental tests on vacuum TGA (equation (1-15)). Subsequently different authors studied the 
decomposition of biomass and its components and found kinetic parameters to describe the 
decomposition of lignin in a single reaction [151,153,173–175]. These parameters differ in values, 
but are a little more concordant compared to those found for cellulose and hemicellulose. 
CharVolátilesLignina   (1-15) 
In their research, Koufopanos et al. [168] and Ward, et al. [171] proposed models for biomass 
decomposition that also applied to lignin, in which it is decomposed thermally by mechanisms of 
multiple reactions in which the formation of an intermediate solid [168] and two intermediate solid 
are considered [171]. These models can be observed in equations (1-16) and (1-17). 
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Authors such as Liu et al. [176] evaluated the pyrolysis of lignin over a wide temperature range 
(20-800°C) with different heating rates and observed that lignin throughout its decomposition 
process has three regions of mass loss. To explain this behavior, they proposed a simple three-stage 
model where they explain each zone and the kinetic parameters were found for them. 
1.7.4. Biomass 
As already mentioned, the complexity of the reactions occurring in biomass in a thermal process 
makes it difficult to generate or propose an acceptable chemical model that describes this process. 
Different global kinetic models have been proposed and used. The simplest model to describe the 





CharVolátilesBiomasa   (1-18) 
Similar to previous models applied to biomass components, numerous studies have also been 
carried out to try to find the values of the kinetic parameters [171,177–179]. 
Shafizadeh et al. [180], proposed a model for the decomposition of wood, where three simultaneous 
reactions are considered, each forming a different product (solid, liquid and gas) as observed in 
equation (1-19).     
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This model of three reactions has been used by different authors to study wood decomposition and 
find the kinetic parameters for the formation of each product in the process [178,179,181,182]. 
Branca et al. [183] performed the pyrolysis of wood in the temperature range of 275-435°C and 
proposed a reaction mechanism of 3 consecutive stages presented in equation (1-20), since the 
thermograms had three zones of different velocities of mass loss, which are assumed to correspond 
to the decomposition of hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin respectively. In each stage volatiles 
generation is considered. In this kinetic study, the parameters were found for each region observed. 
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Di Blasi [184], studied secondary char formation from volatiles in a combustion process (equation 
(1-21)), later Park et al. [185] studied these kinetics proposed by Di Blasi but coupled to a process 
of biomass pyrolysis, being the only kinetic proposal for this type of secondary reactions (equation 
(1-22)). 
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Some authors in this topic of biomass kinetics consider that the decomposition of a biomass can be 
expressed as the sum of the individual decompositions of each of its main components (cellulose, 
hemicellulose and lignin) [26,153,171,186]. This position does not consider synergistic behaviors 
between the components, nor catalytic effects due to the ashes contained in the biomass. This 
hypothesis has been debated by some authors who experimentally verify the synergy of the 
components and the catalytic effect of the ashes on the products obtained and on the decomposition 
rate of the main components [129,187–189]. 
1.8. Models 
The need to explain theoretically and predict the phenomena involved in thermal processes has led 
to the development of phenomenological models with which a complete description of chemical 
and physical process occurring during the process can be done. In this section, a review of literature 
was carried out to identify the proposed models, global, one-dimensional, in two or three 
dimensions, that predict or describe the behavior of a biomass in a torrefaction process. 
Currently in the literature the information about predictive models in the field of torrefaction is 
limited [65,137,190–194]. These models, consider the influence of parameters such as heating rate, 
process temperature, residence times, etc, having good adjustments with experimental data, but, 
some models have considerable simplifications respect to energy transfer between phases inside 
particle, or global kinetics without consider secondary char formation. 
The first models for thermal process were developed in the field of the combustion and pyrolysis 
of coal and biomass. In these, very precise kinetics and more complete models have been developed 
for the prediction of the phenomena occurring in the different types of fuels. Torrefaction, as a 
study area post-pyrolysis and gasification  (as it aroused great interest beginning 1990s) has taken 
much of the knowledge and advances in the field of pyrolysis [149,181,185,195–201] to structure 
the models that describe the process in a biomass. 
Chan et al. [181] developed a model for a biomass particle subjected to heating under inert 
atmosphere. This model considered the drying of the particles, the exit of volatiles and cracking. 
Conduction and convection inside the particle were considered and thermal properties as 
conductivity and heat capacity vary with process temperature. A biomass decomposition model 
considering solid, gas and tar formation and subsequent secondary decomposition of tar into 
volatiles and tar was included in the model.  
Di Blasi et al. [202] modeled a two-dimensional biomass particle which is heated under inert 
atmosphere at controlled heating rates. The particle was considered as isotropic and with properties 





convection of heat inside the particle, and convection and radiation in the particle surface were 
considered. The kinetic model of decomposition of biomass proposed by Broido [156] was used in 
this model without taking into account secondary reactions between volatile and solid. In this 
model they obtained temperature contours, gas velocity and char production. The results were 
compared with one-dimensional models with comparable results. 
Felfi et al. [203] developed an one-dimensional phenomenological model in a transient state 
applied to torrefaction process of a wood pellet. In this model it was considered that volatiles and 
steam generated are in thermal equilibrium with the solid. Geometric changes of the solid during 
the process and pressure gradients were negligible due to the high permeability of the solid. 
Diffusive transport of the gaseous species in the solid was negligible as well. Kinetics model used 
in this model was proposed by Shafizadeh et al. [180] which considers that the biomass is 
decomposed by three competitive reactions to gas, tar and char. This model reproduced the drying 
process, particle heating and volatiles generation. This model is not sufficiently explanatory to the 
phenomena that occur within the particle. 
Ratte et al. [204] proposed a one-dimensional phenomenological model in a transient state for slow 
pyrolysis of a spherical wood particle. In this model they used the average volume simplification 
(Volume averaging) proposed by Withaker [205]. Mass and energy balances were performed for 
wood particle, considering the kinetic model proposed by Shafizadeh et al. [180]. With this model 
it is possible to reproduce the distribution of temperatures inside the particle, moisture content, 
increase of pressure as a consequence of the generation of volatiles. This model considered more 
physical phenomena than those considered by Felfli et al. [203], but the kinetics responsible for 
explaining the chemical phenomena during the process were the same. 
Turner et al. [206] modeled wood torrefaction process using a transient two-dimensional 
phenomenological model, which coupled chemical and physical phenomena using the transpore 
model previously developed by Perré et al. [207], which describes the drying of a porous medium. 
The kinetic model used is based on the hypothesis that biomass decomposition can be described as 
the decomposition of each of its main components (cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin) and kinetics 
available in the literature are used to model the decomposition of each one. 
Pétrissanset al. [208] modeled the thermal degradation of a wood particle by phenomenological 
equations in a one-dimensional transient state model. They did not consider convective energy 
transfer between volatiles and solid, and used a kinetic model that describes the decomposition of 
the wood as two simultaneous reactions that generate gases and char. His main focus was on 
primary char yield so no information was shown about field of other products. 
Ratte et al. [190] developed one of the few models found for a torrefaction reactor. In this model 
two phases were considered inside the reactor: A particulate phase formed by the biomass and a 
continuous phase formed by 11 species present in the gases that enter to the reactor and those 
generated in the process. The kinetic model only considers the formation of volatiles and char, 
without considering secondary reactions in heterogeneous phase. The modeling process is 
continuous and eight reactions were considered to represent the homogeneous phase reactions 





According to presented in this section of models, the field of investigation about models for 
torrefaction process is increasing and is an area for exploration, which can be improved with 
more detailed kinetic models. 
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2. Chapter 2. Energetic and Exergetic Evaluation of 
Residual Biomass in a Torrefaction Process 
(Paper published in Energy Journal) 
Abstract 
 
Torrefaction test in a TGA (Termo-gravimeter analyzer) for six different types of residual biomass 
(sugarcane bagasse, banana rachis, rice husk, palm oil fiber, sawdust and coffee waste) was 
developed in this work. These six materials were evaluated before and after torrefaction process 
through HHV (High Heating Value), and energetic and exergetic balances to find a promising solid 
fuel biomass for a torrefaction process. Torrefaction is a thermal process performed in an inert 
atmosphere at temperatures between 200 and 300°C, with residence times lower than 60min and 
heating rates lower than 20°C/min. Its aim is to improve a biomass as a solid fuel. In this 
processing, the lignocellulosic components are degraded (hemicellulose and cellulose are more 
degraded than lignin), having as result a biomass with a predominant amount of lignin. In this 
work, the torrefaction process was carried out at a temperature of 250°C in an inert atmosphere 
with 10°C/min of heating rate and a residence time of 30 min. As a result, it was found that the 
biggest and lowest increases in HHV for torrefied biomass were14.5% and 5.2% for sawdust and 
palm oil fiber, respectively. Sawdust was found to have the best performance in the torrefaction 
process evaluated from the energy yield parameter but rice husk was the best biomass in the 
energetic balances of the process. Energy and exergy balances show that palm oil fiber and banana 
rachis are the least efficient biomass in the torrefaction process. 
Keywords: Torrefaction, energy balances, residual biomass, exergy balances, energy yield, HHV. 
2.1. Introduction 
Biomass is a promising source of solid fuels that compete with fossil fuels like oil and coal because 
of its low emission of greenhouse gases and its acceptable performance in thermal processes. 
Despite the benefits of using biomass in thermal processes, its implementation has a major 
limitation for projects involving high biomass flows. High humidity and low biomass density 
reduces the feasibility of the projects as the projects’ size increases. This is due to the high cost 
associated with the transport of large amounts of biomass. It is for this reason that only small and 
medium scale projects may become the only option for obtaining economic benefits from the 
transformation of thermal biomass. 
The torrefaction process is carried out in inert atmospheres or low amounts of oxygen at 
temperatures in the range of 200-300 °C and low heating rates (<20 °C/min) [1]. During the 
torrefaction process a mass loss of up to 40% and an energy loss between 5-10% are registered for 
the biomass and a HHV is generated [2–4]. Different authors in the literature have experimentally 
evaluated the performance of biomass when it is subjected to a torrefaction process with variations 
in operating parameters [5,6], have evaluated the kinetics to suggest reaction mechanisms [7], and 





crushing [13–15] to improve the process or the performance of the biomass. In addition to the 
above experimental studies, other approaches such as developing process models [16,17], mass 
and energy balances that provide information on process feasibility [18–20] and some cost analysis 
can be found in the literature [21,22]. 
Bourgois et al. [5] examined the effect of a thermal process at 260°C in an inert atmosphere on a 
pine biomass. Residence times were varied between 15 min and 4 hours. The gases generated in 
the process were examined by chromatography, finding the dominant presence of non-condensable 
components such as CO, CO2, O2 and N2.. The authors concluded that CO generation is 
instantaneous, so that CO2 generation is not a product of CO combustion.  The torrefied solid was 
analyzed by monitoring its weight during torrefaction and by ultimate and proximate analysis. In 
these tests, it was found that when the residence time varies between 15 minutes and 4 hours, the 
mass (20 - 50%), the amount of hydrogen (0.2 - 19%) and the amount of oxygen of the biomass (5 
- 40%) decrease. In contrast, the amount of carbon in the torrefied material (4 - 33%) and lignin 
(30 - 200%) increase when the residence time increases. In general, the torrefaction process 
produces an increase in the biomass HHV of up to 44% and improves hydrophobic characteristics 
that directly impact the lifetime of the material. These tests were performed only at a process 
temperature, and the heating rate of the biomass or the particle size used is not mentioned in the 
article, leaving unrevealed much of the behavior of the material when the temperature and other 
parameters, such as the fraction of oxygen in the process, are modified. These tests were not 
conducted under experimental design so they only evaluated the impact of a parameter in the 
process and, therefore, the effect of the other variables in the results cannot be concluded with 
certainty. 
In a later work, Bourgois et al. [6] performed experimental tests similar to those of previous work 
[5], with the same operating parameters unspecified such as particle size and heating rates and with 
the difference that the residence time was kept constant and the temperature varied in the range of 
240 to 290°C. The trends found in the behavior of parameters, such as mass loss, oxygen, hydrogen 
and lignin, were very similar to those found in previous work. It is noteworthy that the same 
shortcomings noted in previous work were evidenced again. 
Pentananunt et al. [2] evaluated the final characteristics of the torrefied biomass such as proximate 
and ultimate analysis, and density, but with an additional component corresponding to the 
performance analysis of the material roasted in a combustion process. In the torrefaction tests, the 
temperature and residence times were varied from 250 to 270°C and 2 to 3 hours, respectively. 
This study found similar results to those found in the works of Bourgois et al. [5], [6] in terms of 
the reduction of hydrogen and oxygen, and increased carbon when the process temperature and the 
residence time increase. In the combustion tests conducted with torrefied wood and charcoal, the 
findings were that torrefied biomass shows better performance because it generates less dense 
smoke, less soot and higher speeds in combustion than virgin biomass. The study does not mention 
the type of wood used for the torrefaction process. 
W-H Chen et al. [23,24] evaluated the torrefaction process in a TGA with four kinds of biomasses 
with the aim to study the behavior of lignocellulosic structure after thermal process. In this work it 





partially decomposed. They also studied the kinetics of cellulose, hemicelluloses and lignin for 
different temperatures in an isothermal torrefaction process [23]. They found the kinetic parameter 
for different ranges of temperature and proposed a reaction order for each reaction in the 
components. Additionally, they propose a model to predict biomass decomposition from the 
decomposition of each component. This model has been controverted by different authors because 
neither synergic effects nor the catalytic effect of ash are considered. 
Fisher et al. [10] performed torrefaction tests with willow wood with sizes ranging between 5.6 
and 9.5 mm in order to evaluate its performance during the combustion and gasification process. 
The torrefaction is carried out with heating rates of 5°C/min from room temperature to 150°C and 
maintained there for 45 minutes. Subsequently, the heating continues with the same heating rate 
until reaching the process temperature which varies between 270 and 290°C and it is maintained 
at this temperature for between 38 and 41 minutes. Differences in reactivity during the combustion 
and gasification between torrefied biomass and virgin biomass have been found. The difference in 
reactivities between these biomasses with longer residence times and higher processing 
temperatures was evident. 
S-W Park et al. [25] evaluated the performance of a torrefied biomass with different operational 
conditions in a torrefaction process, and  in a co-combustion process with coal. In this work low-
temperature and several torrefaction processes were developed and blended later with coal for co-
combustion tests. The biomass with several torrefaction processes was more reactive than the low-
torrefied biomass. This behavior is due to the complete decomposition of some components like 
hemicelluloses and cellulose in the pre-treatment process because, during combustion process, 
some shoulders are seen for low-temperature torrefied biomass due to the components that were 
not decomposed in the torrefaction process. 
Repellin et al. [14] evaluated the performance of torrefied biomass in terms of energy consumption 
in a shredding process. The torrefaction process was carried out with biomass pellets, varying 
residence time (5 - 60min) and process temperatures (180 - 260 °C), and subsequently crushing the 
pellets in a ball mill to a particle size of less than 200μm. Once this particle size was reached, the 
energy consumed in the grinding process was measured and compared with other virgin and 
torrefied biomasses with different operating conditions. It was found that with biomass torrefied at 
higher temperatures significant reductions (93%) in energy consumption can be obtained. 
Some authors have addressed the issue of biomass torrefaction by performing mass, energy and 
exergy balances, trying to add its energy and exergy viability to the obvious benefits of the process. 
Prins et al. [18] evaluated the torrefaction process bound to a gasification process. To carry out the 
analysis of torrefied biomass performance under different operating conditions, different 
configurations were evaluated combining the torrefaction processes and gasification. One of the 
tested combinations considers the use of volatiles produced in the torrefaction as an energy part of 
the gasification. After an exergetic analysis of the different configurations, the authors concluded 
that when a torrefaction pretreatment is linked to the gasification process, where part of the energy 
of the process is provided by the exhaust gases and volatiles from the gasification process and 





gasification process as well as the overall efficiency of the process. These analyses were conducted 
theoretically and, therefore, the authors suggest experimental verification. 
Yan et al. [20] performed mass and energy balances for biomass torrefaction process under two 
different operating conditions and the same residence time. The torrefied biomass (pine) showed 
the trends highlighted by different authors in their experimental work when the temperatures 
increase. In these balances, the heats of reaction in each solid biomass were calculated and the 
authors concluded that these were totally independent from process temperatures. 
Models have been developed trying to describe the torrefaction process. Ratte et al. [17] developed 
one of the most complete models found so far in the literature for biomass torrefaction process. 
This model considered two phases inside the reactor: a phase composed by biomass particles and 
a continuous phase composed of 11 species for the gas entering the reactor and generated in the 
process. The modeling process is for a continuous process and eight reactions were considered 
during the torrefaction process. Although the validations performed with experimental data have 
acceptable agreement with the results of the model, some simplifications in the simulations limited 
the accuracy of the results and forced the authors to improve them to increase the model’s 
performance. One of the phenomena that occurs during the torrefaction process and which is not 
considered in the model is the condensation of condensable volatiles or tar generated in the process. 
This work was focused on finding a potentially promising solid fuel from residual biomasses when 
they are treated thermally in a torrefaction process in TGA. For this purpose, the residual biomasses 
were torrefied at 250°C and 30 minutes of residence time and evaluated with energy and exergy 
analysis and energy experimental parameters. 
2.2. Experimental Setup 
Six biomasses were torrefied in a APT STA 1600 LINSEIS TGA located in the Energy Laboratory 
of the National University of Colombia of Medellín. All biomasses were dried at ambient 
temperature with an average temperature of 23°C and 400 W/m2 of average solar radiation for 12 
hours, and crushed to obtain a particle size of 150 µm (mesh 100). Two experimental runs were 
done for each biomass with 10 mg aproximately. The torrefaction process was developed in an 
inert atmosphere, and nitrogen was supplied at a rate of 50 ml/min. An initial heating until 110°C 
for 10 minutes, followed by heating until the process temperature of 250°C were developed. The 
material was kept for 30 minutes in this condition. The torrefaction tests were developed in a mild 
range according to Prins et al. [26,27] who found this condition as optimal for biomass. Both 
heatings were done with a heating rate of 10°C/min. A natural cooling was achieved until reaching 
ambient temperature for each biomass.  
Two runs for each biomass were done and during the experimental runs the mass was monitored. 
An initial run without material was done with the aim to correct and eliminate errors by external 
effects in the thermo-gravimetric analysis. The experimental setup used for the thermal process is 






Figure 2-1. TGA scheme used in the experimental torrefaction process of biomass (250°C, 30 min) 
All biomasses were characterized before thermal process by ultimate and proximate analysis, and 
HHV (Table 2-1 and Table 2-2). After the thermal process, all biomasses were characterized only 
by ultimate analysis (Table 2-2) because with the reduced amount of material the proximate 
analysis could not be done. All the information shown in the analysis is the average of three 
analyses done for each biomass. The HHV was obtained from ultimate analysis information 
through the empirical correlations for biomass suggested by Fried et al. [28]. This correlation is 
shown in equation (2-1) in which elemental amounts from ultimate analysis are used. 
20600131*2.51223023255.3)/( 2  NHCHCCkgkJHHV  (2-1) 
Table 2-1.Ultimate analysis and theoretical HHV of raw biomass (% w/w) 
Biomass C H N O Theoretical HHV (kJ/kg) 
Palm oil fiber 42.5±0.4 6.4±0.3 1.0±0.1 42.6±0.7 16953±899 
Banana rachis 32.5±0.3 4.6±0.3 1.6±0.5 36.4±1.1 14388±969 
Sugarcane bagasse 42.5±1.1 5.4±0.4 0.4±0.1 47.6±1.7 16267±1616 
Rice husk 33.6±1.0 4.0±0.9 2.2±0.4 38.5±2.3 15047±2471 
Sawdust 45.2±0.1 5.7±0.2 0.4±0.2 45.7±0.5 17936±590 
Coffee waste 44.6±0.6 6.3±0.5 2.7±0.4 41.8±1.6 18012±1577 
Table 2-2.Proximate analysis and experimental HHV of raw biomass (% w/w) 
Biomass Moisture Ash Fixed Carbon Volatiles Experimental HHV (kJ/kg) 
Palm oil fiber 4.2±0.2 7.3±0.1 9.9±0.6 78.3±0.6 18448±172 
Banana rachis 5.1±0.1 24.7±0.4 11.6±0.5 58.4±0.8 13479±92 
Sugarcane bagasse 5.2±0.2 3.9±0.6 8.3±0.3 82.5±0.5 16920±340 
Rice husk 5.1±0.1 21.5±0.2 17.1±0.4 56.5±0.4 14627±408 
Sawdust 6.5±0.2 2.8±0.3 2.2±0.2 88.3±0.3 18503±660 





As shown in Table 2-1 and Table 2-2, the differences between HHV calculated with correlation 
and experimental HHV are in a range of 420 – 1600 kJ/kg (2.8 to 9.7%). These differences will be 
considered to analyze the results after the thermal process. 
2.3. Results 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the biomasses were heated at 10°C/min until a temperature 
of 110°C for 10 minutes and then heated again at 10°C/min until torrefaction process temperature 
of 250ºC and maintained at this temperature for 30 minutes. After process, the kiln was turned off 
and a natural cooling until room temperature was done for the biomass and, after this, the biomass 
was extracted. Ultimate analysis was done for the torrefied biomasses and the HHV was calculated 
according to the correlation mentioned above [28]. 
The mass loss in all runs was monitored and recorded with maximum errors of 5% between runs 
of the same material. The representative results of each run in the process are shown in Figure 2-2. 
In this figure, can be observed that 10 minutes for dry process is enough to remove the water in the 
biomass. All biomasses starts decomposition around 180-190ºC in the second heating process, 
which is in accordance with literature about decomposition temperatures of biomass components 
[29]. In this temperature range (180-190ºC) the hemicelluloses start their decomposition producing 
volatiles like CO2, CO and low fractions of liquids like acetic acid [27]. In this decomposition, 
banana rachis, coffee waste and palm oil fiber present a fast mass loss probably due to a high 
amount of hemicellulose.  
 
Figure 2-2. Mass loss during torrefaction process of biomass (250°C, 30 min) 
The banana rachis was also dried at ambient temperature, but its moisture was higher than others 
(12% approximately) resulting in a larger mass loss in this material. As results of these 
experimental runs, sugarcane bagasse was the material that exhibited the least mass loss with 
around 13.5%, followed by rice husk and sawdust with 17% and 20%, respectively, neglecting the 





mass loss of 27, 34 and 35%, respectively, neglecting the initial moisture. Figure 2-2 shows some 
slope changes during the process as result of the start of decomposition of cellulose and lignin, 
which are decomposed into smaller quantities than hemicelluloses. This fact is observed in the 
different slopes that are present in all the thermal process. 
One of the main features in the torrefaction process is that mass loss is higher than energy loss, 
leading to a densification of biomass and increasing the HHV. Results of ultimate analyses for all 
torrefied biomasses (Table 2-3) are shown and their new HHVs were obtained using the above 
correlation (2-1) [28]. The values shown in Table 2-3 are the average of three analyses. 
Table 2-3.Ultimate analysis for biomass torrefied at 250°C for 30 min (% w/w) 
Biomass C H N O Theoretical HHV (kJ/kg) 
Palm oil fiber 44.3±3.7 4.1±0.3 2.9±0.3 41.1±1.5 17843±1216 
Banana rachis 36.2±1.5 3.3±0.8 3.0±0.3 32.6±1.9 15970±2160 
Sugarcane bagasse 44.0±2.4 4.1±0.5 1.1±0.2 46.7±1.7 17519±1735 
Rice husk 40.0±0.9 4.3±0.1 1.3±0.1 32.7±1.1 16422±853 
Sawdust 47.8±0.9 4.6±0.1 1.1±0.1 39.3±1.1 20534±706 
Coffee waste 51.7±0.6 4. 8±0.3 3.2±0.4 35.6±1.3 20560±1138 
A comparison between mass before and after the torrefaction process was developed to clarify the 
effect that the thermal process produces over lingocellulosic materials (Table 2-4). The HHV 
comparison was done with the theoretical ones to reduce the margin of error. 
Table 2-4.Mass and HHV of biomass before and after the torrefaction process. 
Biomass 
Solid HHV (KJ/kg)  Solid mass (mg) 
Inlet Outlet Increase (%)  Inlet Outlet Mass loss (%) 
Palm oil fiber 16953±899 17843±1216 5.2  10.83±0.01 6.6±0.01 38 
Banana rachis 14388±969 15970±2160 11.0  10.58±0.01 6.0±0.01 42 
Sugarcane bagasse 16267±1616 17519±1735 7.7  11.07±0.01 9.0±0.01 18 
Rice husk 15047±2471 16422±853 9.1  10.63±0.01 8.2±0.01 22 
Sawdust 17936±590 20534±706 14.5  10.43±0.01 7.7±0.01 25 
Coffee waste 18012±1577 20560±1138 14.1  10.60±0.01 7.3±0.01 30 
To clarify the effect generated by the torrefaction process, a bar graph illustrates the change in the 
HHV of the biomass before and after the process (Figure 2-3), and is clear that the thermal process 






Figure 2-3. HHV of biomass before and after the torrefaction process 
The biggest increase in the HHV of the biomasses evaluated was shown by sawdust with 14.5%, 
followed by coffee waste with 14.1%. The lowest increase in HHV was presented by the palm oil 
fiber with only 5.2%. Besides observing HHV increases, the loss of mass must be related to the 
analysis, to generate a parameter that relates HHV with mass and to obtain the energy available in 
the torrefied solid. This parameter is known as “energy yield” and is shown in equation (2-2). A 














Figure 2-4. Energy yield for torrefaction process at temperature of 250°C for 30 min 
The energy yield represents the available energy ratio between raw and torrefied biomass, and 



















































bagasse and sawdust are the promising biomasses to be transformed by a torrefaction process and 
obtain a solid fuel with better characteristics. Banana rachis had the lowest performance in the 
torrefaction process, showing only 0.63 in the energy yield parameter. 
2.4. Mass and Energy balances 
In a torrefaction process of biomass, gases, liquids and solids are obtained as main products. The 
main species in these products are CO2 and CO, acid acetic and a torrefied solid, respectively [30]. 
To develop the mass and energy balances, the initial moisture in the biomass was separated, taken 
in separately as liquid water, and expelled of the process as steam water. The inert gas necessary 
for the process was considered in the process as additional specie in the balances. In order to 
simplify the mass and energy balances, the condensable and non-condensable gases were grouped 
into global specie called volatiles (Figure 2-5). 
 
Figure 2-5. Mass and energy balance for torrefaction process at a temperature of 250°C for 30 min 
With these products and flows known, the mass and energy balances can be performed. The HHV 
[28] and heat capacities [31]of raw and torrefied biomass were obtained from empirical 
correlations. The heat capacity of each biomass was found from the heat capacities of the elemental 
species in the solid state according to equation (2-3). It was necessary to express the biomass with 
a chemical expression of the elemental species (CxHyOz). 
)*720.16()*614.9()*524.7()*/( zyxKmolJcp   (2-3) 
The enthalpy of formation of raw and torrefied biomass for energy balances are calculated through 
the Hess law, having the calculated HHV (enthalpy of reaction) in a fictitious combustion reaction 
and the enthalpy of formation of products in this reaction according to equation (2-4). These 
enthalpies of formation, heats capacities and chemical formulas for all biomasses are shown in  
Table 2-5 and Table 2-6. This methodology has also been used in some published works such as 






























Table 2-5.Chemical formula, enthalpy capacity and enthalpy of formation for raw biomasses. 
Biomass 
Raw biomass 
CxHyOz Heat capacity Enthalpy of formation 
x y z kJ/kg K kJ/kg 
Palm oil fiber 1.00±0.02 1.80±0.01 0.90±0.01 1.45±0.11 -8257±899 
Banana rachis 1.00±0.02 1.70±0.01 1.40±0.01 1.41±0.12 -9189±969 
Sugarcane bagasse 1.00±0.06 1.50±0.01 0.90±0.01 1.41±0.29 -6786±1617 
Rice husk 1.00±0.05 2.50±0.02 4.40±0.01 1.32±0.27 -7030±2471 
Sawdust 1.00±0.01 1.50±0.01 0.80±0.01 1.36±0.04 -5868±589 
Coffee waste 1.00±0.03 1.71±0.01 0.70±0.01 1.43±0.18 -7544±1576 
Table 2-6.Chemical formula, enthalpy capacity and enthalpy of formation for torrefied biomasses. 
 
Torrefied Biomass 
Biomass CxHyOz Heat capacity Enthalpy of formation 
 x y z kJ/kg K kJ/kg 
Palm oil fiber 1.00±0.17 1.10±0.01 0.80±0.01 1.24±0.23 -5004±1216 
Banana rachis 1.00±0.08 1.10±0.03 1.20±0.01 1.24±0.28 -7165±2161 
Sugarcane bagasse 1.00±0.13 1.10±0.02 0.90±0.01 1.22±0.32 -3890±1735 
Rice husk 1.00±0.03 1.30±0.01 1.00±0.01 1.31±0.20 -8592±852 
Sawdust 1.00±0.04 1.20±0.01 0.70±0.01 1.31±0.27 -5229±706 
Coffee waste 1.00±0.02 1.12±0.01 0.52±0.01 1.26±0.16 -5304±1137 
From the above information, energy balances were performed and the enthalpy of reaction for each 
torrefaction reaction of each biomass was found as is shown in equation (2-5), and the heat request 
for the torrefaction process was also found, as shown in equation (2-6). For energy balance 
calculations, it was assumed that input streams consist of raw biomass, nitrogen and liquid 
moisture, and outlet streams consist of volatiles, nitrogen, steam and a torrefied biomass. It was 
assumed that volatiles are composed of CO2 and acetic acid according with previous experimental 
works [20,32]. The CO2 and acetic acid are presented in proportions of 74% and 26%, respectively, 
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Table 2-7. Mass and energy balance for torrefaction process 
Biomass Mass in (kg) Energy (kJ) Solid mass out (kg) Energy (kJ) Heat (Q) (kJ/kg) 
Palm oil fiber 1.00±0.01 16953±930 0.61±0.01 10884±1752 2320±2091 
Banana rachis 1.00±0.01 14388±996 0.57±0.01 9102±1482 1944±3111 
Sugarcane bagasse 1.00±0.01 15471±1646 0.81±0.01 14190±2029 2525±3321 
Rice husk 1.00±0.01 15047±2500 0.77±0.01 12644±703 -2043±3321 
Sawdust 1.00±0.01 17935±624 0.74±0.01 15195±577 392±1260 
Coffee waste 1.00±0.01 18012±1611 0.69±0.01 14186±844 1680±2600 
The results of the energy balances are presented in Table 2-7. A summary of the mass and energy 
balances for the wood torrefaction process is presented in Figure 2-6. This graph shows that the 
volatile gases contain 8% of the initial energy of the biomass. This energy could be used later in a 
biomass pre-heater or in the gas recirculation to the reactor and provide a portion of the energy 
required in the system. 
 
Figure 2-6. Mass and energy balance for the torrefaction process of sawdust at a temperature of 250°C for 30 min 
Future assessments quantifying the species in the gas outlet and involving the amounts of 
hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin are under development. 
2.5. Exergy balances 
Exergy is defined as the maximum potential work that can be obtained from a material flow, heat 
transfer or work to bring this stream or system to environmental conditions; conditions that are 
associated with the dead state where the currents are in chemical, thermal and mechanical 
equilibrium with the atmosphere. Among the different forms of exergy, for this process, only those 
relevant, such as thermal, work and material exergies, are quantified, and smaller amounts, such as 
the kinetic and potential exergy, are neglected. According to the above, the specific exergy  (J/mol) 
was calculated from equation(2-7) for each stream [33]: 





Where chb  and phb  are the chemical and physical exergy, respectively. The chemical exergy for a 
gas mixture or non-combustible solids is obtained from equation (2-8) and for a fuel ( ch
Fb ) is 
calculated by equation (2-9) [33]: 
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Where ix  and 
ch
ib  in equation (2-8) are the molar fraction of the i specie in the gas stream and the 
chemical exergy of the i specie in the stream. In equation (2-9), the chemical exergy of a solid fuel 
is obtained considering the products of a combustion reaction of this fuel. In this equation, iv  is 
the molar fraction of the i specie, is  is the entropy of the i specie, 0T  and 0P  are the temperature 
and pressure of the reference state, HHV  is the highest heating value of the biomass, and ch
ib  is 







































Where h, n, c and o are the amounts of hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon and oxygen in the elemental 
analysis. Physical exergy of a gas stream or solid was calculated with equation (2-11): 
)()( 000 ii ssThhb iiph   (2-11) 
Where ih  and is  are the enthalpy and entropy of the specie i in the stream and ih0 and is0  are the 
enthalpy and entropy of the specie i in the stream in the reference state.  
With these expressions, the total exergy for each process can be obtained considering the inlet and 
outlet streams shown in Figure 2-5. The chemical exergy of the biomass and biochar were 
calculated in agreement with equation (2-9). The irreversibilities and efficiency in all processes 
were found in accordance with equations (2-12) and (2-13): 










Where inb  is represented by the exergy of the biomass, moisture and inert gas, and outb  is 
represented by the exergy of the biochar, volatiles (condensable and non-condensable) and the inert 
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Where 
pT  is the process temperature and rQ  is the heat of reaction shown in Table 2-7. The exergy 
balances were done from mass and energy balances, and the exergies of all streams can be seen in 
Table 2-8. The values shown in Table 2-8 are obtained in relation to the amount of raw biomass 
and the units shown are kJ / kg raw biomass. 
Table 2-8. Total exergy of inlet and outlet streams in the process 
 IN (kJ / kg)  OUT (kJ / kg)  
 Biomass H2OL Q  Biochar H2OV Acetic Acid CO2 
Palm oil fiber 17696±959 23±0.1 1906±1725  12806±880 27±0.2 1043±4 110±1 
Banana rachis 14326±1106 27±0.1 1281±2054  8829±1392 33±0.1 1320±4 139±1 
Sugarcane bagasse 16913±1676 94±0.3 1697±2238  15069±1664 100±0.3 621±2 133±1 
Rice husk 13454±2528 92±0.3 -1387±2250  12066±751 98±0.4 768±3 164±1 
Sawdust 18620±652 116±0.4 -165±531  16381±607 123±0.3 634±2 135±1 
Coffee waste 18528±1641 80±0.3 742±1188  11993±893 85±0.3 1488±5 318±1 
In this table, it is clear that the contribution of H2O in the inlet stream is negligible, and the greatest 
contribution is given by the chemical exergy of the raw biomass. In the outlet stream, something 
similar happens with H2O, acetic acid and CO2, which have low contribution to the total exergy in 
the stream. The exergy input and output of the biomass are shown in Figure 2-7 for the purpose of 
observing the loss availability in the biochar obtained in the torrefaction process.  
 












































The total inlet and outlet exergies in all the process are shown in Figure 2-7. In this picture, it can 
be seen that the irreversibility for the torrefaction of palm oil fiber, banana rachis and coffee waste 
are bigger than in the other processes. The big amounts of volatiles yielded in these processes cause 
the irreversibility to increase and a great amount of exergy to be lost in these streams. The energy 
loss in the exhaust gases can be used either in preheating the inlet biomass or by recirculation 
directly to the kiln in order to reduce the irreversibilities in the process. 
 
Figure 2-8. Total exergy of input and output streams in biomass torrefaction at 250°C for 30 min 
The exergetic efficiency for biomass torrefaction is shown in Figure 2-9. This figure shows that 
torrefaction of sugarcane bagasse, rice husk and sawdust are the most efficient processes. It was 
expected that when the irreversibility increased, the process efficiency decreased, according to the 
definition of exergetic efficiency in equation (2-13). This is the reason why the highest efficiencies 
are found for sugarcane bagasse, rice husk and sawdust, due to their lower irreversibility present 
in the process. 
 













































































A dynamic analysis with respect to the input and output exergy depending on a cost ratio R, defined 
by equation (2-15), was performed in order to find an optimum operating condition regarding the 
mass lost in the torrefaction process. This dynamic analysis was done in agreement with equations 
(2-16) and (2-17) and suggests an optimum value for a mass loss in a torrefaction process to obtain 
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(2-17) 
Mtb represents the mass of the biomass at any time, HHVrb and HHVtb represent the HHV of raw 
biomass and torrefied biomass obtained for any Mtb. This latter value was obtained by interpolation 
between the HHV of raw biomass and the final torrefied biomass. In Figure 2-10, E1 parameter is 
shown in blue lines and E2 parameter is shown in the green line. The intercept point of each blue 
line with the green line represents the mass loss optimum for a profitable process. R was set to 
1.02, 1.05 and 1.08%, which means an increase in the torrefied biomass cost of 2, 5 and 8% in 
relation with raw biomass. 
 
Figure 2-10.Optimal operational condition for a cost ratio of 1.02, 1.05 and 1.08 for bagasse torrefaction at 250°C for 
30 min 
The graph was analyzed for the case of sugarcane bagasse, in which it was found that for a ratio of 
2, it should have a mass loss of about 5% for a profitable process; for a 1.08 ratio, the mass loss 
should be approximately 22%. The latter means that the optimum operational conditions depend 






In this work, mass and energy balances were performed in order to find a residual agricultural 
biomass promising for use as a solid fuel in thermal processes. The most promising biomass was 
sawdust, which had an increase of 14.5%in HHV, from 17.9 MJ/kg in its raw state to 20.5 MJ/kg 
after processing. In addition to this increase in energy, less energy intake was required for the 
thermal decomposition of its structure due to exothermic reactions that took place during the 
torrefaction process. Rice husk presented an exothermic heat of reaction of 1541 kJ during the 
torrefaction process, but performing the analysis by means of the “energy yield” indicator does not 
have as good results compared with sawdust. 
Exergy balances for the torrefaction process of all the biomass evaluated were performed. As was 
expected, energy availability of the biochar obtained is less than that of raw biomass, leading to 
losses during the process. In addition, the irreversibility present in the torrefaction of sugarcane 
bagasse, rice husk and sawdust is lower than for the other processes, the irreversibility of 
torrefaction of rice husk being the lowest and the most efficient. 
Analyses of optimal operating conditions were performed using cost ratio between the biochar 
obtained and the untreated biomass in order to find the optimal biomass mass loss for a viable 
torrefaction process. We found that for a cost ratio of 1.08, the biomass mass loss can be of up to 
22%. It was found experimentally that the torrefaction process is a way to transform the residual 
biomass and improve moisture content, biomass density and other properties in order to use it in 
thermal processes. 
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3. Chapter 3. Study of Reactivity Reduction in 
Sugarcane Bagasse as consequence of a Torrefaction 
Process  
(Paper submitted to Energy Journal) 
Abstract 
A complete study of sugarcane bagasse torrefied under different operating conditions and then 
burned in oxidizing atmosphere is presented in this work. The torrefied biomass was characterized 
through chemical and physical analysis such as proximate and elemental analyses, lignocellulosic 
composition, HHV, FTIR and observations in scanning electron microscopy SEM. The torrefied 
biomass was also evaluated in oxidizing conditions in order to analyze the impact of torrefaction 
process over biomass. Remarkable changes of the main functional groups were observed as the 
severity of the torrefaction process increased. The main structural carbohydrates affected in the 
process were hemicellulose and cellulose, which break down largely as a result of decarboxylation 
reactions, and breakage of links with methyl and acetyl groups. This was evidenced qualitatively 
when the material was observed in SEM, and it was noted an increase in the decomposition of the 
cell wall structures as the process temperature increased. These changes in the material were also 
verified with FTIR tests, and lignified matrix with higher content of aromatic groups and greater 
thermal stability is yielded with temperature increases. 
Keywords: Biomass torrefaction, sugarcane bagasse, combustion reactivity, SEM, FTIR.   
3.1. Introduction 
In Colombia, the residual biomass comes from agricultural holding, such as rice husks, banana 
rachis, coffee wastes, sugarcane bagasse, fiber, and palm oil shell. According to their energy 
content and availability, the sugarcane bagasse has one of the highest LHV with around 18 MJ/kg 
[1]. Therefore, there is a growing interest in bagasse as a precursor of both energetic ways and there 
is a need to have a better understanding of their chemical and physical properties, with the aim of 
optimizing its use in the energy sector. It has some drawbacks such as its high moisture content, 
low energy content, hygroscopic nature, low density, and heterogeneous properties, resulting in 
low conversion efficiency and difficulty in the collection, crushing, storage and transport [2,3]. 
Torrefaction, meanwhile, appears as a good alternative for thermal pre-treatment for biomass 
because it attacks the big drawbacks raised previously [4]. 
Torrefaction, as a thermochemical treatment driven in an inert atmosphere at temperatures between 
200-300°C and low heating rates [3,5,6], is a good alternative to give residual biomass a better use 
with energy purposes. Multiple technical and scientific reports reveal that torrefaction improves 
biomass properties such as hydrophobicity, milling properties, increases energy density reducing 





Because of these new properties in the solid, the torrefied biomass is seen as an alternative solid 
fuel with possible use in other thermochemical processes such as combustion or gasification 
according to previous studies [8–12].  
Among the wide information on biomass torrefaction processes, it stands out the research carried 
out by Wilk et al. [13], where wood and torrefied wood were characterized by instrumental 
techniques such as SEM, FTIR, and the changes in the morphology of the biomass and 
microstructure were studied. These analyses were supplemented with TGA analysis, elemental and 
proximate characterization. A primary characterization revealed changes in the properties of the 
biomass, which tended to be close to those for coal. It was also found that the moisture content 
decreased and the mechanical properties were improved. On the other hand, authors like Nocquet 
et al. [14] worked with thermogravimetry coupled to a system for measuring gases, which managed 
to characterize the gaseous species that are released in the torrefaction of beech logs. They proposed 
a mechanism to explain certain interactions between the constituents of the biomass, which relates 
some process variables such as temperature and residence time with the changes in the material. 
Chen et al. [15,16] studied the impact of torrefaction on the lignocellulosic structure of bamboo 
and willow, and characterized the transformation of hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin by 
thermogravimetry. 
The FTIR technique has been useful in the characterization of biomasses since it allows to elucidate 
significant changes in the microstructure of materials after thermal processes, showing how the 
absorption of certain functional groups is changing as the process occurs. This performs the 
transformation of the chemical structure and the change in concentration of some functional groups 
in the material. These changes were mainly attributed to the devolatilization, carbonization and 
depolymerization [17,18] of the polymer chains that are organized in an amorphous way, whose 
thermal resistance is very weak [19]. 
Werner et al. [20], studied the thermal decomposition of seven different hemicelluloses, the 
behavior of these components was analyzed by thermogravimetric analysis, infrared spectroscopy 
(FTIR), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (Py-
GC / MS). It was found that temperatures near 300 °C, lead to the breakdown of most inter and 
intramolecular hydrogen links and, C-C and C-O bonds, resulting in the formation of hydrophilic 
extractives, carboxylic acids, alcohols, aldehydes, ethers, and gases such as CO, CO2, and CH4. At 
these temperatures, the cellular structure is substantially destroyed, the biomass loses its fibrous 
nature and becomes brittle. Similarly, Chang et al. [21] showed that the products distribution is 
significantly influenced by the temperature and chemical composition of biomass. These products 
were analyzed by different analytical techniques such as FTIR, TGA, XRD, Py-GC/MS. This 
allowed them to validate that the thermal decomposition of hemicellulose carbohydrates 
predominates on the decomposition of lignin and cellulose, generating a significant removal of 
water and organic components of low molecular weight. This suggests the existence of crosslinks 
and carbohydrates carbonization due to the formation of insoluble fibers acid.   
Hoi and Martincigh [22] made the detailed characterization of four species of sugarcane from 





proximate and ultimate analysis. They found that most components of bagasse are thermally stable 
at temperatures below 200 °C, as it had been stated by Tumuluru et al. [19]. Hemicellulose is the 
constituent whose decomposition takes place from 180°C and with a high degradation rate, it is 
followed by the cellulose in the range between 240 and 350 °C, and the lignin is extensively 
decomposed at temperatures even above 500 ° C [23,24]. The product release plays an important 
role in the final composition of torrefied biomass in their carbon content, volatile matter and heat 
value, because it defines the feasibility of torrefied biomass as an applicable solid fuel in other 
thermochemical processes [25,26]. Collard et al. [17] studied the mechanisms and composition of 
the products obtained from the decomposition of the three main components of biomass 
(hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin) in a pyrolysis process. They analyzed the mechanisms for 
each polymer decomposition in different thermal conditions. 
Combustion reactivity for torrefied biomass has been studied by different authors [8,11,27–31] in 
order to know the impact that torrefaction generates on the material. In these studies, torrefied 
biomasses are subjected to burning process to study their behavior during the process, and 
parameters such as reaction velocity, activation energies and other kinetic parameters are obtained 
in the tests. 
The main interest of this research, besides obtaining the traditional parameters obtained in the 
combustion reactivity evaluation of torrefied biomass, was to approach the characterization of 
torrefied biomass from chemical and physical point of view, in order to give explanations to the 
behavior of these materials during combustion tests. For the latter, the sugarcane bagasse was 
torrefied at three different temperatures, while physical and chemical characterizations were 
performed for raw and torrefied biomass through proximate and ultimate analysis, HHV, FTIR and 
char reactivity in oxidative environment. In addition, a qualitative morphological study using SEM 




Samples of a lingo-cellulosic residue from sugarcane industry was used in this study. The biomass 
was dried at room temperature with an average temperature of 23 °C and 400 W/m2 of solar average 
radiation for 12 h. Then, it was first crushed in a conventional ball mill and then in a micro mill 
IKA MF-10 for fine particles. All material was sieved for obtaining particle sizes ranging between 
0.09 – 0.075 mm, and stored in sealed bags for protection.   
3.2.2. Torrefaction process 
Torrefaction tests were performed in a thermo-gravimetric analyzer Navas Instruments TGA-
2000A, where 12 samples are processed simultaneously. The torrefaction process was performed 
in two stages. Biomass drying was developed from room temperature until 105°C with a heating 
rate of 10 °C/min during 1 hour. Then, a second heating until the process temperature was between 
230 and 290 °C, with the same heating rate during 3 hours. A nitrogen flow of 100 ml/min was 





sample used in each test was 1 g, thus, 12 g of torrefied biomass was obtained after each test and 
stored in air-tight containers before the analyses for protection. 
3.2.3. Elemental, proximate and torrefaction yields 
Raw and torrefied biomass were characterized by proximate and elemental analysis.  HHV, fuel 




Proximate analyses for raw and torrefied biomass were carried out in a muffle furnace according 
to ASTM D1762-84 aiming at obtaining volatile material, fixed carbon, ash, and moisture in all 
samples. This analysis was carried out twice for repeatability. Elemental analyses were measured 
using an Exeter Analytical Organic Elemental Analyzer, Model EA1110. Tests were conducted in 
triplicate according to ASTM D5373-02. These tests determined the amount of carbon, hydrogen, 
and nitrogen of the material, while the oxygen content was calculated by difference. Higher Heating 
Value (HHV) was also measured in duplicate by calorimeter bomb Parr 6100 according to ASTM 
D5865-04. 
3.2.4. Lignocellulosic and SEM analysis 
The lignocellulosic analysis for lignin, cellulose and hemicellulose was carried out by 
implementing NREL/TP-510-42618 regulatory approach, which implies the ASTM E1721-01 
(2009) standards for the determination of acid insoluble material in the biomass, and E1758 ASTM 
- 01 (2007) for carbohydrate determination by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). 
These analyses were developed for raw and torrefied biomasses in order to obtain information 
about the biomass degradation during the process. The study of morphology of raw and torrefied 
biomass was carried out using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) JEOL JSM-5910LV with a 
SEI detector and a theoretical resolution 300.000X, enabling observations until 50nm. 
3.2.5. FT-IR 
A characterization by FT-IR technique was performed in a Spectrometer Spectrum Two, with an 
MIR source and Universal ATR Perkin Elmer accessory with diamond crystal. With these 
equipment, spectra in the infrared region between 8300 cm-1 and 350 cm-1 can be obtained, but in 
our particular case it was set for the 4000 cm-1 to 450 cm-1 region. This spectrometer has a spectral 
























cm-1. The resulting spectrum represents the sample absorption, resulting in creating a molecular 
fingerprint of the same, due to their own functional groups. 
3.2.6. Combustion tests 
Raw and torrefied material were subjected to combustion in a thermo-gravimetric balance in order 
to assess the reactivities. Approximately 10 mg of material was burned under 4 different thermal 
conditions with heating rates of 5, 10, 15 and 20°C/min. Prior to the combustion process, a soft 
heating at a temperature of 105°C for around 30 minutes was developed in order to obtain a 
complete drying process of the sample. A second heating ramp was made from this temperature to 
900°C with the considered heating rate. DTG curves were obtained in order to find some 
differences between tested materials and to compare them. The torrefied sample T230 was not 
evaluated in the reactivity testing, because its decomposition in the torrefaction process was 
relatively low. For this reactivity testing, only samples T250, T270 and T290 were tested. Kinetic 
parameters for combustion process were obtained following Ozawa's iso-conversional method 
[32], in which a distribution of activation energies was obtained for the entire combustion process. 
In addition, a reactivity index was used in order to measure the reactivity of each sample. This 
index was chosen to measure the temperature for a conversion of 25% of the sample. 
3.3. Results and discussion 
3.3.1. Mass and Energy yield 
Mass and energy yields and HHV are shown in Figure 3-1. In the range of temperature between 
230 and 250 °C, it can be noted that the magnitude of the HHV remains in very close values, in the 
range of 270 and 290 °C this behavior is also observed. This has already been observed in the 
literature [3], because the low temperature range is within the medium severity zone and the second 
range is in high severity [15]. This indicates that reactions occurring in each are substantially 
different. 
 





In Figure 3-1, the effect of the temperature over MY and EY parameters is evident. Minimum 
parameter values were found in several conditions. For 290°C, MY and EY were reduced until 
values of 47% and 60% respectively. In soft conditions only values for MY and EY of 74% and 
83% were found. An inverse behavior is observed for HHV, which increased with process severity. 
This takes values of 18.7 MJ/kg for soft conditions and 21.5 MJ/kg for severe conditions, increasing 
11% and 28% in comparison with raw material. The above-mentioned argument is another plus for 
confirming that the torrefaction process increases the amount of energy available in the biomass 
with temperatures [33]. However, this process at more severe conditions also compromises the 
carbonaceous structure and mass loss becomes more extensive, harming the mass yield. Moving 
the process to values very close to 300 °C involves a high energy consumption and a significant 
mass loss. In this way, torrefaction process is a precise combination of its variables, in order to 
obtain not significant mass loss and to retain as much energy as possible in the product. 
3.3.2. Proximate and elemental analysis 
Proximate and elemental analyses of raw and torrefied bagasse are shown in Figure 3-2.  From 
Figure 3-2(a) it can be noted that the content of volatile material decreases significantly with an 
increase in fixed carbon. This is subjected to the severity of the process and the chemical nature of 
the biomass. Bagasse, as a lignocellulosic material type, consists mainly of organic components 
(hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin) which, when subjected to high temperatures, decompose into 
volatile products such as water, hydrogen, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, acetic acid, formic 
acid, furfural, levoglucosan, methanol, formaldehyde, etc. [17,20,34–37]. Therefore, it becomes a 
devolatilized material, with only 47% from its initial mass, but with densified fixed carbon. As 
carbon from ultimate and proximate analysis increases, the final biomass has a significant increase 
in the calorific value, making it an attractive material for subsequent thermal processes [33]. 
 
Figure 3-2. Proximate and elemental analysis for raw and torrefied bagasse (both analysis in dry basis). 
The ash content was kept constant through all the process, so its fraction slightly increases. Figure 
3-2(b) shows the elemental composition for raw and torrefied bagasse. Nitrogen content, which in 





the samples increases with the process severity. The fixed carbon fraction increases from 15.98% 
for raw material, to 49.16% when the material is torrefied at 290 °C, and the carbon from the 
elemental analysis increases from 42.09% to 59.27% when torrefied at the same conditions. 
Moreover, oxygen and hydrogen also decrease during the process to values of 25.88% and 58.49% 
respectively when the process is performed at the highest temperature. This is due to the increased 
release of volatile compounds with high oxygen and hydrogen content, which has little contribution 
to the HHV. On the other hand, a slight increase of 72.22% in nitrogen from 0.18 to 0.31 was 
observed. The magnitude of this component is very low, which does not generate concerns about 
the formation of nitrogen oxides (NOX) emitted to the environment. 
FR was also evaluated, as well as an increase from 0.19 for raw material to 1.06 for torrefied 
biomass at severe conditions (290°C). This parameter has big importance when the torrefied 
material is evaluated in a combustion process, because it indicates the combustion type that could 
occur in the process. Combustions of torrefied biomass with low FR may generate more emissions 
of CO2, for CO and hydrocarbons the blending ratio is higher. In contrast, combustion of torrefied 
biomass with high FR, reduces greenhouse gases emission and thus it encourages a mixing of 
higher amounts of biomass with coal in a co-firing process. 
 
Figure 3-3. Van krevelen diagram for raw and torrefied biomass. 
Solid fuels are usually classified by their degree of carbonization with the help of diagrams such 
as ternary, Van Krevelen or Seyler, through ratios such as O/C and H/C from their elemental 
composition. The Van Krevelen diagram in Figure 3-3 shows that, after the torrefaction process 
for sugarcane bagasse, a good carbonization degree in the material is achieved, according to 
photographs for each torrefied sample shown in same figure. According to Seyler classification, 
the torrefied bagasse at 290 °C can be classified as a lignite type. In this diagram, it is possible to 
appreciate that during torrefaction process, the biomass loses some oxygenate and hydrogenate 
compounds, which densifies the carbon content. In certain cases, the torrefied biomass is also called 






The change in color of the biomass during the torrefaction process is a good indicator of the severity 
of the process. As shown in Figure 3-3, brown color intensifies as the process temperature 
increases, but at high temperature, the biomass is dark brown or black color. The color is uniform 
in each sample, indicating that the torrefaction process was performed homogeneously throughout 
the sample. This change in color can be attributed to many factors such as the lignocellulosic 
composition, changes in the surface of the biomass that could affect the absorption properties, 
reflection and diffraction of light. Some formation of some chromophoric groups and displacement 
of some sugar molecules of low molecular weight towards the surface of the particle can affect the 
color in the material after being torrefied [40–43].  
Some authors attribute the color change in biomass to the result of non-enzymatic browning 
reactions caused by condensation between carbonyl compounds and amino, or degradation of 
compounds with conjugated double bonds to carbonyl groups. There are four main routes to non-
enzymatic browning, although chemistry of these reactions is related to the Maillard reaction: 
Maillard reaction, oxidation of ascorbic acid, lipid peroxidation, and caramelization at high 
temperatures [44–46]. 
3.3.3. Lignocellulosic analysis 
The analysis of the structure of lignocellulosic composition for raw and torrefied material was 
conducted according to international standards. This analysis makes it possible to determine the 
degree of decomposition that material suffers because of the torrefaction process in function of its 
polymeric composition. The results shown in Table 3-1 correspond to the standardization of 
quantities based on these three components. 
Table 3-1. Lignocellulosic composition for raw and torrefied bagasse at 230, 250, 270, and 290 °C (dry and ash free 
basis) 
Sample Hemicellulose (wt.%) Cellulose (wt.%) Lignin (wt.%) 
Raw 26.46±1.74 28.25±0.43 20.44±0.15 
T230 13.13±0.03 31.09±0.94 46.20±0.49 
T250 6.39±0.85 23.74±0.78 62.71±1.20 
T270 2.80±0.14 4.97±0.09 80.39±1.98 
T290 1.44±0.14 0.23±3.22 94.51±1.51 
As shown in Table 3-1, the decomposition of the hemicellulose is evident as the temperature 
increases in the process. At low temperatures (230°C), the decomposition becomes considerable; 
it degraded about 60% of its initial amount. At higher temperatures, the destruction of this polymer 
is about 100% when the temperature reaches 290°C. In the case of cellulose, its degradation effect 
is not considerable at low temperatures, only when the temperature of 250°C is reached a strong 
degradation of this polymer initiates, consistent with that found by different authors [47,48]. At 
low temperatures, the main component that devolatilizes is hemicellulose [17,20,34–37]; while 
cellulose and lignin are more thermostable in these conditions and are less devolatilized. In severe 
thermal conditions higher than 250°C, considerable mass losses were obtained because, in addition 






Temperature has a very noticeable effect on the biomass components, especially hemicellulose. 
Bergman et al. [49], associated the changes in the treated biomass to certain temperature ranges as 
follows: (1) 100 to 150°C, this stage is known as a nonreactive drying where the chemical 
components of the biomass remain almost intact and it only causes the removal of surface moisture. 
This reduces porosity and small structural ruptures appear; (2) from 150 to 200 °C, it is known as 
a stage of reactive drying and at this point, lignin begins a soft decomposition. At these 
temperatures, structural distortions change the original structure of the biomass, by breaking 
hydrogen bonds and carbon, resulting in emissions of extracts and lipophilic compounds; (3) 200 
to 300 °C, it is the destructive drying zone, resulting in charring and devolatilization of the sample. 
At these temperatures, the cell structure is largely destroyed losing its fibrous nature, so it becomes 
more fragile. Below 250 °C, the mass loss is mainly attributed to the hemicellulose. Above 250 °C, 
the hemicellulose and cellulose decomposition occurs in volatile and char as a solid. Lignin has a 
small devolatilization in this condition. [15–17,19,20,39,48,50,51] 
3.3.4. FTIR analysis 
The FTIR technique was used in order to investigate the effect of the torrefaction process on the 
chemical structure of bagasse. IR spectra of raw and torrefied bagasse are presented in Figure 3-4, 
where it is possible to observe that the changes in the bands occur in the proximity of the 4000 and 
600 cm-1, since organic components have fundamental vibration bands in the infrared middle region 
of 4000 and 200 cm-1. The changes are mainly due to degradation of the polymer components of 
bagasse such as hemicellulose, consisting mostly of xylan, and to a lesser extent cellulose and 
lignin. During torrefaction these polymers can melt, vaporize, re-polymerize, char or either react 
[52]. This causes changes in the biomass properties and structure depending on their composition. 
 
Figure 3-4. IR spectra for raw and torrefied biomass at 230, 250, 270, and 290°C.  
The peaks in the IR spectrum correspond directly to the functional groups characteristic of the 





devolatilization, transformations, or chemical reactions. The allocation of bands in the IR spectrum 
for raw and torrefied bagasse is made based on a literature review where different species of 
bagasse were characterized by FTIR [22,34,53–59]. A more detailed description of the FTIR peaks 
obtained based on the main polymer components constituting the biomass (hemicellulose, cellulose 
and lignin) is shown in Table 3-2. 
In Figure 3-4 it is possible to observe the spectrum of raw and torrefied biomass, and a wide band 
is displayed on 3334 cm-1 approximately for all samples, and it is attributed to the vibration of O-
H bonds [60]. This band is caused by the presence of alcoholic, hydroxyl, and phenolic groups 
involved in hydrogen bonds of the lignin and certain carbohydrates. Its intensity decreases by 
methylation reactions, but increases with demethylation reactions [61]. This indicates that 
methylation occurs in the sample due to the process. In addition, the loss of this functional group 
in the material during the torrefaction process improves hydrophobicity because of the formation 
of nonpolar and unsaturated compounds. 
Table 3-2. Main band assignments of the FTIR spectra of the raw and torrefied bagasse [22,34,53–59]. 
Wave Number 
(cm-1) 
Assignment/functional group Polymer 
3400 O-H Stretching bonds  Lignin 
2800 - 2900 
C-H Stretching of Methyl (-CH3) and Methylene 
groups (-CH2-) 
Lignin 
1735 - 1739 
Stretching of C=O (C=O) of oxygenated 
functionalities in conjugated and unconjugated 
systems (carbonyl / carboxyl groups) 
Hemicellulose 
1632 H-O-H inflections of adsorbed water, C=C Lignin 
1600 and 1506 
- 1510 
Vibrations aromatic lignin skeletons (C=C) and 
vibrations of C=O 
Lignin 
1424 - 1428 Deformations of C-H and carbohydrates (δCHal) Lignin 
1370 Deformations of C-H 
Cellulose, hemicellulose, 
lignin 
1310 Movements (Wagging) in CH2 Cellulose, hemicellulose 
1280 Flection in C-H Crystalline cellulose  
1271 Aromatic rings stretching (C-O) Guaiacyl lignin 
1159 Asymmetrical stretching C-O-C and C-OH Cellulose, hemicellulose 




Deformation of C-H in amorphous cellulose 
xyloglucan 
Cellulose, hemicellulose 
800 – 900 Glucosidic linkage  Hemicellulose 
664 O-H groups stretching outside of the plane Cellulose, hemicellulose 
A small band is observed in 2917 cm-1 attributed to the C-H stretching of aliphatic groups methyl, 
methylene, or methane (CHal) in the lignin. The peak at 1726 cm-1 is associated to the stretching 
of the links C=O conjugated and unconjugated (carbonyl / carboxyl) of carboxylic acids in 





of cellulose (C=O), which can also be observed around 1620 cm-1 (C=C), and which increase with 
the severity of the process. Previous work [21,55] suggests that the torrefaction removes this signal 
by decreasing the amount of acetyl groups, which leads to new products that appear in low 
wavenumbers (1700 cm-1) as evidenced in this work. As reported by Chang et al. [21], at values 
close to 1632 cm-1 a peak for absorbed water should appear, but in our work it was not detected 
probably due to some overlap with another nearby peak. 
Peaks located between 1600 and 1506 to 1514 cm-1 are assigned to vibrations in aromatic skeletons 
of lignin (C=C) and they are maintained with an increasing tendency as temperature increases. The 
latter occurs, firstly because lignin does not suffer significant modifications and secondly, due to 
the fact that cellulose and hemicellulose degrade to form primary char rich in aromatic groups, 
which are more thermostable. This leads to a greater uniformity in the structure of the torrefied.  
Peaks from deflections and deformations in the C-H bonds, correspondent to some amorphous 
polysaccharides of lignin and cellulose are observed around 1456 and 1431 cm-1. Soft vibrations 
can be seen in values close to 1370 cm-1, which are smoothed due to deformation in amorphous 
cellulose (C-H). Vibrations between 1268 and 1163 cm-1 are due to the stretching of the aromatic 
rings of guaiacyl lignin (C-O) and stretching in the antisymmetric oxygen bridge C-OH and C-O-
C of the cellulose and hemicellulose. The intensity of these bands in this region tends to disappear 
because of torrefaction, while a deformation of syringyl rings and a decomposition of xylan 
hemicellulose occurs. 
One of the most pronounced bands in the region close to 1031 and 1034 cm-1 occurs due to 
vibrations in C-O, C=C and C-C-O form groups of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. The 
intensity of these peaks is stable below 230°C, but as the sample was heated above 250°C, the 
signal intensity of these groups decreased. Lignin is an aromatic compound in its chemical nature, 
so it degrades much less than hemicellulose and cellulose, and decomposes producing phenols due 
to the breaking of the ether linkages. A very smooth peak near 898 cm-1 is assigned to beta-
glycosidic type links in glucose from cellulose and hemicellulose. This signal decreases with 
process temperature. Finally, it has a small band at 664 cm-1 attributed to the vibration of O-H 
groups out of the plane, and degraded as temperature increase. 
For all these peaks located below 1726 cm-1, it is possible to observe that for the temperature of 
230°C their intensities do not change, remaining approximately constant. The main change that 
was observed for the temperature of 230°C was a slight decrease in the intensity of the peaks 
located at 3344 cm-1 and 2917 cm-1, corresponding to light volatile molecules that are expelled at 
low process temperatures. Above 230°C, changes in all functional groups of the biomass become 
considerable. 
3.3.5. SEM analysis 
The SEM micrographs obtained from raw and torrefied bagasse for different thermal conditions 
are summarized in Figure 3-5. In general, physical changes are observed in the morphology of the 
samples by alterations in structure and cellular tissue. From images, it was possible to identify that 





carbonization reactions of hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin [19], which increases when the 
process temperature rises. 
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Figure 3-5. SEM micrographs for raw and torrefied bagasse at 230, 250, 270, and 290°C.  
In the micrographs for raw material, it is possible to notice that the particle structure is compact 
and the biomass has a fibrillary organization of smooth, homogeneous parts and some rough ones 
in its external surface. As the zoom is increased, it is possible to notice some damage to the material 
at the end of some particles (a), perhaps due to the grinding pre-treatment carried out prior to heat 
















structure, which is seen in a sheet-like form with some well-defined porous ovals (b) 
interconnecting in a radial direction to form a complete particle. 
In the torrefied sample at 230 °C it is possible to observe, even with the smallest zoom, some visible 
damages to their external structure (c). Partial warps are appreciated (d), but not very strong at this 
low severity of the process. When the bagasse is torrefied at 250 °C, some cracks in the outer walls 
of the torrefied bagasse are displayed (e), and some appearances of pores (f), possibly generated 
by the devolatilization of less thermostable polymers. These new pores are visibly different from 
those observed in the micrographs of raw material, since these latter are rounded 
When those particles treated with higher thermal conditions, i.e., 270 and 290 °C, are observed, it 
is possible to observe much more marked and deeper cracks in the torrefied particles (g, j). It is 
also noticeable that those outer surfaces of the particles, originally flat, are now presented with 
some deteriorated parts, large material detachments, and merging of some pores in these sections 
(h, i). A special micrograph was obtained for a torrefied sample at 290°C, where the cell structure 
is observed with considerable damage, and some obvious deformations (k) which confirm the 
severity of the torrefaction process all over the biomass structure. 
It is noteworthy to mention that pores, cracks and crater formation is a direct consequence of 
pronounced volatile material release, and it is enhanced when increasing the process temperature. 
This is consistent with the information found in the proximate analysis (Figure 3-2(a)), where the 
volatile matter content decreases as torrefaction occurs in more severe conditions. Similarly, the 
cell structure appears to be melted, shrunk and almost entirely destroyed, due to the degradation of 
hemicellulose and amorphous cellulose portion [22]. 
3.3.6. Combustion tests 
Reactivity tests were performed on raw and torrefied biomass at 250, 270 and 290°C. These tests, 
as described in previous sections, were carried out for two temperature ramps. The first ramp at 
105°C with 30 minutes of residence time, and the second ramp from 105°C to 900°C with heating 
rates of 5, 10, 15, 20°C/min. In Figure 3-6, the TGA and DTG for reactivity testing performed on 
all samples for a heating rate of 5°C/min are shown. The mass loss of raw material starts earlier 
than in the other samples, as consequence of its untreated polymeric structure.  This structure 
contains weak functional groups, such as C-H and O-H (see Figure 3-4) which are responsible for 
volatile material generation when the biomass is heated by increasing the material reactivity.  
On other hand, for the torrefied samples, the weak functional groups (e.g. C-H and O-H) were 
partially removed, causing mass loss to begin later than raw material. For the torrefied sample at 
250°C, hemicellulose and cellulose decompose partially and only 6.88 and 25.57% respectively 
remain in the sample (see Table 3-1). This can be ratified in Figure 3-4 for sample T250, where 
unstable functional groups like CH3, O-H, and C-OH are present in the sample. In addition, some 
stable groups formed during the torrefaction process from primary reactions like some aromatic 
compounds (shown in Figure 3-4) around 700-750cm-1 and 1515-1626cm-1, contribute to decrease 
the reactivity in comparison with raw biomass. The last material to begin its mass loss was that 





in its structure (see Table 3-1), and has a lignified structure result of primary reactions and aromatic 
groups formed during the process. 
 
Figure 3-6. TGA and DTG for raw and torrefied samples for a heating rate of 5°C/min. 
In Figure 3-6, the DTG for raw biomass shows a large initial peak around 221°C, because of the 
large amount of hemicellulose in its structure compared to torrefied samples. This peak decrease 
in the other samples, indicating that the amount of hemicellulose in the torrefied materials 
decreased significantly, to the point of almost fading in the T290 sample. An unexpected behavior 
was presented in this curve at about 264°C because a small additional peak was observed in the 
torrefaction process. This could be attributed to the amorphous structure of the cellulose, less 
thermally stable than the crystalline cellulose, which begins its decomposition at this lower 
temperature and can be observed separated at a peak due to the low heating rate at which the process 
was conducted, in accordance with results from Jiang et al. [62]. At higher heating rates, this small 
peak was not observed. 
A peak presented at temperature around 303°C corresponds to the breakdown of cellulose. In the 
untreated material sample, this peak is shown as larger because, as it was previously mentioned 
and shown in Table 3-1, the amount of cellulose material is 100% of the original amount. An 
interesting behavior in this cellulose peak is that the treatment does not generate great impact 
therein at temperatures below 250°C, as the peak for the T250 material is just below of that for raw 
material. When the material is treated at higher temperatures, i.e., samples T270 and T290, the 






The final peak in DTG curves is attributed to lignin and other carbonaceous materials produced in 
primary reactions of cellulose and hemicellulose. In the untreated material, this peak is lower than 
those presented in the other samples. Due to decomposition of the less thermally stable polymers 
such as cellulose and hemicellulose, the proportion of lignin in the material increases considerably, 
which is clearly observed in the peaks of the torrefied materials at higher temperatures. In addition, 
this is consistent with the aforementioned and claimed by different authors [63,64], who found that 
the hemicellulose polymers and cellulose, because of their primary decomposition, yield a char 
primarily formed by aromatic structures that provide and increase the aromatic structures in the 
material. 
This behavior in the peak separation for each of the polymers in the material is possible to be 
observed at low heating rates because at high heating rates this behavior was avoided, the peaks of 
the cellulose and hemicellulose tend to overlap, such as it is shown in Figure 3-7. In this graph, it 
is possible to observe how for the T290 material with a heating rate of 20°C/min, only a broad peak 
appears where the decomposition of each component in the process is impossible to differentiate.  
 
Figure 3-7. DTG for raw and torrefied samples for all heating rates.  
The results presented in this study of reactivity can be compared with those obtained in the FTIR 
analysis, where increases are observed in the number of those peaks that reflect aromatic 
compounds, evidenced by peaks 1600 cm-1, 1506-1510 cm-1, and 1271 cm-1. These peaks clearly 
rise with increases in the temperature of the process, and evidently, a decrease is observed for 
groups of those less thermally stable polymers as the ones present at 3400 cm-1 and 2800-2900 cm-
1. These results shown in Figure 3-4, match with the obtained in these reactivity testing, volatiles 
directly reflect the reactivity of the material, but when the aromaticity of the material increases the 
reactivity decreases. 
Activation energies that describe the behavior of each material in the combustion process were 





conversional method [32], by means of which a distribution of activation energies for the entire 
spectrum of conversion in the material can be obtained from the material conversion in each 
thermal condition of the tests. Kinetic parameters are shown in Table 3-3 for a conversion level of 
50% in the process and order reaction one. 
Table 3-3. kinetic parameters for torrefied sugarcane bagasse. 
Sample Ea (kJ/kmol) A (s-1) 
Raw 171,00 1,05E+17 
T250 218,55 8,35E+17 
T270 166,29 3,42E+12 





Figure 3-8. Activation energy distribution from Ozawa iso-conversional method (a), and reaction rate and reactivity 
index (b), for raw and torrefied bagasse in a combustion process.  
Although many authors measure the reactivity of a material when the maximum speed of mass loss 
is reached in the process, in this work it was chosen to measure it at 25% of the conversion. In 
Figure 3-8(b), the variation of reactivity with the pre-treatment can be observed. This tendency was 
consistent with the above discussion, where the reactivity of the treated material decreases with the 
torrefaction temperature due to the lower presence of thermally unstable compounds after the 
process and more energy requirements for obtaining a conversion level in comparison with other 
samples. The reactivity index indicated in Figure 3-8(b) corresponds to a temperature value where 
the decomposition reaches the value of 25%. While the reactivity index is higher, the evaluated 
material presents a lower reactivity. This result was expected according to the results presented in 
the lignocellulosic analysis, and in the results of the FTIR analyses of the torrefied biomass. 
3.4. Conclusions 
An important Colombian agricultural residue such as sugarcane bagasse was subjected to 





reactivity or thermal behavior of the raw and torrefied sugarcane bagasse in combustion process 
were obtained. A complete physical and chemical characterization of torrefied sugarcane bagasse 
was performed in order to explain the decrease in reactivity when is subjected to a combustion 
process. 
From the analysis of torrefied sugarcane bagasse, it was observed that the torrefaction produces a 
carbon enrichment, accompanied by a decrease on the functionalities of hydrogen and oxygen in 
the char, and increases in HHV of about 30%. However, the mass loss becomes considerable when 
temperature increases, making the mass yield parameter to decrease considerably. In addition, the 
reactivity of raw biomass is high because of volatile material in its structure. Torrefaction severity 
decreases the biomass reactivity because of volatiles deployed in the process and char formation 
from polymers. This shows that the solid product of torrefaction (char) has good properties when 
being considered as a solid fuel because of the properties similar to those of coal, with great 
potential for the energy industry. 
The changes in the main functional groups (O-H, C=O, C=C, C-H and C-O-C) shown in the FTIR 
spectrum, are indicative of structural changes in hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin. By increasing 
the severity of the process, the two main structural carbohydrates (hemicellulose and cellulose) 
have been mostly affected in the sugarcane bagasse. Thus, the char produced has been enriched in 
aromatic compounds, with the almost complete disappearance of aliphatic compounds, which is 
interpreted as an increase in lignified material by degradation of cellulose and hemicellulose. 
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4. Chapter 4. Devolatilization Kinetics of Biomass, 
Cellulose, Xylan, and Lignin in Torrefaction 
Temperature Range: Validation of Superposition 
Theory 
(Paper to be submitted to JAAP) 
Abstract 
A kinetic study of sugarcane bagasse (SCB), yellow poplar (YP), xylan, cellulose and lignin in 
torrefaction conditions is presented in this work. Thermal decomposition of materials was 
evaluated under isothermal conditions using a thermogravimetric analyzer in the temperature range 
240- 300°C. Using the kinetic parameter of the main polymers of biomass, the superposition theory 
was deployed and then validated with good accuracy. This method is capable to predict a biomass 
behavior in a torrefaction process with deviations of only 10% for YP and 7% for SCB in all range 
evaluated. Modified expression for the superposition approach to predict the thermal degradation 
of biomass, which is validated for SCB and YP, was also suggested for the future use.  Combustion 
reactivity kinetics was also developed for the torrefied SCB and for the torrefied and pyrolyzed YP 
in order to evaluate the impact of torrefaction in the reactivity. Activation energies were estimated 
as a function of conversion in accordance with the Ozawa's method for the non-isothermal events 
associated to different reaction steps. A reactivity index was determined for each sample when 25% 
of decomposition was reached. Results showed that a high index was obtained for all samples when 
torrefaction process was developed at high temperatures. Different stages according to the thermal 
degradation of each polymer in the material were identified in these combustion process. 
Keywords: Kinetics, superposition theory, reactivity, reaction rate. 
4.1. Introduction 
Biomass resources are defined as all organic matters, including plants and animals that do not take 
millions of years to form. The biomass resources include wood and wood wastes, agricultural crops 
and their waste by-products, municipal solid waste, animal wastes, waste from food processing 
industries, and aquatic plants and algae [1]. Biomass resources can also be classified into 
lignocellulosic and non-lignocellulosic materials. The lignocellulosic biomass consists of cellulose 
(a polymer glucosan), hemicelluloses (known as polyose), lignin (a complex phenolic polymer), 
organic extractives, and inorganic minerals (also called ash content) [2]. The first three 
compositions are collectively described as the polymeric constituents of biomass. While 
hemicellulose is a very reactive part of biomass, lignin shows a thermal stability over a wide 
temperature range [3]. Therefore, the degradation of biomass during a pyrolysis process depends 
highly on the behavior of the polymeric constituents of the biomass. 
Despite of a huge potential of biomass energy resources, different limitations of biomass such as 
low heating value, low bulk density, high oxygen content, high moisture content, hygroscopic 





these limitations, torrefaction process is introduced as a thermal pretreatment method that enhances 
the fuel qualities of biomass. Torrefaction is a mild pyrolysis process that is usually carried out in 
an inert atmospheric pressure condition and in a narrow temperature range of 200-300˚C [3–17]. 
The kinetics of a torrefaction process are, therefore, like a pyrolysis process. Devolatilization 
kinetics of torrefaction provide a good insight into the degree and rate at which mass loss will occur 
during the process. Torrefaction being a relatively slow process, it is governed primarily by kinetic 
rates of reaction rather than the mass transfer rate that occurs during the combustion process. So, 
any simulation or predictive model of the overall process needs to have an accurate data on its 
kinetic parameters.  
Lignocellulosic biomass -a complex composite material made up of three main components - is a 
complex topic to analyze the thermal degradation [18]. So, the mass loss during the process 
depends on how these polymeric compositions behave at the given operating condition. 
Thermogravimetric mass loss curve shows three distinct zones, representing the decompositions of 
hemicellulose, cellulose, and lignin contents. Degradation temperature ranges of hemicellulose, 
cellulose, and lignin are 200-400 ˚C, 275-430 ˚C, and 127-900 ˚C, respectively [3]. Hemicellulose 
is the most reactive polymeric composition in the temperature range (200-300 ˚C) of torrefaction 
process. Breakdown of other two polymers is relatively small in this temperature range.  
Different kinetic models have been examined for predicting the solid mass loss during the pyrolysis 
process. Global, three parallel, and competitive reaction models three primary approaches of 
kinetic studies of pyrolysis of biomass [19]. The competitive reactions model was further modified 
by adding secondary tar cracking reaction mechanism [20]. Shafizadeh and Bradbury model is also 
introduced to represent reaction kinetics in the fast pyrolysis in which the feedstock initially 
produces an activated intermediate biomass  that then undergoes competitive and cracking 
reactions [19]. A more detailed review of kinetic modeling of biomass pyrolysis is presented in Di 
Blasi [21].  
As the torrefaction process mainly decomposes hemicelluloses and partially degrades cellulose and 
lignin, Prins et al. [18] have examined two-stage reaction kinetics to predict the weight loss of 
willow biomass. They have represented the first step as the hemicellulose degradation and a second 
step as a cellulose decomposition that is relatively slow. Turner et al. [22] have used the approach 
of thermal degradation of individual polymeric compositions to predict the decomposition of wood 
(Fagus sylvatica L.). Similar assumptions have also reported on Rousset model to predict the 
anhydrous mass loss during the torrefaction process [23].  Chen and Kuo [4] have also concluded 
that the individual kinetics of polymeric compositions could be used to determine the kinetics of 
biomass. Such attempts for simplification would be valid only if there is no interaction synergy 
between the polymeric compositions when they are treated together. Repellin et al. [23] they tested 
this only for the spruce and beech. So, more studies for different biomass materials are necessary 
to support superposition theory of reaction kinetics. This study, therefore presents torrefaction 
kinetics of raw, hemicellulose, cellulose, and lignin and validates superposition approach using two 
new biomass materials (yellow poplar and sugarcane bagasse). 
Replacing fossil fuels with biomass is generally considered both efficient and cost-effective [7]. 
Biomass co-firing is one of the promising techniques of converting biomass materials into energy. 





supply [24]. Despite one of the most favorable alternatives to coal in energy generation, biomass 
possesses different limitations such as hydrophilic nature, low heating value, high fibrous, and high 
biological decay [3,25]. Pretreatment of biomass via torrefaction process has reduced such 
limitation significantly. Torrefied biomass materials have a high fuel ratio (Volatile/ fixed carbon 
ratio) [26,27] and low H/C and O/C ratios, making them more suitable for co-combustion. 
However, only a few studies have been reported on the combustion characteristics of torrefied 
biomass [4,7,24,28–32]. Given the fact that the torrefaction process produces different type of 
torrefied materials based on the particle size, operating conditions (time and temperature), 
materials, type of reactors, and torrefaction media. It is therefore essential to examine the 
combustion behavior of the torrefied materials, which are produced from the rotary torrefier. 
This study, thus, focuses on kinetic study of torrefaction process using superposition approach and 
investigation of the combustion behavior of torrefied poplar wood produced in a two-stage 
indirectly heated rotary torrefier [33]. For the former work, two biomass materials (Yellow poplar 
and sugarcane bagasse) and polymeric compositions (Hemicellulose, cellulose, and lignin) were 
torrefied in the different temperatures in the Quartz Wool Matrix reactor and determined the kinetic 
parameters. The validity of the superposition approach of reaction kinetics of torrefaction was also 
tested. For the latter work, the combustion behavior and the combustion kinetics of torrefied 
materials were analyzed.  
4.2. Methodology 
4.2.1. Materials 
Grounded Yellow poplar (YP) and sugarcane bagasse (SCB) were used to examine the torrefaction 
kinetics. Xylan, cellulose, and lignin powder were also torrefied to validate the superposition 
approach of the reaction kinetics. While proximate analysis was measured in a muffle furnace per 
the ASTM D1762-84 standard, the ultimate analysis was analyzed in the Elemental analyzer 
(Model EA1110). Higher heating value was determined using a bomb calorimeter (Parr 6100). 
Measurement procedure for the analysis of the polymeric compositions of biomass is reported by 
Granados et al. [33]. Material properties are shown in Table 4-1. 












VM FC ASH  C H N O   He Ce Li 
YP 82.40 16.20 1.40  45.90 6.10 0.40 47.60 18.4  25.71 61.49 12.80 
SCB 81.86 15.98 2.03  42.09 5.42 0.18 51.50 16.79  35.21 37.59 27.20 
4.2.2. Experimental Procedures 
The Quartz Wool Matrix (QWM) reactor shown in Figure 4-1 was deployed to measure continuous 
mass loss and temperature during the torrefaction process. Mass (YP, SCB, xylan, cellulose, and 
lignin) of 0.25 gm was collected in a container and torrefied in the QWM reactor at different 
torrefaction temperatures (240, 260, 270, 280, and 300 ˚C). Data points for the mass and 
temperature were recorded in computer via a precision balance and K-type of thermocouple, 






Figure 4-1. Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up 
After torrefaction process, the torrefied poplar was subjected to pyrolysis process up to 800°C with 
heating rate of 10°C/min. The combustion tests were then carried out with torrefied bagasse and 
torrefied and pyrolyzed poplar. The combustion characteristics were investigated using a STA PT-
1600 LINSEIS thermogravimetric analyzer using approximately 10mg of sample.  
4.2.3. Torrefaction kinetics 
As reported by Repellin et al. [34], all reaction models including simple, Di Blazi-Lanzetta, and 
Rousset models could be used to predict the mass loss during torrefaction, this study has thus 
selected the simple model. The rate of reaction of biomass sample can be estimated as [4]: 
 
(4-1) 




Where, m is the mass of the biomass at time t, mi is the initial mass of the sample, and mf is the 
final weight of biomass sample. The initial mass of sample is the dried material at 105 ˚C, and the 
final mass of the torrefied biomass at the end of test.  
The order of reactions for biomass and the polymeric compositions were determined graphically. 
Different graphs were plotted for different order of reactions and the order of reaction of was 
selected at which the R2 value is maximum. To plot the graph, following equations derived by 





















is the degree of conversion at the beginning of torrefaction at time t0. The reaction kinetic of 
the first order reaction and non-first order reaction can be determined by plotting Eq. (4-3) and Eq. 
(4-4), respectively. This can be repeated to different temperatures to determine the reaction kinetics 
of sample at a given temperature.  
The temperature dependent reaction kinetic can also be expressed using Arrhenius law as: 
 (4-5) 
Where, R is the universal gas constant (8.3146 J mol-1 K-1), A0 is the pre-exponential factor, and Ea 
is the activation energy of material. Eq. (4-5) can be simplified as: 
 (4-6) 
The reaction rate constant determined at a temperature could be then used to plot Eq. (4-6). The 
plot between ln(k) and
T
1  gives a straight line with the slope 
R
Ea , and the y-intercept ln(A0). 
The pre-exponential factor and the activation energy can be then determined for different materials 
(yellow poplar – kyp, sugarcane bagasse – kscb, xylan - khe, cellulose - kce, and lignin - kli. 
The superposition approach was then validated using the xylan, cellulose, and lignin fraction in 
raw yellow poplar and sugarcane bagasse as: 
 (4-7) 
 (4-8) 
Where and Xi stands for the conversion and proportion respectively of hemicellulose, cellulose 
and lignin during the process. 
4.2.4. Combustion behavior 
Samples were subjected to a combustion process in a STA PT-1600 LINSEIS thermogravimetric 
analyzer in order to assess the reactivities. Approximately 10 mg of material was burned under 
three different thermal conditions with heating rates of 5, 10, and 15°C/min until 900°C. Prior to 
the combustion process, a soft heating at a temperature of 105°C for around 30 minutes was 
developed in order to obtain a complete drying process of the sample. A second heating ramp was 













































in order to find some differences between tested materials and to compare them. For this 
combustion reactivity testing, only samples torrefied to 280 and 300°C were tested. Kinetic 
parameters for combustion process were obtained following Ozawa's iso-conversional method 
[35], in which a distribution of activation energies was obtained for the entire combustion process. 
In addition, a reactivity index was used in order to measure the reactivity of each sample. This 
index was chosen to measure the temperature for a conversion of 25% of the sample.  
4.3. Results and Discussion 
4.3.1. Torrefaction kinetics 
Experimental tests were developed for temperatures 240, 260, 270, 280, and 300°C, 4 of them were 
used to determine the kinetic parameters, and one (270°C) for the validation. In Figure 4-2, the 
temperature and mass loss profiles are shown for experimental tests developed for all materials. In 
this figure, one can see that xylan is the most reactive polymer at low temperatures. For all 
temperatures evaluated keeping residence time of 89 minutes, the char formation was found around 
40%.  
 
Figure 4-2. Torrefaction temperature (a) and dimensionless mass profiles (b-f) for samples during torrefaction 
process. 
At low temperature, the mass degradation of the cellulose is almost imperceptible, around 5%, but 
with the increase in temperature, the devolatilization process becomes more prominent. Thus, the 
mass loss increases significantly at 300°C, resulting in only 8% the char. On the other hand, lignin 
is the most stable polymer showing a very low devolatilization in all temperature range evaluated 
in this study. The char yield (final mass) was found between 57-82%. This tells that the char yield 
in poplar or sugarcane bagasse at low temperatures is mostly due to lignin, follow by cellulose. 
But, when the torrefaction temperature increases, this char is mainly due to lignin and xylan. 
From this experimental decomposition of each polymers of the biomass, a prediction of total 
biomass decomposition was made using fractions of hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin in the 
materials. This prediction was performed for temperatures of 240, 260, 280 and 300°C with a 
residence time of 80 minutes. The predictions made were then compared with the experimental 





Errors for each predicted value are presented in the table attached to the Figure 4-3. One can see 
the good fit that can be obtained with this method. In this figure, lines have been drawn representing 
a deviation of 10% between the predicted and experimental values for each biomass. 
 
Figure 4-3. Adjust for experimental and predicted final mass loss for sugarcane bagasse (SCB) and poplar wood 
(YP). 
For SCB, the average deviation was 10%, for YP it was 14%, suggesting a good prediction of the 
final mass yield. Thus, this method can be considered as an excellent option for predicting mass 
yield during a torrefaction process. This methodology, despite its simplicity, can only be applicable 
when the lignocellulosic contents are known. 
 
Figure 4-4. Adjust for different reaction orders of biomass and polymers. 
For a better and complete prediction of the mass loss during the process, it is necessary to obtain 





the process. The rate of reaction can be expressed as in Eq. (5), which only requires a pre-
exponential factor and an activation energy factor to estimate temperature dependent reaction rate. 
Evaluations were developed for different reaction orders for each material, aiming tofind the best 
fit for experimental data. Figure 4-4 shows the variation of the coefficient of determination (R2) 
with the reaction order. When the reaction order increases the R2 value also increases for all 
materials, except for the cellulose. R2 value for cellulose decreases after second order reaction. 
The best reaction orders for better fitting were selected and are presented with their kinetic 
parameters in Table 4-2.    
Table 4-2. Kinetic parameters for biomass and polymers studied 
Sample n R2 A(min-1) Ea (kJ/mole) 
YP 3 0.97 2.85E+13 154.45 
SCB 6 0.9 3.64E+19 203.78 
Xylan 11 0.86 2.02E+11 99.09 
Cellulose 2 0.98 1.19E+23 258.57 
Lignin 6 0.97 1.34E+08 103.65 
The latter kinetic parameters found for the experimental tests performed at temperatures of 240, 
260, 280 and 300°C were validated using the mass loss data obtained at temperature 270°C. This 
prediction can be performed using equation (4-4) because all reaction orders found are greater than 
one. The modified expression with which the conversion at each moment can be predicted is 
presented in equation (4-9), where k Is the Arrhenius parameter and  is the conversion of the 
sample to the beginning of the torrefaction process which is presented in Figure 4-5(a). Predicted 




Figure 4-5. Initial conversion (a) and conversion comparison (b) between predictions (lines) and experiments 
(symbols) for biomasses and polymers in torrefaction at 270°C. 
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From Figure 4-5(b) it is possible to observe that the adjustments in the predictions made are quite 
good, except for cellulose which shows 35.94% in deviation. This indicates that the kinetic 
parameters obtained for reaction orders evaluated are adequate to represent the material 
decomposition in a torrefaction process. 
4.3.2. Prediction of torrefaction process 
Once the kinetics were obtained for each of the materials, the superposition theory was evaluated 
according to equations (4-7) and (4-8), taking into account the proportion of hemicellulose, cellulose 
and lignin in the processed biomass according with Table 4-1. A comparison between predicted 
and experimental results for each tested biomass is shown in Figure 4-6. 
As can be seen in Figure 4-6, predictions for decomposition of biomasses are not adequate, 
resulting in mean values of deviation of 21% and 17% for SCB and YP, respectively. At low 
temperatures deviations are much higher reaching values of 27% for both biomass. When the 
temperature increases, the adjustment improves ostensibly, with deviations of 6% for the SCB and 
5% for the YP. 
 
Figure 4-6. Experimental and modeled by superposition theory conversions for SCB (a) and YP (b). 
One of the reasons for the difference in behavior among the evaluated biomass may be due to the 
difference in their compositions and type of biomass. The above indicates that there are differences 
in the nature of the polymers of each of the biomasses. Additionally, the evaluated polymers (xylan, 
cellulose and lignin) correspond to the extractions made to hardwoods and for this reason are not 
representative of biomasses such as sugarcane bagasse. 
A correction to equation (4-8) used to predict the total conversion of the biomass was made in order 
to improve the predictive capacity of the method. The correction was based on the addition of 
exponents to the proportions of each polymer in the biomass, as shown in equation (4-10).  
 (4-10) 
As can be seen in equation 10, the correction in the expression was performed through additional 
parameters a, b, and c, associated with the concentration of hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin. 
These parameters take values of 0.004, 1.5 and 1.3 respectively and the results of the predictions 














Figure 4-7. Experimental and modeled by superposition theory conversions for SCB (a) and YP (b) with correction 
through parameter a. 
From Figure 4-7 it is possible to observe the differences in the adjustments between experimental 
and predicted data when the correction parameters are involved. The deviations are reduced from 
21% to 7% for SCB and from 17% to 10% for YP. It is possible to observe that from this 
superposition theory it is possible to make good predictions for biomass in a torrefaction process, 
from the proportion of each polymer in the biomass, and it becomes a predictive tool in simulations 
for reactors working in torrefaction conditions. 
4.3.3. Combustion behavior 
Combustion reactivity of raw and torrefied biomass at 280 and 300°C for sugarcane bagasse and 
pyrolyzed raw and torrefied biomass at 280 and 300°C for yellow poplar was examined in TGA. 
Only torrefied samples at higher temperature were burned in oxygen media because the major 
changes due to the torrefaction process occur during these temperatures. The biomass samples were 
heated from room temperature to 900°C with three different heating rates of 5, 10, and 15°C/min. 
On the other hand, both raw and the torrefied yellow poplar were pyrolyzed at 800°C to evaluate 
and compare the effect of torrefaction and pyrolysis on the combustion process. In  Figure 4-8, the 
TGA and DTG for combustion testing performed on all samples for the heating rate of 5°C/min 
are shown. Figure 4-8(a), shows that the mass loss of raw SCB starts earlier than in the other 
torrefied samples. This is due to presence of untreated polymeric structures and other light volatiles 
that require very less activation energy for the thermal degradation. As the polymeric his structures 
contain a large number of weak functional groups, such as C-H and O-H which are responsible for 
volatile material generation when the biomass is heated. This indicates that the activation energy 







Figure 4-8. TGA and DTG for raw and torrefied samples (a), and pyrolyzed raw and torrefied samples (b) for a 
heating rate of 5°C/min. 
The mass loss behavior of the torrefied samples, which was obtained after releasing such weak 
functional groups (e.g. C-H and O-H), moves towards higher temperature compared with that of 
raw biomass. For the torrefied sample at 280°C, hemicellulose and cellulose decompose partially 
and the remaining shares of corresponding polymeric components in the torrefied samples are only 
2.80 and 4.97% respectively. Though the torrefied sample will consist of some unstable functional 
groups like CH3, O-H, and C-OH, due to formation of other stable groups formed during the 
torrefaction process from the primary reactions like some aromatic compounds, the reactivity of 
torrefied sample is small in comparison to the raw biomass. The last material to begin its mass loss 
was that torrefied at 300°C, because the severely torrefied sample will not be having unstable 
polymers such as hemicellulose and cellulose in its structure, but it will be more like a stable 
lignified structure and aromatic groups established from the primary reactions during the 
torrefaction process. 
In Figure 4-8(a), the DTG for raw biomass shows a large initial peak around 221°C, because of the 
large amount of hemicellulose in its structure compared to the torrefied samples. The same peak 
decreases in the other samples, indicating that the amount of hemicellulose in the torrefied 
materials decreased significantly. It completely stays flat to sample torrefied at 300°C. An 
unexpected behavior was presented in DTG curve at about 264°C for raw sample, because a small 
additional peak was observed. This could be attributed to the amorphous structure of the cellulose, 
less thermally stable than the crystalline cellulose, which begins its decomposition at this lower 
temperature and can be observed separated at a peak due to the low heating rate at which the process 
was conducted. This could be due to the very slow process of thermal degradation of amorphous 
cellulose that would be possible to track only at lower heating rate. However, this small 
intermediate peak was not observed at higher heating rate. 
A peak presented at temperature around 303°C corresponds to the breakdown of cellulose. In the 





the original amount. When the material is treated at higher temperatures, the amount of cellulose 
is reduced, as it is evidenced at the peak of these two samples, which decreases considerably.  
The final peak in DTG curves shown about at 425°C, is attributed to lignin and other carbonaceous 
materials produced in the primary reactions of cellulose and hemicellulose. In the untreated 
material, this peak is lower than those presented in the other samples. Due to decomposition of the 
less thermally stable polymers such as cellulose and hemicellulose, the proportion of lignin in the 
material increases considerably, which is clearly observed in the peaks of the torrefied materials at 
higher temperatures. In addition, this is consistent with the aforementioned and claimed by 
different authors [36,37], who found that the hemicellulose and cellulose polymers, because of 
their primary decomposition, decrease significantly and yield a char primarily formed by aromatic 
structures that increase the aromaticity in the material. 
Figure 4-8(b) shows the TGA and DTG for torrefied and pyrolyzed yellow poplar. For the 
pyrolyzed char obtained from a raw poplar, no peaks at low temperatures were observed. The above 
indicates that those weak structures were completely removed from the biomass and is composed 
mainly of thermally stable carbonized material. A small peak was identified at 300°C, also 
observed in larger proportions in Figure 3-6(a) and which corresponded to the remaining cellulose 
in the biomass. The main peak observed in the DTG occurs between 489 and 525°C, corresponding 
to the combustion of the char formed in the torrefaction and subsequent pyrolysis processes and 
structures stables of lignin. Small differences can be observed in the DTGs of pyrolyzed biomasses, 
since they start their mass loss at temperatures of around 350°C, with a higher speed starting at 
400°C. 
A great difference found for the samples analyzed was the temperature at which the reaction ends. 
In the case of the samples in Figure 4-8(a), the final peak corresponding to the combustion of the 
most stable structures has its maximum point at 425°C and disappears at around 500°C. For the 
samples of Figure 4-8(b), this peak has its maximum around 525°C and disappears at 550°C. This 
clearly indicates that the char structures obtained with pyrolysis after torrefaction process are more 
stable. This behavior could be very useful in co-firing power plant, reducing the accumulation of 
coal in the combustor. In addition to this, the shift of combustion of biomass towards the higher 
temperature zone could also help to maintain the uniform heat distribution along the combustor.  
The acceptable separation in the peaks for each material was observed at low heating rates because 
at high heating rates this behavior was avoided and the peaks of the cellulose and hemicellulose 
tend to overlap, such as it is shown in Figure 4-9. In this graph, it is possible to observe how for 
high heating rates the peaks are moved to the right at high temperature zone and the decomposition 






Figure 4-9. DTG for torrefied samples (a) and pyrolyzed samples (b) for all heating rates.  
Activation energy describing the behavior of each material in the combustion process were 
obtained and are shown in Figure 4-10(a). The procedure was performed by the Ozawa iso-
conversional method [35], by means of which a distribution of activation energies for the entire 
spectrum of conversion in the material can be obtained from the material conversion in each 
thermal condition of the tests. 
 
Figure 4-10. Activation energy distribution (a) and reaction rate (RR) and reactivity index (RI) (b) for samples 
tested in a combustion process.  
Although many authors measure the reactivity of a material when the maximum speed of mass loss 
is reached in the process, in this work it was chosen to measure it at 25% of the conversion. In 
Figure 4-10(b), the variation of reactivity with the pre-treatment can be observed. This tendency 
was consistent with the above discussion, where the reactivity of the treated materials decreases 
with the torrefaction and much more with pyrolysis temperature due to decrease in the thermally 
unstable compounds after the process. As a result, more energy would be needed to obtain a similar 
conversion level in comparison with other untreated samples. The reactivity index indicated in 
Figure 4-10(b), corresponds to a temperature value where the decomposition reaches 25%. When 





4.4. Conclusions  
Torrefaction kinetics and combustion reactivity of important Colombian and Canadian agricultural 
residue such as sugarcane bagasse and yellow poplar, respectively were examined. Thermal 
behavior of biomass and three major polymeric components (xylan, cellulose, and lignin) of 
biomass in the range of torrefaction process were determined in the QWM reactor. Superposition 
theory was verified and validated with experimental data from biomasses treated in torrefaction. 
Good results were found with deviations of 10% for yellow poplar and 7% for sugarcane bagasse, 
indicating the superposition approach can be used to predict the mass loss behavior during the 
torrefaction process. A slight modification of the superposition was made that can predict the 
thermal degradation of biomass more accurately. The modified expression for the superposition 





The combustion reaction rate of the char obtained from pyrolysis of raw SCB was found 
significantly higher compared with that to the char from pyrolysis of torrefied SCB. But only small 
changes in the reaction rate of YP was found between the char from raw YP and the char from 
torrefied YP.    
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5. Chapter 5. A Detailed Investigation into Torrefaction 
of Wood in a Two-Stage Inclined Rotary Torrefier 
(Paper published in Energy and Fuels Journal) 
 
Abstract 
A two-stage, inclined continuous rotary torrefier with novel flights has been developed in the 
Biomass Conversion Laboratory at Dalhousie University for improving biomass torrefaction 
process. Experimental work on torrefaction of fine Poplar wood particles (0.5-1.0 mm) in the 
torrefier was undertaken for a deeper understanding of the working of such torrefiers where the 
volatile gas released was used as the torrefaction medium instead of nitrogen. The rotary torrefier 
is operated under different operating conditions by varying its rotational speed, tilt angle and 
temperature. Measured chemical and physical properties of the torrefied products included ultimate 
and proximate analysis, polymeric analysis, energy density, mass yield, energy yield, and bulk 
density. A novel probe was developed to collect samples of biomass and measure temperature at 
different interior points along the length of the rotary reactor while the biomass was being 
progressively torrefied in it. Axial temperature distribution of the rotary torrefier showed a 
parabolic profile but the fixed carbon content, volatile and energy density of biomass undergoing 
torrefaction varied linearly along the length of the torrefier. Typical values of change in heating 
value, mass yield and energy yield of torrefied biomass was 40%, 34% and 48% respectively for 
300°C and 5 RPM and 1° of tilt angle. Results showed that temperature is the most important 
parameter in the torrefaction process.  
Keywords: Biomass torrefaction, Rotary kiln, Volatiles atmosphere, Fine particles 
5.1. Introduction 
Owing to its negligible greenhouse gas emissions, abundance, low costs, and acceptable 
performance in thermal processes, biomass emerged as a promising energy alternative to fossil 
fuels. Biomass, however, suffers from a number of limitations such as its high moisture content, 
low mass density, low specific energy and rapid dry mass losses due to bacterial decompositions, 
which may discourage its use as an energy source. This, in turn, brings additional disadvantages in 
a production and supply chain including those in its transportation and handling [1]. 
Torrefaction is defined as a thermal pre-treatment between 200-300°C, at low heating rates 
(<20°C/min) in inert environments or with low oxygen concentrations [1]. During the process, the 
biomass undergoes different thermochemical transformation leading to mass and energy losses, 
which depend on torrefaction temperature and solid residence time. The thermochemical 
transformation during torrefaction offers with some attractive attributes. It produces torrefied 
biomass, a product like biochar with higher specific energy, hydrophobicity, brittleness requiring 





Additionally, torrefaction provides a product of uniform qualities from a mixture of diverse 
feedstock [2–4]. Torrefaction process, thus, appears as a better solution for pretreating biomass, as 
it can improve chemical and physical properties, leaving behind some inherent problems of 
biomass. 
Much experimental research on torrefaction has been carried out, where different types of 
biomasses are torrefied under different operational conditions [2,5–13]. In these works, the 
operating conditions are tested in order to find those that can produce the best final properties of 
bio-char. Most of these are carried out in a batch reactor or in the muffle furnace [11,14–20], but a 
limited number of studies have been made specifically in continuous reactors [11, 21–28]. 
Continuous systems offer many advantages in the torrefaction processes especially when they are 
considered for an industrial scale. These kinds of continuous reactors (fluidized beds, screw reactor, 
rotary kiln, etc.) offers great productive and energy advantages. They also offer great advantages 
during operation, like easy operation and a good control over some variables in the process such 
as residence time. Some of them, such as rotary reactors, avoid jamming of material by means of 
an enhancement of mixing and depending on their design can offer high levels of energy transfer 
from kiln walls to material such as in the case of rotary reactors with internal longitudinal flights. 
Zheng et al. [11], used a screw type reactor for both drying and torrefaction to produce volatiles 
that was subsequently fed into another vertical fast pyrolysis reactor for evaluate bio-oil yield. In 
their work, the torrefaction and pyrolysis processes can be performed continuously. They found 
that the amount of bio-oil is reduced because in the pre-treatment process cross-linking reactions 
have already taken place in the biomass. The bio-oil from the torrefied biomass has higher HHV, 
lower acids, become a more viscous, and lower moisture compared that from the raw biomass. 
Doassans-Carrère et al. [23] studied in a novel continuous reactor for biomass torrefaction called 
REVE, which is a vertical cylindrical chamber that was vibrated to enhance mixing. Four types of 
biomass were tested, and properties such as HHV, elemental analysis, and grindability of the 
torrefied biomass were measured. They also compared their results with the published works that 
use different reactors, considering aspects like solid mixing, heat transfer, and products uniformity. 
Mei et al. [25] also worked in a continuous torrefaction process with a rotary drum with two 
different atmospheres (Nitrogen and flue gases). This system is somewhat similar to the one 
developed here, but unlike the present design it conducted both drying and torrefaction in the same 
reactor without any mixing flight. They studied properties like grindability, hydrophobicity, 
elemental and proximate analyses, and HHV of the torrefied biomass, but did not explore a deeper 
into the process by analyzing the progress of torrefaction as biomass moved along the reactor.  
One can note that the above studies were for single-stage torrefiers. Few authors have worked in 
two-stage reactors [13,28] for biomass torrefaction. Nachenius et al. [28] evaluated a two-stage 
indirectly heated screw reactor by measuring grindability of the torrefied solid and some properties 
like HHV, elemental and proximate analyses. Nhuchhen et al. [13] used a two-stage indirectly 
heated rotary reactor to evaluate the overall performance of the torrefaction process for large 
particle size. They conducted a parametric study for the two-stage torrefier by characterizing 





important feature of the reactor designed in this work was to split the drying section from the 
torrefaction section. Thus, the generated volatiles during torrefaction is not diluted by the moisture 
released during the drying process. This allows one to effectively burn and then provide partial 
energy requirement of the process. The present system also prevents the use of expensive nitrogen 
gas to provide an inert ambience in the torrefier. The volatiles released during torrefaction provides 
the required non-oxidizing atmosphere in the torrefier. 
In the present work, authors aim to widen the parametric study of the two-stage torrefier developed 
by Nhuchhen et al. [13] using smaller particle size. Experimental tests were carried out to determine 
the combined and quantified effects of torrefaction temperature and residence time on a large 
selection of process responses and product properties of poplar wood, e.g. proximate analysis, 
ultimate analysis, polymeric compositions, higher heating value (HHV), mass yield (MY), energy 
yield (EY), oxidation reactivity, and porosity. In addition, biomass samplings were collected in 
different axial positions inside the torrefier to evaluate the conversion level in polymeric 
compositions of biomass along the reactor length. The samples were also tested to analyze 
reduction rate of volatile matter and gain rate of the carbon content of the torrefied biomass inside 
the rotary reactor.  
5.2. Methods 
5.2.1. Materials 
Poplar dowels were crushed in a grinder and the collected ground wood particles were then sieved 
to prepare the sample of fine particle size in the ranges of 0.5 -1 mm.  The collected sieved fine 
wood samples were used for the experimental tests. Proximate and ultimate analyses of the raw 
sample are presented in Table 5-1.  
Table 5-1. Properties of Poplar wood (wb–wet basis; db–dry basis; daf–dry ash free basis). 
Biomass size range 0.5-1 mm 
Proximate analysis (%w/w)  Ultimate analysis (%w/w) 
 Fiber analysis (%w/w) 
Moisture (wb) 3.4  Carbon (daf) 45.97 
 Extractives (db) 8.2 
Volatiles (db) 82.4  Hydrogen (daf) 6.1 
 Hemicellulose (db) 23.6 
Fixed carbon (db) 16.2  Nitrogen (daf) 0.4 
 Cellulose (db) 56.5 
Ash (db) 1.4  Oxygen (daf) 47.5 
 Lignin (db) 11.7 
HHV (db) (MJ/kg)  18.4      Ash (db) 0.2 
5.2.2. Torrefaction process 
Experiments were conducted in the two-stage indirectly heated rotary torrefier Figure 5-1(a). This 
system consists of two coupled rotary kilns, separating drying and devolalitilization reactions of a 
torrefaction process. Wet biomass enters to the first rotary drum of 64 mm ID and 610 mm length, 
where only drying process is permitted by maintaining the reactor temperature well below the 
thermal degradation point. Dried biomass, without coming out of the system, then drops into 
another rotary reactor of 100 mm ID and 762 mm length, where the reactor temperature is set at 
the designated torrefaction temperature. The first rotary reactor is termed as a dryer whereas the 





Both the rotary dryer and torrefier have axially inserted three flights placed 120° apart from each 
other on the inner wall of the rotating cylindrical drums. Both dryer and torrefier rotate inside two 
concentric fixed cylindrical shells, which are wrapped with the electric heaters and then tightly 
covered with insulation (Calcium-Magnesium-Silicate wool). Thermocouples (K-type) measure 
the surface temperatures of both the dryer and torrefier. Those thermocouples comfortably touch 
the outer wall of the very slowly rotating reactor. Due the high thermal conductivity of the thin 
steel wall, one expects only a small temperature difference between the solid inside and that 
recorded by this thermocouple for the external wall. This was verified by pilot tests.  
A screw system feeds biomass at a desired rate to an upper drum for drying and then falls to the 
torrefier for the devolitilization. Fixed cylindrical heater shells of both kilns consist of three 
different materials: steel, electrical heaters, and external thermal insulation. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 5-1. Kiln layout and torrefied biomass collector [29]. 
Heat is supplied by electrical resistance heaters, which heats the static steel wall and in turn, the 
rotating steel drum is heated. There is an air gap between the rotating and static steel walls, which 
are heated by convection and conduction from the static wall and also exchanges energy with the 
rotary drum. The temperature in both processes (drying and torrefaction), is controlled by a 
thermocouple in contact with the electrical heater. The temperature on the rotary drum surface is 
monitored. Experiments do not begin until a steady temperature is achieved to ensures a correct 
temperature for the process.  
The heat exchange between three items present inside the kiln (gas, solid, and walls) is basically 
as same as in the conventional kilns, but there will be additional heat transfers to the biomass falling 
from the flight from the gas phase and reactor walls respectively. This additional heating of biomass 





5.2.3. Experimental design 
Preliminary tests were carried out to find the right operational condition of the dryer. It showed 
that at 3 RPM and 2° angle of inclination it is possible to obtain biomass dried with the moisture 
content smaller than 0.5%. For this reason, the operating condition of the dryer held constant at 
this during subsequent tests. The operating conditions of the torrefier reactor were, however, varied 
in order to observe differences in the characteristics of the torrefied biomass with operating 
conditions. Poplar wood was fed into the system with the screw conveyor at the rate of 4.2 g/min. 
Before tests, nitrogen was supplied to flush out of the system the oxygen that could initiate burning 
when the initial material starts to fall in the torrefier. This flow of nitrogen was stopped after 10 
minutes when only volatiles released from torrefaction was enough to guarantee an inert 
atmosphere for the process. Approximately 1 kg of biomass was fed to the system, which was 
collected and weighed at the end of the process in order to determine the mass loss during the 
process. 
Experiments were conducted in the torrefier with two different rotational speed of the reactor (5 
and 7 RPM), three tilt angles (1º, 2º, and 3º) and three temperatures (260, 280, and 300°C). The tilt 
angle in the torrefier was measured using a Level Master Craft with an accuracy of 0.1°. With the 
above operational conditions, the residence time of biomass in the torrefier reactor ranges between 
6 and 18 minutes. For the dryer, the residence time is around 18 minutes. Thus biomass has a total 
residence time in the system of between 24 and 36 minutes. 
At the end of the torrefaction process, the biomass was collected in a container system that prevents 
air infiltration to the system. This system consists of two valves and a pipe as is shown in Figure 
5-1(b). In this system, the upper valve is open throughout the process, while the lower valve is kept 
closed. Biomass falls into the cavity, and once it is filled the upper valve is closed while the bottom 
valve is opened to get the torrefied biomass. Once biomass is removed from the system, the lower 
valve is closed again and nitrogen is fed into the system for few minutes for purging out the oxygen 
entered during the collection of the torrefied biomass. The top valve is opened again and the 
procedure is repeated several times during the torrefaction process. This system is separated from 
the torrefier reactor by a thick piece of insulation to prevent heating. This system, therefore, 
remains cold that helps cooling the collected torrefied biomass.  
5.2.4. Sample characterizations and torrefaction yields 
Raw and torrefied biomass were characterized by proximate analysis and elemental analysis, 
polymeric analysis, HHV, fuel ratio, MY, EY, oxidation reactivity, and surface area. Fuel ratio, 
mass yield, and energy yield are defined as follows. 
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  (5-3) 
Proximate analysis for Poplar wood and torrefied biomass were carried out in the muffle furnace 
according to ASTM D1762-84. These analyses were carried out twice for repeatability. The 
torrefied biomass samples were stored in air-tight containers before analyses. Elemental analysis 
of Poplar wood and torrefied biomass were measured using an Elemental Analyzer (Organic 
Elemental Analyzer - Model EA1110), where tests were conducted in triplicate according to ASTM 
D5373-02. This test determined the amount of carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen of the material, 
while the oxygen content is calculated by difference. L-Cystine was used as a standard reference 
before tests. Higher Heating Values (HHV) of Poplar and torrefied biomass were measured in 
duplicate by a bomb calorimeter (Parr 6100), following the ASTM D5865-04. All sieving of the 
biomass sample for tests had followed the ASTM C136-01. 
Polymeric compositions (Fiber analysis) of both the raw and torrefied biomasses were determined 
by following the Vans Soest procedure. In this test, three steps with different liquid solutions 
(neutral and acids) were deployed. In the first step, the biomass is treated with a Neutral Detergent 
Solution (NDS) to find the amount of soluble material in it. This soluble material is called 
extractives. The residue of this test is called NDF that is made mainly of cellulose, hemicellulose, 
and lignin. In the second step, the NDF material is treated with Acid Detergent Solution (ADS) 
with sulphuric acid of concentration 1N. The soluble material in this solution is identified as 
hemicellulose. Insoluble material is called ADF and is made mainly of cellulose and lignin. In the 
last step, ADF is treated with a strong sulphuric acid solution with a concentration of 24N. In this 
step, the cellulose is washed out by the acid and the remaining solid residue is termed as lignin or 
ADL. The polymeric compositions of the biomass can be estimated as follows. 
ADFNDFsExtractive   (5-4) 
ADFNDFoseHemicellul   (5-5) 
ADLADFCellulose   (5-6) 
ADLLignin   (5-7) 
The pore surface area (BET), pore volumes, and average pore diameter measurements were carried 
out using a Micromeritics TriStar II PLUS surface area analyzer, with nitrogen gas as an adsorbate. 
Besides the BET analysis, the surface area of pores was also obtained using carbon dioxide gas as 
the adsorbate. BET analysis can quantify the surface area in the mesoporosity level, but not 
quantifies the microporosity of the material, therefore a second analysis with CO2 was developed. 
Thus, information about micro and meso porosities for torrefied biomass were also examined. Both 





5.2.5. Biomass sampling 
A novel technique of sampling biomass while it is being torrefied inside the continuously rotating 
reactor was developed. The Figure 5-2 shows the designed devices used to collect the biomass in 
different axial positions and to measure the particle temperature inside the kiln. The scoop for 
biomass sampling shown in Figure 5-2(a), is introduced from one end of the kiln while all holes 
are covered by the external cylinder. Once the hole in position, the external cylinder is rotated to 
collect the torrefied sample at that position. After approximately 2 or 3 minutes, the holes are 
covered by the external cylinder and the scooper is removed from the reactor. In this sampling, 
material was taken at five different axial positions inside the reactor to estimate the conversion 
level while the process progresses. This degree of conversion is determined in two ways: by 
polymeric analysis where is possible to determine the decomposition of main components of 
biomass like hemicellulose, cellulose, and lignin; and by proximate analysis where volatiles and 





Figure 5-2. Designed scoopers for biomass sampling (a); and temperature measurement (b). 
The temperature of the biomass, while it is being torrefied inside the rotary torrefier, was also 
measured by a similar kind of scoop as used in the biomass sampling, but with only one hole and 
a thermocouple at its end which measures the temperature of biomass when is collected as is shown 
in Figure 5-2(b). The device can record the solid temperature in only one position by capturing the 
material inside the kiln. To prevent an additional heating of the thermocouple from gases and kiln 
walls, a protection was performed through of the capsule in which the biomass is housed, thus only 
the contact with the biomass heated the thermocouple. In this capsule, the biomass is collected and 
only the temperature of the material in contact with the thermocouple is recorded. The biomass is 
evacuated from the cavity by a device rotation the external cylinder of 180° and new biomass is 
then collected in the same position. This procedure is performed until the temperature measured 
by the thermocouple has no major variations to ensure that the measured temperature is that of the 
biomass or not. This procedure is performed as many times as temperatures are to be obtained for 






5.3. Results and discussion 
5.3.1. Biomass temperatures during torrefaction in the system 
The reactor temperature is set with an external control system. This system is controlled with type 
K a thermocouple kept in contact with electrical heater wrapped peripherally on the cylindrical 
shell. The rotary reactor temperature is monitored by another k-type thermocouple kept in contact 
with the external wall surface. Values measured by this thermocouple is considered as the operating 
torrefaction temperature.  
Before experiments, a pilot test was conducted to establish temperature variation along the length 
of the reactor. This was performed by inserting a thermocouple inside the heated stationery torrefier 
drum by means of a special probe, and made to touch the inner wall of the torrefier at different 
axial positions. Steady state values of the temperature were measured at the inner wall of the reactor 
for three different operating temperatures v (see Figure 5-3(a)–(c)). Simultaneous measurement of 
the outer wall shows this temperature is approximately 25 ºC higher compared that measured on 
the inner wall. This test was performed without supplying biomass through the reactor and without 
rotating the reactor. During actual tests when biomass was flowing through the reactor temperature 
dropped only about 2 ºC compared that without biomass flowing through. One of the reasons for 
this drop may be due to the wall to solid heat transfer. In Figure 5-3(a)–(c), the red dot indicates 





Figure 5-3. Axial kiln and biomass temperatures inside the kiln. Kiln wall temperatures measured in static conditions 
and biomass temperature measured at 5 RPM and 2° of inclination. (a) 260°C; (b) 280°C; (c) 300°C. (BT – biomass 





The biomass temperature was measured with the special scooper shown in Figure 5-2(b). The 
measuring device has a cavity at its end where the K thermocouple type is housed. Biomass 
temperatures were recorded at five different points inside the reactor and for three different thermal 
operating conditions. These five points correspond to those points where the biomass was sampled 
and therefore these results can be accurately corroborated. In Figure 5-3(a)-(c) the results of axial 
temperature distribution are presented for torrefaction temperatures of 260 °C, 280 °C, and 300 °C 
respectively. All of them were for 5 RPM and 2° inclination of the reactor. 
The axial temperature profile of biomass undergoing torrefaction through the reactor is similar to 
the temperature profile of the reactor walls. It is observed in Figure 5-3(a)–(c), that the biomass 
begins its heating process upon entering the reactor, and its temperature increases reaching closest 
to the wall temperature at around 40 centimeters. The peak temperature of biomass occurs is 
approximately in the center of the reactor, this because heat losses are considerable at both ends of 
the reactor due to thermal conduction to coupling with other systems. The process temperature was 
set according to the measurement at a central point inside of the reactor, but, as expected, the 
temperature distribution is not entirely homogeneous, which means that biomass was not torrefied 
in a constant temperature but within in a range of values.  
5.3.2. Proximate analysis and High Heating Value 
Variation of product qualities with changes in severity of torrefaction was similar to that obtained 
in results of other researchers who used other types of torrefiers. Amongst the process variables, 
temperature was the most influencing parameter in the torrefaction process as observed from the 
Table 5-2. 
Here, we note that the amount of volatile, fixed carbon, HHV and Fuel Ratio are strongly influenced 
by process temperature and the solid residence time. The percentages of volatile material in the 
torrefied product decrease with increases in temperature and residence times, while remaining 
properties like fixed carbon, HHV, and fuel ratio increase with the same increments of temperature 
and residence times. 
Angular speed and tilt of the reactor directly influence the residence time. Higher inclination angle 
gives shorter residence time of solids in the reactor. Higher RPM of the rotor also provides shorter 
residence time as apparent from Table 5-2. It results in decreased in the devolatilization reactions. 
However, the severe change occurs when the temperature and residence time take their highest 
value. In the case of volatiles (Figure 5-4(a)), when the temperature is 260°C and the residence 
time is low (approximately 6 minutes), the percentage of volatiles decreased only 2.3%, but it 
decreased by 7.7% for high residence time (approximately 18 minutes) for the same temperature. 
In the case of a higher temperature of 300°C, when the residence time is low, the percentage of 
volatiles in the torrefied biomass decreases by 12.8%, but eventually at high residence, this value 
















VM* FC* FR C** H** N** O** HHV* 
Raw biomass - - - 82.4 16.2 0.19 45.9 6.1 0.4 47.5 18.4 
1 16.4 73.4 25.8 0.35 49.5 5.4 0.0 45.1 19.6 
2 9.6 76.6 22.7 0.30 49.1 5.7 0.0 45.3 18.7 
3 7 76.7 22.5 0.29 49.0 5.2 0.0 45.9 18.5 
1 11 75.6 23.1 0.31 48.1 5.5 0.0 46.4 19.1 
2 6.6 76.8 22.5 0.29 48.5 5.4 0.0 46.1 19.2 
3 5.2 77.8 21.7 0.28 49.1 5.1 0.0 45.8 19.2 
1 16.4 59.1 39.6 0.67 53.6 4.9 0.0 41.5 22.5 
2 9.6 71.6 27.4 0.38 49.0 5.2 0.1 45.8 20.4 
3 7 74.9 24.1 0.32 50.0 5.3 0.0 44.6 19.8 
1 11 70.6 28.6 0.41 48.5 4.8 0.1 46.6 21.5 
2 6.6 73.4 25.5 0.35 50.0 5.2 0.3 44.6 19.8 
3 5.2 74.9 24.5 0.33 48.1 5.0 0.3 46.6 19.6 
1 16.4 45.9 52.7 1.15 58.5 3.6 0.5 37.5 25.8 
2 9.6 57.7 41.2 0.71 53.4 4.6 0.6 41.4 23.7 
3 7 64.9 33.6 0.52 56.7 3.7 0.9 38.7 21.1 
1 11 52.6 46.1 0.87 52.2 4.6 0.8 42.4 23.9 
2 6.6 61.1 37.9 0.62 53.1 4.4 0.6 41.9 21.8 
3 5.2 69.4 29.4 0.42 50.6 4.8 0.7 43.9 20.0 
*    Analysis in dry basis. 
**  Analysis in dry and ash free basis 
Fixed carbon content of the product (Figure 5-4(b)) exhibits a reverse behavior. When both 
temperature and residence time are high, the fixed carbon increases significantly from 15% in raw 
biomass to values of 52.7%, i.e., up to 237%. At the low residence time and torrefaction 
temperature fixed carbon is low 21.66%, which is still an increase of about 39% above that in the 
raw biomass. The large differences in the final values of the product yields are due to the difference 
in residence time when the tilt is switched from 2 degrees to 1 degree for the same RPM. This 
difference is about 5 minutes (Table 5-2), which is considerable because in this condition the 
polymeric changes in the biomass occur slowly. At 300°C, the structural changes occur very fast, 
the biomass is more reactive, therefore changes in final FC values due to changes in other 
operational parameters were more visible. This is attributed to degradation of cell wall due to 









Figure 5-4. Influence of process temperature and residence time in torrefied properties. (a) Volatiles, (b) Fixed 
Carbon, (c) Fuel Ratio, and (d) HHV. 
Fuel Ratio (FR) is defined as the ratio of fixed carbon to volatile matter. Knowledge of this 
parameter is of great importance for a combustion processes because it indicates the combustion 
type that could occur in the process. Fuel Ratio increases with temperature and residence time 
(Figure 5-4(c)) producing a better quality solid fuel for co-combustional, reducing emissions 
compared that to the coal based combustion. Combustions of torrefied biomass with low Fuel 
Ratios may generate high more emissions of CO and hydrocarbons the blending ratio is higher. In 
contrast, combustion of torrefied biomass with high Fuel Ratios, reduces greenhouse gas emission 
and thus encourage mixing higher amounts of biomass with coal in a co-firing process. In the 
present study, the Fuel Ratio parameter starts with values of 0.19 for raw biomass, which increases 
to 0.28 at low temperature and residence time and to 1.15 at high temperature and residence time. 
This indicates that the developed torrefaction system could increase the Fuel Ratio from 42% to 
485%. Such solid with the increased fuel ratio can have significant positive impacts on design and 
development of the co-fired power plant. 
The Higher Heating Value (HHV), the most important property of a solid fuel, shows a behavior 
similar to those fixed carbon and fuel ratio (Figure 5-4(d)). It improves greatly when temperature 
and residence time of the process increase, but the mass yield decrease with HHV increases. The 
mass loss can reach a point where the torrefaction process may be unviable. This means that the 
torrefaction process finds products with better energy values at the expenses of mass loss due to 
devolatilization processes. The HHV of the raw biomass was 18.37 MJ/kg, which increases to 
values from 19.1 MJ/kg for mild torrefaction and to 25.8 MJ/kg when torrefaction severity is high. 
This indicates that the process can enhance the HHV of the biomass to 40.5%. 
It is apparent from above only a small difference in the product qualities is noted at temperature of 
260 C. As the process temperature and residence time increase larger variations in these values 
were observed. From Figure 5-4 it is also apparent that temperature has more impact on the final 






Figure 5-5. Mass balance for raw and torrefied biomass from proximate analysis for sample torrefied at T30051 (16.4 
minutes of RT) 
According to Figure 5-5, where mass balances for raw and torrefied biomass for the material 
T30051 is shown, it is possible see an interesting result in terms of the amount of solid linked with 
the fixed carbon. For raw material, the initial amount of fixed carbon obtained by proximate 
analysis is approximately 16.2 grams of an initial amount of 100 grams (16.2% Fixed Carbon w/w). 
During the torrefaction process the main polymeric compounds in the biomass partially is 
devolatilized, but, it would be expected that the amount of solid associated with fixed carbon before 
and after torrefaction should remain approximately constant. The amount of final solid of torrefied 
biomass linked to fixed carbon was about 18.06 grams from proximate analysis (52.68% Fixed 
carbon w/w). This result shows that there is an increase in the amount of fixed carbon by 11.5% 
(approx. 1.9 grams) in the torrefied biomass compared to the fixed carbon in raw material. This 
increase in the fixed carbon of the final material can be explained by the formation of new solid 
structures from reactions of carbonization, dehydration, and re-polymerization of glucose chains 
that generate reorganization in the solid. This formation of new solid from a liquid phase and 
volatiles has been observed by other authors [32–34]. 
The largest in fixed carbon content in torrefied biomass was detected in test T28051 (16.4 min of 
RT), which had an increase of 3.05 grams in solid per 100 grams of initial raw material. This is not 
surprising because several authors have found that reactions of re-polymerization, dehydration and 
restructuring of main biomass molecules have occurred greatly at around 280ºC. Above this 
temperature at around 300 °C, the devolatilization of condensed phases also increase, which can 
reduce the amount of secondary solid into the material [33,35]. 
5.3.3. Elemental analysis 
Table 5-2 also shows the variation in elemental analysis of biomass through torrefaction. An 
increase in the carbon content and a decrease in the hydrogen and oxygen contents were observed 
after torrefaction process. The decrease in hydrogen and oxygen contents are caused mainly by the 
removal of hydrogen and oxygen based compounds such as water vapor and carbon dioxide. At 
high torrefaction temperature, the decarboxylation reactions will be more, and the torrefied biomass 






Figure 5-6. Van krevelen diagram for raw and torrefied biomass. 
Both temperature and residence time affects the element compositions (Table 5-2). The carbon in 
the material increases with temperature and residence time, while the hydrogen and oxygen 
decrease with both operating parameters. This is a clear indication of the changes that take place 
in each of the major polymers in the biomass (hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin). At low 
temperatures, around 180 °C, decomposition is primarily hemicellulose, being exothermic [36] and 
mainly generates carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide through decarboxylation reactions of acid 
groups linked to hemicelluloses. Cellulose, meanwhile, strongly begins its process of endothermic 
decomposition around 280 °C [36], and generates small amounts of carbon dioxide. These two 
polymers are decomposed in greater amounts in the torrefaction process and are largely responsible 
for the changes in properties of the final solid. 
Due to devolatilization, the value of biomass as fuel improves. Figure 5-6 shows that biomass is 
located towards the upper part bottom of the diagram, but torrefaction brings it close to medium 
range coals, as a result of the decline in relations O/C and H/C. It is clear that the temperature 
improves the quality of the material, and when the temperature increases to 300 °C, the product 
appears close to the lignin. This is because in torrefaction, the cellulose and hemicellulose are 
decomposed greatly and the proportion of lignin in the material increases, leaving a highly lignified 
material. For the product obtained at temperature of 260°C, we do not see much breakdown of the 
polymers and the release of oxygenates volatile in the process is very low. This makes that the fuel 
quality less improved and the product lies still in the area of biomass.  
5.3.4. Product yield 
Parameters like Mass and Energy yields are similarly affected by temperature and residence time. 
From Figure 5-7(a) and Figure 5-7(b) it is apparent that the process temperature has a major impact 
on these two parameters. The largest mass loss occurred at temperature of 300 °C and at the high 





variation in mass and energy yields. Differences of only 9% were observed between range of tilt 
angle studied and around 3% were found in studied range of RPM. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 5-7. Influence of process temperature in Mass yield (a) and energy yield (b) for all operational conditions 
evaluated in experiments. (TXXX-YY – torrefaction at XXX °C with YY residence time). 
An interesting result is seen in tests T280-5.2 and T260-16.4, where both products showed the 
same values of mass and energy yield though temperature and residence time were different. This 
indicates that the torrefaction process is a conjugation between residence time and temperature, 
which means that, the same properties can be obtained at low temperature and high residence time 
or high temperature with low residence time. Similar behavior is observed between samples T280-
9.6 and T300-5.2, and between T280-16.4 and T300-6.6, where the conjugation mentioned above 
can be checked. In Table 5-2, one observes the great similarity between the final properties of these 
pairs of materials mentioned above in the values of elemental carbon, fixed carbon and HHV. 
For tests T280-5.2 and T260-16.4, the residence times of torrefaction were 5 and 16 minutes 
respectively, i.e., with adjusted temperature of 260°C and 280°C it is possible to obtain the same 
properties, but, the first one with an increase in residence time of 300%. This result is interesting 
in the context of economic evaluation of the torrefaction process because energy consumption 
could be quantified for a given amount of torrefied biomass. 
 





Using data in Table 5-2 attempt was made to develop empirical correlation between temperature, 
residence time, mass yield for the given biomass, poplar wood. In the Figure 5-8, correlations for 
fixed carbon, volatiles, and HHV, from parameter Mass Yield are shown.  
452.30*285.61  MYVM  
(5-8) 
665.67*873.59  MYFC  
(5-9) 
823.28*938.12)/(  MYkgMJHHV  
(5-10) 
In addition, using information shown in Figure 5-7, a predictive correlation for the mass yield for 
a given temperature and residence time, was obtained (Equation (5-11)). A double interpolation 
was done, aiming to find expressions as function of residence time and temperature. It is clear that 
this correlation applies only for the range of parameters studied, i.e., temperatures between 260°C 
and 300°C and residence times between 5 and 16 minutes for the poplar wood. 
bRTaMY  *  (5-11) 
where a, and b are the slope and intercept respectively for the first interpolation. These both 
parameters are function of temperature as is shown in equations (5-12) and (5-13):  
83.0005.000001.0 2  TTa  (5-12) 
2702.20053.0  Tb  (5-13) 
With the previous system of correlations, it is possible to predict from the residence time and 
process temperature, the final properties of the torrefied biomass as MY, HHV, Energy yield, fixed 
carbon, volatile and fuel ratio. These correlations are important tools for predicting properties in 
this type of biomass when it is subjected to torrefaction in a two-stage reactor. 
Analysis of gaseous and condensable products generated during the process was also performed 
for three torrefaction tests. The selected conditions were T260-11, T280-11 and T300-11, the 
residence times were the same in all tests and only process temperature was varied. The volatiles 
generated inside the reactor exited and passed through a cold water bath at a temperature of about 
5°C, in order to condense some of the major products generated in volatile product, as acetic and 
formic acids, furfural, methanol and water. After the cold water bath, the non-condensable gases 
were captured in sample bags and brought to a gas chromatography to analyze them. For the 
condensed phase, only the mass was measured. Liquid product characterization was not done. The 







Figure 5-9. Products distribution in the process for different temperatures and 7 RPM and 1° inclinations. (a) Product 
distribution in the process, (b) Product distribution in the gas phase. (TXXXYZ – torrefaction at XXX 0C, Y RPM 
and Z degree inclination of the torrefier) 
As is shown in Figure 5-9(a), the production of both liquids and gasses in the process increases 
with torrefaction temperature. For 260°C, gasses and liquids were 3.1% and 27% respectively, 
while, for 300°C, it was 8% and 54%. The characterization of non-condensable gasses in the 
process showed only a small difference in the amounts of CO and CO2 in the process when the 
operating condition was changed (Figure 5-9(b)). The solid mass losses due to torrefaction at 260 
°C, 280 °C and 300 °C was 30%, 50% and 62% respectively. As the torrefaction temperature 
increases, devolatilization reactions become significant. At 260 °C the hemicellulose degradation 
starts along with primary char formation [35,36]. At this temperature the cellulose decomposition 
just begins, while lignin decomposes slowly with low mass loss [35,36]. When the temperature 
increases to 280 °C, the cellulose starts degradation of its amorphous structure, resulting in a 
significant mass loss. Lignin meanwhile continues its slow decomposition at this temperature 
without significant mass loss. When the temperature increases to 300 °C, the mass loss of cellulose 
becomes considerable, losing up to 40% of its initial mass, and hemicellulose is decomposed 
significantly, with a mass loss up to 60% of its initial mass [34]. Both polymers generate aromatic 
structures from structural rearrangements that generate primary char. Lignin meanwhile suffered 
minor structural modifications, a mass loss of about 15% of its initial mass can be found, and only 
mild devolatilization of some weak groups in their structure [34]. 
The chromatography of volatiles in the laboratory could measure only monoxide and dioxide of 
carbon (Figure 5-9(b)). It could not detect methane or other additional species. This is consistent 
with findings by several authors in the thermal range of the torrefaction process [9,35–37] who 
studied the decomposition hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin in order to characterize their 
products. They found only monoxide and dioxide carbon in analysis of non-condensable gases in 
the thermal ranges for torrefaction, also they found water (condensed in our work) and small 
amounts of methane, hydrogen, ethylene and ethane but above 400°C. The high amounts of carbon 
dioxide generated in volatile is explained by different authors as decarboxylation product of -
COOH groups in glucuronic acid units [38], and cracking of C=O and -COOH [35], or by 
decarboxylation of O-acetyl groups attached to xylan normally in C2 position [39]. At temperatures 





lignin, but when the temperature increases, the contribution of the cellulose becomes considerable 
as observed by Yang et al. [35]. The formation of carbon monoxide in turn, is attributed to cracking 
of carbonyl groups (C-O-C) and carboxyl (C=O) [35], and secondary reactions of low molecular 
weight aldehydes [39,40]. Carbon monoxide has a similar behavior to carbon dioxide, since at 
lower temperatures, the contribution is mainly due to the hemicellulose in the range evaluated for 
torrefaction. From approximately 300 °C, the cellulose starts generating monoxide while 
hemicellulose decreases its formation [35]. Lignin meanwhile, has negligible monoxide generation 
from approximately 250°C and increases at high temperatures (>600 °C). This formation increases 
with temperature, while dioxide formation remains relatively constant for lignin. 
Condensable volatiles were not characterized, but from previous works [34–36,39] we can assume 
it to contain what kind acidic compounds and aldehydes (C=O), alkenes (C-C), and ethers (C-O-
C) and water when torrefied in the temperature range 200-400°C for hemicellulose [35], phenolic 
compounds (monomers or oligomers) to the case of lignin, and 5-HMF, HAA, HA and furfural in 
the case of cellulose [34]. 
In conclusion, at low temperatures, torrefaction primarily involves decomposition of 
hemicellulose, which exothermic [35,36] and mainly monoxide and dioxide carbon are generated 
through decarboxylation of acid groups attached to hemicelluloses. Condensable volatiles contain 
water, acid acetic, methanol, furfural, lactic acid, which are formed from the acethoxy group and 
methoxy monomers bound to hemicellulose during heating are detached by deacetylation and 
demethoxylation reactions [9,37]. Water is formed from the dehydration process of the polymers 
through the expulsion of hydroxyl groups [9,37]. 
5.3.5. Polymeric analysis 
Polymer content tests for selected torrefied biomasses were also performed to determine the final 
main polymeric compositions such as hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin. From Van Soest tests, 
the amount of Ash and Extractives can also be estimated., The selected torrefied biomasses used 
for these tests were produced at temperatures of 280 °C and 300 °C, 5 RPM and all inclinations. 
Results are presented in Figure 5-10 where one can note the effects of temperature and residence 
time on the final polymeric compositions. The figure shows the distribution of the mass of 
polymeric components in different torrefied biomasses and compared those compositions available 
in the 50 gm of raw biomass. This figure also shows the impact of torrefaction process on the final 







Figure 5-10. Polymeric test for some torrefied biomass. (TXXXYY – torrefaction at XXX °C with YY of residence 
times).  
Effect of residence time on the extractive is shown in Figure 5-10. At 280°C, we note that the 
amount of extractives in the torrefied samples is reduced by as much as 40% from the raw biomass 
with minor dependence on the residence time. The amount of hemicellulose, in turn, is affected 
largely by the temperature Even at 280°C, hemicellulose content reduces from 23.5% in raw 
biomass (11.7 grams) to values of 4.6% (1.24 grams) and 3% (0.73 grams) for samples with high 
and low residence time, respectively. This was expected, because from previous works reported in 
the literature it was found that this polymer begins its further degradation around 260°C and 
accelerates as the temperature increases. 
In this degradation process, volatiles generation such as CO2, CO, CH4, water, acetic acid are 
generated [9,34–37,39]. For shorter residence time, only a small decrease (5 grams) in cellulose 
content is observed. The raw biomass with 28 grams of cellulose is turned into the torrefied biomass 
with 23.3 grams after the torrefaction at 280ºC and with low residence time. For the other two 
residence times, a decrease in the amount is significantly high when residence time increases, going 
to only 20 and 11 grams. An interesting behavior is found when lignin was examined quantitatively. 
An increase in quantity can be observed as the temperature and residence time increases. This could 
be because of the formation of aromatic structures of benzene rings during the degradation of the 
hemicellulose and cellulose. These benzene rings are linked with aliphatic and oxygenated groups 
(hydroxyl and ether) [41,42], giving the cellulose char to a structure relatively close to the one of 
the lignin char. Addition of such char with aromatic structures generated from the primary reactions 
of hemicellulose and cellulose on the original lignin with similar aromatic structure may be one of 
the reasons that has resulted in increasing lignin content.  
For torrefaction at temperature of 300 °C a similar behavior is found. The extractives the torrefied 
product decreases with increases of residence times (or increase in inclination). At very shorter 
residence time (1° inclination) extractives could not be detected in the product. Hemicellulose was 





the hemicellulose completely disappears in the torrefied biomass. Cellulose is meanwhile 
decomposed, but left large percentage of it in the torrefied product (Figure 5-10). About 50% of 
the initial cellulose is still in the torrefied biomass at low residence time. On the other hand, lignin 
increases when the solid residence time increases. An increase of 253% in lignin was obtained for 
the T300-16.4 test. The reason for this behavior has already been discussed, but it is more 
noticeable when treatment conditions are severe. 
5.3.6. BET analysis 
Tests on measurements of the pore area using nitrogen (BET) and CO2 methods (Dubinin 
Radushkevich) were performed for samples torrefied at temperatures of 280 °C and 300 °C. 
Nitrogen adsorption gives surface areas of meso-pores (1-100 nm) while carbon dioxide adsorption 
gives surface areas of narrow micro-pores (< 1 nm). Measure values in Table 5-3 show that 
torrefaction improves the porosity and superficial area of the product when the temperature and 
residence time increases. Baud [43] in his tests noted that the surface area for raw poplar wood 
material is close to zero (~0.0098 m2/gram). For this reason, the raw material was not characterized 
in this work. BET analysis was limited to torrefied poplar alone.  
In the torrefied biomass increases its porosity with severity in the process because devolatilization 
reactions of polymers in the biomass leading to structures with space available in it. Table 5-3 
shows that the surface area increases to 2 m2/gram with BET analysis when poplar wood is torrefied 
at severe conditions. This BET surface area indicates the area of the meso-porous structure, i.e., 
where the pores are greater than 2nm. 
Table 5-3. Superficial area with meso and micro-porosity for torrefied biomass.  
Sample BET (m2/g) CO2 (m2/g)   Sample BET (m2/g) CO2 (m2/g) 
T280-16.4 0.67 108.69  T300-16.4 1.14 125.59 
T280-9.6 0.92 60.28  T300-9.6 2.11 142.35 
T280-7.0 0.76 53.30  T300-7.0 1.46 97.14 
T280-11 0.51 79.31  T300-11 1.70 141.16 
T280-6.6 0.68 50.11  T300-6.6 0.48 81.02 
T280-5.2 0.48 50.40  T300-5.2 0.66 68.32 
Adsorption with CO2, shows the surface area to be as high as 142 m
2 / gram, as a result of 
measurements of with pore sizes less than 2nm. This indicates that the devolatilization of the 
material generates largely micro-pores. 
In Figure 5-11 the distributions of the pore surface area for each range of pores width in the 
torrefied biomasses with longer residence times. These biomasses developed more porosity in the 
process. The torrefaction temperature of 280°C with residence times of 16.4 minutes, no develops 
meso-porosity (Figure 5-11(b)) and only increases in micro-porosity was observed (Figure 
5-11(a)). When the process temperature is increased to 300°C with the same residence time, a big 
amount of porosity is formed on the meso-scale, compared to 280°C, and the micro-porosity is 







Figure 5-11. Incremental superficial area analysis for samples with bigger residence time. CO2 analysis (a); BET 
analysis (b). (TXXXYZ – torrefaction at XXX °C, Y RPM and Z degree inclination of the torrefier).  
In the meso-porosity, a pore formation around 3nm is observed, and in the micro-porosity, the 
formation of pores occurs in approximately 0.52nm and 0.8nm of pore sizing, being predominant 
pore formation in first size. This information is important for to establish an end-use product, 
because from pore sizes we could think of capturing certain compounds similar to these sizes 
5.3.7. Characterization for biomass sampled inside kiln 
The biomass was sampled inside the rotary kiln while it was still being torrefied, and was 
characterized using fiber analysis and proximate analysis. This helped study changes in polymeric 





Figure 5-12. Fiber analysis (a), proximate analysis (b), and predicted Mass yield and HHV with correlations shown 





The sampling of intermediate products was conducted for 7 RPM, 1° tilt angle with torrefaction 
temperature of 300°C. Five samples were obtained inside the kiln for different axial positions 
(Figure 5-12). The first sample (11.5 cm) was withdrawn from a point near the entrance of the 
rotary reactor while the last sample (61.5 cm) was captured near the reactor exit. 
As seen in this Figure 5-12(a), hemicellulose contents of biomass decreased from 23.6% to 2.3% 
as biomass move from front to the end of the reactor. This means that the residence time in these 
operating conditions, were not sufficient to decompose this polymer entirely. It thus produced a 
less energy dense product because the hemicellulose is the most oxygenated component in the 
biomass. The lignin, increases its percentage share (not absolute amount) in the biomass as the 
torrefaction process progresses. This is due to primary reactions of hemicellulose and cellulose, 
which generate char with aromatic structures, which are very similar to those of lignin. Cellulose 
decomposes and decreases its amorphous structure, as mentioned above, but its slight increase in 
the middle of the reactor could be a result of higher temperature.  
In addition to obtaining information on the structural changes of the material through knowledge 
of its polymeric compositions, a characterization was also performed by the proximate analysis in 
order to know the variations of the fixed carbon and volatile material along the reactor length as 
the process proceeds. This helps to estimate degree of torrefaction or degree of devolatilization of 
the torrefaction process.  
As seen in Figure 5-12(b), the volatile matter decreases as it moves down the reactor or as the 
torrefaction process proceeds. Opposite behavior is noted for the fixed carbon as the biomass is 
torrefied. From this analysis, it is possible to obtain information about changes in FR during the 
process, which also increases. The Figure 5-12(c), also shows the values of HHV and MY predicted 
from correlation (Equations (5-8) and (5-10)). These correlations thus, allow one to obtain 
predictive product qualities for a given set of operating condition. This could help control and 
manipulation of the process. 
This novel method of sampling inside the reactor and characterization the material being processed, 
is of great importance for continuously production processes, because through this sampling is 
possible to obtain information about the process and material properties in real time, in order to 
modify operational parameters and get final specific properties desired for the material without 
stopping the process. 
5.3.8. Comparison with big particles  
Present results of small particles (0.5 - 1 mm ) were compared with those from previously work by 
Nhuchhen et al. [13] in the same two-stage rotary reactor but with large particles of about 5 mm. 
Evaluation was done for temperatures of 260°C, 290°C and 320°C.  Results of two sizes of particles 







Table 5-4. Comparison between a torrefaction process with poplar for big and small particles [13]. 
Properties 
Large particles (5 mm) [28]  Small particles (0.5 – 1 mm) 
T26051* T32051*   T26051* T30051* 
HHV (% Increase) 4.1% 13.6%   7.2% 40.50% 
FC (% Increase) 6.1% 73.7%  59.5% 225% 
FR (% Increase) 6.6% 90.8%  78.7% 485% 
VM (% Decrease) 0.5% 9.0%  10.9% 44% 
MY 94.3 82.9  71 34 
EY 98 96.1   76 48 
*TXXXYZ, where XXX is temperature in °C, Y is the RPM, and Z is the tilt angle. 
From Table 5-4 it can be concluded that the torrefaction had a great impact on small particles. At 
260 °C, the differences in results between two particle sizes is very prominent. Large particles were 
not torrefied to the same extent as small particles torrefied at this temperature. A small increase in 
HHV, fixed carbon and an almost imperceptible decrease in volatile material was noticed in large 
particles while small particles showed major changes in their final properties. Increases of up 59% 
in the fixed carbon and 7% in HHV was evidenced. The mass loss in small particles is considerable, 
approximately 29% compared with 5.7% in the large particles confirms the difference. This is 
because a thermal gradient between surface and core occurs in large particles, causing a delay in 
the heating of the material and in its devolatilization process. This means that, to obtain a similar 
conversion as in small particles large particles must be allowed a longer residence time under the 
same thermal conditions. This may also suggest that the thermal gradient in large particles may 
lead to non-uniform conversion at the outer and inner surfaces of large particles. This, however, 
requires further investigation at different particle sizes. 
5.4. Conclusions 
Torrefaction of fine particles of poplar wood in a continuous two-stage, indirectly heated rotary 
torrefier was investigated under different operating conditions. It investigated the effect of 
temperature and residence time on the properties of torrefied biomass. Compared to residence time 
torrefaction temperature has a stronger effect on all properties of the torrefied biomass. Axial 
temperature distribution of the rotary torrefier showed a parabolic profile due heat losses from two 
ends. Samples taken from within the reactor shows continuous degradation of the biomass as it 
moves along the reactor. With increases in temperature, HHV, fixed carbon, mass loss increases 
also, but with increase in RPM and tilt angle of the rotary reactor an opposite trend is observed 
because these provided shorter residence time of torrefaction. Important parameters such as HHV 
and fuel ratio (FR) increased when temperature and residence time were increased. Increments up 
to 40% for HHV and 485% for FR when temperature and residence time taken the maximum 
values. Results of different characteristics of the torrefied biomass and process parameters indicate 
that the torrefaction process in a volatile gases medium is possible to be developed.  
A comparison of torrefaction of particles (5 mm approximately) with that of small particles in the 
same rotary reactor under same torrefaction condition showed that the torrefaction is much more 





under go uniform degradation. For a similar conversion level, large particles need longer residence 
time or more severe torrefaction. 
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6. Chapter 6. Torrefaction of Large Biomass Particles in 
a Custom Designed Thermo-gravimetric Unit 
 (Paper to be submitted to JAAP) 
Abstract 
Sugarcane bagasse with different particle sizes was evaluated in torrefaction process by TGA and 
a custom thermo-gravimetric unit designed for big particles evaluation. Big particles of 
2.5x2.5x5cm, constructed with different particles sizes of sugarcane bagasse (small, big, and 
bagasse without crushing) were torrefied to evaluate the devolatilization process. The designed and 
constructed reactor allows to measure the mass and temperature of the particle, and capture 
condensable volatiles through a condensation unit which is maintained at -12°C during torrefaction. 
Final products of the process (liquids, solids and gases) were measured and characterized to 
understand and analyze the processes occurring in the biomass during torrefaction. From tests in 
TGA, a two-step kinetic model was fitted to experimental data to get the kinetic parameters for 
dynamic and isothermal process. Results of experimental tests for big particles show an incidence 
of particle size in the process of decomposition of the material, since the material without crushing 
has the lowest mass loss of that evaluated particles. torrefaction process shows a big thermal impact 
for fine particles, having highest core temperatures, devolatilization, and aromaticity. 
Keywords: Biomass torrefaction, particle size, kinetic model, product yield, mass balance 
6.1. Introduction 
Torrefaction process has been recently known as a pretreatment that improves the biomass, 
improving some properties such as equilibrium moisture absorption, fragility, heterogeneity, and 
some other properties such as calorific value, reactivity, etc. Some authors have worked 
torrefaction in the experimental field with the objective of evaluating the operational parameters, 
such as atmosphere [1–6], particle sizes [7–12], temperature [13–16], residence time [17–20] and 
heating rate [17,21–24], and to find the optimal combination that generate the best properties in the 
final solid. Some of them have quantified and characterized the products of the process by different 
experimental techniques such as GC-MS, FTIR, HPLC, and others, in order to understand the 
decomposition process occurring during the torrefaction in the biomass. 
Torrefaction test have been developed in several technologies such as TGA [15,25–31], fluidized 
and fix beds [21,22,31,32], rotary reactors [32–39], microwave [40–46], and others. Through them, 
authors have tried to obtain more effective and simplified methods for carrying out the torrefaction 
process. The final torrefied solid has been evaluated in subsequent thermal processes such as 
combustion, gasification, pyrolysis, crushing and pelletizing [47–59], with excellent results in these 
thermal and physical processes, demonstrating characteristics very close to those of low-grade 
coals, in terms of grindability and reactivity. 
New kind of reactors have been designed in order to find new options and facilitate the obtaining 
of products in a continuous operating, and their characterization. Some of them have been two-
stage rotary reactors [16,32–34,60], designed to separate drying from devolatilization and have a 





developed technology with which it is easy to control parameters such as residence time, but come 
up with difficulties with big particle sizes. Microwaves [40–46] are used to reduce the processing 
time due to the rapid heating rates with the associated problems of different temperatures inside 
the solid which generates heterogeneous torrefied solid. 
In recent works [7,22,66], the effect of material amount over decomposition has been studied. After 
having studied the decomposition of the material through small amounts of material generally 
carried out in TGA to obtaining their kinetics and other kind of studies, several studies have been 
carried out in which the decomposition in large particles is analyzed in order to obtain information 
about secondary reactions in heterogeneous phase, if any, and the effect of decomposition when 
volatiles release become difficult, increasing pressure and diffusivity in the solid. 
In this work, the torrefaction in TGA of particles of size 0.075mm under kinetic control has been 
studied to obtain kinetic information of the process. In addition, to study particles of larger size, a 
thermo-gravimetric reactor has been designed and built with which valuable information can be 
obtained from particles up to 9cm in diameter and 15cm in length. With this reactor is possible to 
separate condensable from non-condensable volatiles by a condensation unit which is maintained 
at -12°C throughout the process and captures most of condensable products. In this way, it is 
possible to obtain the main products of the torrefaction to carry out their respective 
characterizations. Tests with approximately 6 grams of sugarcane bagasse have been made with 
three different particle sizes called fines, large and complete bagasse without crushing. 
Characterizations were performed to each product obtained in the process, and great information 
was obtained about differences in decomposition for each studied material. 
6.2. Methods 
6.2.1. Biomass sample 
Sugarcane bagasse with four different particle size denominated powder, fines, coarse and bagasse 
without crushing were used in these torrefaction tests. The powder material with a particle size of 
0.075mm was used for the experimental tests in TGA. In Table 6-1 the results of characterizations 
are presented for elemental, proximate, HHV and polymer analysis. 
Table 6-1. Proximate, and elemental analysis, HHV, and lignocellulosic composition for raw biomass (dry and ash 
free basis) 
Proximate analysis (%w/w)  Ultimate analysis (%w/w)  Polymeric analysis (%w/w) 
Moisture (wb) 5.4  Carbon (daf) 45.9  Cellulose 25.2 
Volatiles (db) 82.4  Hydrogen (daf) 6.1  Hemicellulose 26.4 
Fixed carbon (db) 16.2  Nitrogen (daf) 0.4  Lignin 20.4 
Ash (db) 1.4  Oxygen (daf) 47.6    
HHV (db)(MJ/kg) 18.3        
The remaining three particle sizes were used to construct particles of 2.5x2.5x5cm and torrefied 
with the custom thermo-gravimetric reactor designed for big particles. An image of the materials 







(a)                                    (b)                                     (c) 
Figure 6-1. Material used for big particles building. Fine (a), coarse (b), and sugarcane bagasse without crushing (c).  
6.2.2. Experimental 
Torrefaction tests with different temperatures between 200 and 300°C were performed on a TGA 
STA PT-1600 LINSEIS with samples of approximately 9 mg. Different heating rates between 5-
20°C/min were evaluated with a residence time of 60 minutes. It was observed that during crushing 
process the material tends to divide between particles of belong to marrow and cortex, with more 
marrow material found in finer particles. To solve this problem, these two materials were separated 
from the bagasse and the weight ratio of these two materials was determined experimentally. They 
were then crushed separately until the desired particle size and then mixed in the same 
experimentally measured proportions. 
The experimental setup for big particles consists of a custom-designed thermo-gravimetric reactor 
with 100mm in diameter and 35cm in long. Energy supply is through electrical heaters surrounding 
the stainless-steel tube with a capacity to heat it up to 900°C. Approximately, 7 grams of biomass 
is packed in a special basket built with a stainless-steel mesh with 2.5x2.5x5cm. This basket is 
suspended inside the reactor from the bottom of a digital balance (Figure 6-2) placed at the top of 
reactor. The balance sensitivity is 0.1mg, and records the sample mass continuously to the 
computer. The reactor is continuously flushed by Nitrogen at 0.5 liters per minute (lpm). The 
temperature of reactor is measured and controlled by a thermocouple placed in its center whose 
data is also logged in a computer. 
 





The sample is heated by two heating ramps, from room temperature to 105°C with a heating rate 
of 10°C/min for 3 hours, to remove all surface water from sample and not interfere with mass loss 
later. The sample is then heated from this temperature to the selected process temperature between 
200-300°C at 10°C/min for 5 hours. Before test, nitrogen is passed for 20 minutes in order to ensure 
inert atmosphere and to remove any amount of oxygen into the reactor. The mass loss is monitored 
continuously in all process. A thermocouple is placed in the center of the particle to measure its 
temperature and records continuously to the computer. All tests are performed with two different 
configurations to characterize all torrefaction products. With the first configuration is possible to 
obtain information about the mass loss of the particle and its core temperature during process 
(Figure 6-2). With the second configuration, the reactor is sealed and the digital balance is 
decoupled from reactor. The sample is fastened from the reactor cover as is shown in detail A from 
Figure 6-2. With this configuration, volatiles are addressed to condenser unit and, condensable and 
non-condensable volatiles are separated and then both products are characterized separately. These 
tests give a complete information about products such as solids, liquids and gases.   
6.2.3. Products characterization 
The main products captured during torrefaction process were characterized. Gas was characterized 
and quantified by GC where the main expected species such as CO2, CO, H2 and CH4 were 
detected. Gas measurements were made during sample heating and the isothermal period and it 
was possible to obtain the entire yield profile of each species in the process to be quantified. 
Liquids, on the other hand, were captured with the condensation unit during process, and only at 
the end was weighted and characterized by GC-MS. For this characterization calibrations were 
made with standard species such as water, formic acid, acetic acid, furan, phenol, 5HMF, 5-Methyl-
2-furaldehyde, LVG, and oleic acid. These species were diluted in methanol to form a standard 
solution and then were performed dilutions of 5, 25, 50, 75 and 100% to obtain enough points to 
quantify in GC-MS. The torrefied solid obtained was characterized by the ultimate and elemental 
analysis, HHV, and FTIR, to elucidate some differences in the decomposition process of the main 
functional groups. 
6.2.4. Kinetics 
For TGA tests, the kinetic parameters were obtained according to fitting model method, which 
consists in adjusting a mathematical model to experimental data from an objective function. this 







































The kinetic model selected to be fitted to the experimental data is that proposed by Di Blasi et al. 






Figure 6-3. Kinetic model used in the biomass torrefaction model. 
In this kinetic model, the torrefaction process is described starting from a wet biomass and later, a 
decomposition process of two stages, starting from a dry biomass. According to the previous 

























C  (6-5) 
In this kinetic model, biomass is considered composed of organic and inorganic materials, and 
kinetic values were obtained from the biomass without any kind of extraction. This means that 
catalytic effects in relation with ash or with some other compound formed as acids, are all captured 
in these kinetic values. According with this, final char is composed of devolatilized organic 
material and inorganic material equal to that in the initial biomass, because it remained unchanged 
throughout the process. All kinetic constants from Figure 6-3, are the generation/destruction rate 
of different phases and are defined by the Arrhenius equation (eq. (6-6)). 




As shown in Figure 6-3, torrefaction process includes a drying process of a wet biomass with low 
moisture content. Moisture is removed in the first drying step and a completely dry biomass is 
obtained by reaction kA’. Once the temperature increases, biomass devolatilization starts through 
kv1 and kB reactions and produce condensable and non-condensable volatiles and a solid 
respectively. After that, a secondary step is present through kv2 and kC where more volatiles and a 
new solid are yielded.  
For the fitting of kinetic model to the experimental data, reactions will be considered only from 
dry biomass, that is from the reactions Kv1 and KB because the data will be taken from 150°C, as 





The kinetic model used in this work does not differentiate between polymeric constituents 
(cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin), but from experimental evidence found in the literature [73–
76], it is possible to determine the decomposition of each polymer through DTG graphics of the 
process. Below 250°C, the decomposition rate of hemicellulose is high and dominates the 
torrefaction process, but above 250°C, cellulose and lignin also start decomposition but to a lesser 
extent. 
6.3. Results and discussion 
6.3.1. Torrefaction in TGA 
As mentioned in previous sections, experimental tests in TGA were carried out in order to obtain 
information about the kinetic parameters in primary reactions of sugarcane bagasse in the range of 
torrefaction temperatures. These tests were performed with particles with a diameter of 0.075 mm 
and under conditions of kinetic control. These tests were performed in two stages, the first stage a 
heating ramp is performed at 10°C/min from room temperature to 105°C with for 15 minutes where 
the material is completely dried. The biomass is then heated to 10°C/min to process temperature in 
the range of (220-300°C) and held during 60 minutes in this temperature. Four temperatures were 
tested, 220, 250, 280 and 300°C. Results of experimental tests and temperature profiles are shown 
in Figure 6-4. 
 
Figure 6-4. Mass and temperature for torrefaction test in TGA  
From results obtained in TGA tests, the kinetic parameters for the kinetic model presented in Figure 
6-3 were obtained. Non-isothermal and isothermal periods were fitted in order to obtain all the 
information about the process. The kinetic model adjust was done using the fitting model 
methodology, in which the theoretical mass presented in equation (6-7) [77], is adjusted to the 
experimental mass minimizing the objective function presented in equation (6-1) and solved in 
MATLAB. 























































222 vkkK   (6-9) 
As was said before, kinetic study starts from the dry biomass, taking its initial mass at a temperature 
of 150°C. Accordingly, differential equations (6-3)-(6-5) were solved without incorporating the 
drying of the biomass. Through chain rule, the expressions for the dynamic process were obtained 
considering the heating rate. Some expressions for the theoretical mass for each phase can be 
observed in previous works [21,76]. According to Prins et al. [76], below 250°C, biomass 
decomposition does not exhibit a two-stage behavior, and only linear decomposition can be 
observed. The two-stage model must therefore be applied for torrefaction temperatures above 
250°C. The adjustment performed for the non-isothermal process is presented in Figure 6-5(a) for 
each of the evaluated temperatures and for a heating rate of 10°C/min. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 6-5. Fitting of kinetic model for the heating period in TGA (a), and mass of each phase during non-isothermal 
process (b).   
With the obtained kinetic parameters from the dynamic adjustment, it is possible to obtain the 
evolution of each intermediate phase as a function of temperature, as is shown in Figure 6-5(b). 
With these dynamic parameters and the fractions of each component at the end of this period, the 
process of obtaining the kinetic parameters for the isothermal period is started, and again the 
objective function is minimized in MATLAB. The results of the obtained adjustment are presented 






Figure 6-6. Fitting of kinetic model with experimental data in TGA.   
From the fitting performed for the isothermal process with the objective function, the values of the 




















































Where k is the kinetic rate (s-1), T is the temperature (K), and R is the constant of gases (J mol-1 k-
1).  
6.3.2. Experimental tests for different particle sizes 
As explained in previous sections, the torrefaction tests were carried out with particles of 
2.5x2.5x5cm of sugarcane bagasse conformed with 3 different materials, fine, large and bagasse 
without crushing. In these tests, four different temperatures were evaluated 220, 250, 280 and 
300°C with a single heating rate of 10°C/min. During these experimental tests, the material was 
inserted into the cold reactor and then heated from room temperature with two heating programs. 
In the first, the material is dried at 105°C with a residence time of 3 hours. In the second program, 
the biomass is heated from 105°C to process temperature for about 5 hours. A thermocouple was 
located in the center of the material to monitor its temperature during the process. The mass was 
also monitored during the process and this information was stored in the processing unit. The 







Figure 6-7. Mass loss (a) and temperature in central point (b) for all particle sizes during torrefaction tests.   
Figure 6-7(a) shows the mass loss for each particle, starting at 135°C, which include heating from 
this temperature and the isothermal period at process temperature. The mass loss of the fine 
particles is the lowest, and in turn, the mass loss of the whole bagasse is the smallest. This could 
indicate that particle size has a considerable impact over the decomposition of the material, maybe 
through some retention effects of yielded volatiles. This generated restriction can be highly related 
to the internal structure of the material, because with larger particle sizes, the cellular structures 
have less destruction, and so, greater restriction in the exit of yielded volatiles. This, in turn, could 
lead to greater internal pressures in the material, raising boiling points of molten phases, which, 
according to some authors [23,78], could favor secondary reactions to solids through 
repolymerization, and dehydration. 
Figure 6-7(b) shows the core temperature of the particle during the process. During the heating 
period, it can be observed that the core particle is heated at the same speed, indicating that the 
average conductivity does not have a great impact when the material is changed. In addition, an 
exothermic behavior in fine particles can be seen, and the increase in temperature (overshoot) in 
its core is greater than others. This increase occurs above 250°C, which could indicate a 
considerable start of secondary reactions. In addition, it is observed that when the temperature 
increases, this overshoot in temperature is maintained for a longer time. At 250 ° C, the core of the 
particle reaches values of approximately 264°C, 15°C of overshoot, but around 100 minutes the 
temperature decreases. For the process at 280°C, the core reaches a temperature of approximately 
311°C, 31°C of overshoot, but decreases from 125 minutes. For the case of 300°C, the maximum 
temperature is 331°C, also 31°C of overshoot, and is reduced only to the end of the process in 
approximately 150 minutes. This might suggest that at higher temperatures, more solid takes place 
in the secondary char formation. 
These excesses of temperature have been commonly observed by different authors in their works 
[8,9,11,22,79–83] when they have performed torrefaction tests with big particles and measured the 
temperature of the material constantly during the process. These overshooting in temperature 
becomes in disadvantages in large particles as they generate heterogeneous structures due to 





During torrefaction of sugarcane bagasse particles, condensable and non-condensable volatiles 
were divided through the condensation unit of the custom designed reactor, which works at -12°C, 
and non-condensable yielded volatiles were characterized by gas chromatography (GC). Sampling 
of these gases started when the reactor temperature reached 150°C, and from this moment a 
sampling was performed every 5 minutes during the heating period and every 10 minutes for the 
isothermal process. The evolution of main permanent gases for all particle sizes evaluated is shown 
in Figure 6-8 for a temperature of 300°C. 
 
Figure 6-8. Profiles of species in non-condensable volatiles for all particles during torrefaction test at 300°C.   
In this figure, you can see that the species CO2 and CO have predominant production. This was 
expected because in the range of torrefaction temperatures, the decomposition of hemicellulose 
and amorphous cellulose are strong and generate these two species when decarboxylation reactions 
of acid groups attached to the polymer chains occur. In addition to these species, small amounts of 
CH4 and H2 were detected. Some authors have performed similar tests and have not reported these 
compounds on their detected volatiles [24,84–88], perhaps because of very low concentrations. 
These species are indicative of lignin reactions, and are generally found in higher concentrations 
at higher temperatures [88]. Lignin start its decomposition at low temperature, but becomes 
considerable at temperatures around 350-400°C [88,89]. The recorded concentrations of these two 









Figure 6-9. Species inside non-condensable gases phase (a), percentage of each species from initial biomass (b), 
percentage of final liquid from initial biomass (c), and mass balances for torrefaction products (d). 
Figure 6-9(a) shows the distribution of the species detected in the gases, and the dominance of CO2 
and CO is clear. The proportion of CO2 in the gas in the tests performed remains almost constant 
ranging between approximately 70-80% and 20-30% for CO. 
Figure 6-9(b) shows the percentage of mass of each species based on the initial mass of raw 
material. This figure clearly shows the difference in decomposition of each material when the 
process temperature increases. Below 250°C, the differences are minimal in gas production for all 
particles, being about 4% for CO and 7% for CO2. Differences become important when the 
temperature increases, the fine particles produce more gases due to the ease escape of the volatiles 
from its structure and the greater temperature inside (Figure 6-7(b)). The large particles and the 
complete bagasse on the other hand, strongly increase their decomposition when the temperature 
exceeds 250°C, but does not undergo great changes between 280 and 300°C because its gas yield 
is considerably similar. 
Figure 6-9(c) shows the percentage of mass liquid captured at the end of each process. In contrast 
to the previous figure, the behavior of all evaluated particles is similar. For fine and large particles, 





material. For the whole bagasse, a higher formation of this liquid was obtained, but for temperatures 
of 280 and 300°C the amounts are similar, in agreement with the yielded gases. 
Figure 6-9(d) shows the final mass balances of products in each torrefaction test performed. Most 
of the mass balances performed are far from 100%, which was to be expected in this type of tests. 
Some reasons for this could be that the generated volatiles condense in the inner walls of the reactor 
and in the stainless-steel pipes that directing them towards the condenser, which was 
experimentally evidenced by the presence of a solid adhered to the reactor cover. This cover and 
ducts are at lower temperature than the center of the reactor during process. Although the reactor 
leakages were evaluated and sealed before starting the tests, the arising of some of them due to 
deterioration of the rubber seal of the cover is not discarded. This rubber seal was replaced every 
4 tests. In addition, the experimental errors in all sampling measurements of products will always 
be unavoidable. 
An analysis of species in the condensable volatiles was performed by means of GC-MS. In this 
analysis, the water, formic acid, acetic acid, furan, phenol, 5HMF, 5M-2F species were detected 
and the results are presented in Figure 6-10(a) and (b). Formic acid, followed by water and then 
acetic acid were the predominant compounds in the condensable volatiles, indicating an evident 
dehydration of the polymeric structure. The behavior presented by acetic acid was like reported in 
the literature [90–92], increasing with temperature since acetoxy acid groups break more easily. 
The trend of water also behaves similarly with the increase in temperature, as the dehydration 
reactions intensify. For the case of formic acid, trends similar to those presented in the literature 
[90–92] were obtained, with the particular result of being found in greater quantity than the water 
in the condensates, which had already been found by Patwardhan et al. [90] in a previous work. 
As the particle size increases, the acetic acid and water yields remain almost similar, but the formic 
acid decrease as the particle size increases. This generation of formic acid comes from 
hemicellulose and to a lesser extent from cellulose [84,86,93,92]. Formic acid decomposes 
thermally and yields H2, which could justify its decrease since the amount of H2 is increased as 
can be verified in the formation of this compound in the permanent gas. Patwardhan et al. [90] 
stated that the increase in the light acid groups as formic acid could be linked to decreases in the 
formation of phenols, 5M-2F and 5HMF, since the latter decomposes to form it. This behavior was 
evidenced in fine particles from 280°C to 300°C, when 5HMF was reduced and formic acid was 
increased. For large particles and the whole bagasse, the formic acid showed a decrease while the 
5HMF showed a slight increase in the same temperatures. The phenol in turn is a product of the 
decomposition of lignin, and as expected was increased when the temperature also did. 
The tendency in the production of the other species for all evaluated particles was similar. The 
production of acetic acid was very constant for all particles, while the formic acid generation was 
higher for the fine particles with 14.3%, followed by the large particles with 11.5% and the whole 
bagasse with 11%. This maximum value was reached in the fine particles at the highest temperature 
while for the others it was reached at 280°C and then decreased at 300°C. An important detail was 
the non-detection of LVG, despite having been considered in the calibration for its characterization. 





clearly indicates that this compound had the appropriate conditions to decompose, dehydrate and 
form gaseous species such as CO2 and CO and some monomers. 
Figure 6-10(c) shows the fraction of condensable volatiles that was not characterized in GC-MS. 
For liquids obtained at low temperatures there is a greater fraction that could not be characterized 
with the selected species. This indicates that there is a greater formation of different species than 
those quantified for torrefaction at low temperatures. One of the species that may have been 
produced and not quantified in this study was methanol since it was used for the dilution of the 
condensates and thus not quantified. Another species that could be formed and not quantified was 
formaldehyde, since it is highly volatile with a boiling point of -19°C, so it is very likely that it has 
not been condensed in our condensation unit, and continued in the gaseous stream, and neither 
detected in the CG. It is noteworthy that as the particle size increases, the percentage of 
uncharacterized increases, indicating the generation of more species not considered in this work 
for quantification. In conclusion, as the large number of undetected species are at low temperatures, 










The yielded char in each test was characterized by FTIR and results are shown Figure 6-11. In 
addition, Table 3-2 shown in Chapter 3 the information about main groups that can be identified 
by FTIR. This table was constructed for each polymer in the biomass. Clear concordances can be 
observed in shown results when are contrasted with productions of volatiles of each sample. 
In these figures, you can show the spectrum of raw and torrefied biomasses. Similar behavior was 
presented in the particle formed with fine material and that presented in Figure 3-4 for the process 
developed with small sample in kinetic control in TGA. A very small difference can be observed 
in the peaks between 2850-3000cm-1 since in the large particle a remnant of these compounds 
contrary to torrefied material in TGA. Some important region in this figure are between 2850-
3000cm-1 and 1200-1300cm-1, where aliphatic hydrocarbons such as alkanes and alkenes, and 
where C-C and C-O stretching in aromatics are located respectively. The peaks at 1600cm-1 and 
1712 cm-1 were assigned to C=O and COOH/C=O aromatic stretching, both from lignin. These 
bands showed great intensity in samples, which are characterizations of highly condensed aromatic 
structure in char [94]. The width and intensity of the bands between 1000-1100cm-1 is dependent 
on presence of any sugars in the sample, while the bands for the hydroxyl group above 3000cm-1 
are due to alcoholic or phenolic components [95]. Additional bands observed between 700-900cm-
1 are characteristics of aromatic C-H out-of-plane bending vibrations. According with Yan et al. 
[96], the signal of peaks between 1400 and 1600 cm-1 is attributed to complicated lignin existed 
but became weak as temperature increased, which implied that lignin was not completely 








Figure 6-11. FTIR spectrum for torrefied biomass with different particle sizes. 
In a previous work, Zheng et al. [63], detected the peak in 1160cm-1 because of C–O–C vibration, 
could be attributed to the formation of cross-linking during cellulose torrefaction. Cross-linking of 
cellulose is probably a bimolecular nucleophilic substitution reaction in which a hydroxyl group of 
one cellulose chain is protonated first, then the protonated hydroxyl group is attacked by a second 
cellulose chain as a nucleophile to form ethers and water. In our work, this peak at 1160cm-1 was 
not clearly identified. A peak was identified by Sharma et al. [95] above 3600cm-1 which was 
attributed to free OH stretching vibrations to phenols, grew slowly with temperature, which could 
be due to increased carbonization of the sample. However, the intensity of the free OH stretch was 
much smaller than that of the bonded OH stretch 
According to the afore mentioned peaks, the aromatic groups are mostly concentrated in the particle 
formed with the fine material, since the peak at 1600, 1712 and 12668cm-1 are predominant in this 
material. In this way, a material with higher aromaticity can be obtained with fine particles. For the 
case of the particles formed with the whole bagasse, an appearance of phenolic groups according 
to the peak above 3600cm-1 is detected. As mentioned above, this may be indicative of an increase 
in carbonization of the sample. Another additional peak for the larger samples, presented after 
torrefaction was due to phosphorus acids and esters P-H bond between 2340-2377cm-1 according 
to Khare et al. [97] and also gives a sharp absorption peak which implies the presence of ketone 
group -(C=O)- [98]. 
For 220°C you can note for the large material and complete bagasse, the appearance of different 
bands between 2850cm-1 and 2950cm-1. The rest of the spectrum remains very similar. These same 
bands become more intense as the torrefaction temperature increases, and at 250°C these bands 
increase their area and become more intense. It can also be observed that for the whole bagasse, 
the band at 1032cm-1 remains almost constant unlike other materials, in which its decrease is 
observed. As the temperature increases to 280 and 300°C, it can be clearly seen how, in the fine 
particles, the band disappeared completely in 1032 and 3344cm-1, because of dehydroxylation and 





The same occurs with the large material, but with the whole bagasse a remnant of this compounds 
are yet in the material. 
6.4. Conclusions 
A torrefaction study of sugarcane bagasse with different particle sizes was carried out in TGA and 
in a custom thermo-gravimetric reactor specially designed to torrefier large particles. In TGA were 
torrefied the particles with 0.075mm under kinetic control, and in the designed and built reactor 
were torrefied the particles of 2.5x2.5x5cm conformed with fine, big and and bagasse without 
crushing. The products from torrefaction were analyzed and characterized in order to find 
differences in devolatilization processes as a consequence of the used materials. 
From characterizations, a more exothermic behavior could be evidenced in the particle of fine 
material, which causes a greater generation of volatiles (condensable and non-condensable), and 
in turn, a greater devolatilization in the solid through reactions of repolimerización, dehydration, 
and charring. This was evidenced in its mainly aromatic structure unlike the other particles studied. 
For particles formed with big material, it was evidenced a smaller decomposition in the material, 
generating less volatiles and smaller mass loss. This was evidenced in the FTIR results where a 
lower decomposition of the polymers of the material was observed. 
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7. Chapter 7. Biomass Torrefaction in a Two-Stage 
Rotary Reactor: Modeling and Experimental 
validation 
 (Paper published in Energy and Fuels) 
Abstract 
Torrefaction is a thermal pre-treatment process performed in the temperature range between 200-
300°C with low heating rates (<20°C/min) in inert environments. A phenomenological model of 
the torrefaction process in rotary reactor was developed in this work. Mass and energy balances 
were coupled to a kinetic model, which considers the progressive decomposition of biomass into 
volatiles and char released simultaneously from the raw biomass. Mathematical expressions for 
residence time, heat transfer coefficient, and bed height inside the kiln were taken from literature 
for model calculations. The gaseous phase is composed of a mixture of condensable and non-
condensable gases, and the solid phase comprises a mixture of raw and torrefied biomass. The 
model can predict different output parameters of torrefaction in a rotary continuous torrefier like 
final amounts of solids and gas yields, temperatures for different operational conditions. Properties 
for torrefied solid such as volatile matter, fixed carbon and high heating value, can also be predicted 
by the model through mathematical correlations obtained in a previous experimental work. Results 
obtained in the model were compared with experimental data and a good agreement was found.  
Keywords: Biomass torrefaction, Rotary reactor, 1D model, Kinetic model. 
7.1. Introduction 
Biomass is emerging as a promising energy alternative to fossil fuels due to its abundance, low 
greenhouse gas emissions and renewable feature. Also, it has acceptable thermal performance. 
Biomass has, however, several disadvantages such as high moisture content, low density, irregular 
shape, malleable nature that discourage its use as an energy source. Transportation and handling 
become difficult for these shortcomings of biomass [1]. 
Torrefaction is a thermal pre-treatment process that takes place between 200-300°C at low heating 
rates (<20°C/min) in inert or with low oxygen environments [1]. In this process biomass undergoes 
mass-energy losses, and polymeric changes that depend on the temperature and residence time of 
torrefaction. These changes result in a higher energy density, brittle nature requiring low energy 
for grinding, and hydrophobicity. The hydrophobic property attained increases its resistance to 
environmental degradation. Additionally, torrefaction of non-homogenous feedstock also provides 
a product uniform in quality [2–4].  
Many experimental research work on torrefaction have been carried out where different kinds of 
biomass are torrefied under different operational conditions [2,5–13]. These works tried to find 





of reactors have been made [11,14–20]. It shows that torrefaction in rotary reactors enjoys benefits 
like the ease of control of residence time, biomass mixing, and continuity of the process. Work on 
rotary reactors is rather limited  [7,13,21–29]. Some works found in literature develops the 
torrefaction process in two steps reactors [13,30]. Nachenius et al [30] develops the torrefaction 
process with two screw feeders, where drying and initial torrefaction steps are performed in the 
first screw reactor and then the final steps of torrefaction are performed in the second screw reactor. 
The reactor studied by Nhuchhen et al. [13] is also a two-step reactor. In that system, drying and 
torrefaction process are performed separately. There is an additional advantage of the system in 
two stages like moisture-free volatiles recovery in the second step, making it easy to burn volatiles 
and make an auto-thermal process. The present work studied a two-step reactor that is inclined. 
Information on predictive models of torrefaction is presently limited. Among those available [31–
36], some models consider the influence of physical phenomena, such as heat transfer between 
phases, and global kinetics are used for chemical reaction in decomposition [37–40]. Some models 
also consider the decomposition of individual components of biomass like hemicellulose, cellulose 
and lignin [41–44]. Most of these kinetic models, however, do not consider secondary reaction in 
condensable volatiles generated in the devolatilization process [40,43,45–47]. Models for 
torrefaction in rotary inclined reactor are even more scarce. 
This work developed a phenomenological model for torrefaction in a rotary reactor. It uses a kinetic 
model developed earlier by Basu et al. [34] considering only primary reactions. Mass and energy 
balance of phases in the system: solid and gas were developed. Mathematical expressions for 
biomass residence times, heat transfer coefficient and bed height developed by Nhuchhen et al. 
[28,29] for the same system were incorporated in the model. In addition, experimental correlations 
for solid properties such as volatile matter, fixed carbon and high heating value developed in a 
previous work [48] were included. An important feature of the model is to predict the progress of 
torrefaction of biomass particles as it travels along the length of rotary reactor. It examines the 
progressive change in solid conversion, gas yield and temperature for gas and solid along the 
reactor. 
7.2. Experimental Methods 
7.2.1. Materials 
Finely crushed dowels of poplar wood were used in this work. It was sieved to collect particles in 
size range of (250–500 µm) used for this study. Proximate and ultimate analyses of the samples 
were conducted, and results are shown in Table 7-1.  
7.2.2. Torrefaction process 
Experiments are done on a two-step rotary reactor system as shown in Figure 7-1. This system 
consists of two in-series inclined rotary drums for continuous drying and torrefaction stages of the 
biomass. Wet biomass enters the first rotary drum of 64 mm in diameter and 610 mm long through 
a screw feeder placed in the left side of the drum. In this step, only drying process occurs. Water 
vapors from drying are expelled from a hole at top of the far right end of the drum. The dried 





is 100 mm in diameter and 762 mm in length. This reactor is operated such that the torrefaction 
process completes in it. Residence times on it are controlled through variation of RPM and tilt 
angles. The biomass travels along the length of the inclined drum as it torrefies. No inert gas is 
supplied to either dryer or torrefier. 
Table 7-1. Properties of Poplar wood fines (wb–wet basis; db–dry basis; daf–dry ash free basis). 
Biomass size range 0.5 - 1 mm 
Proximate analysis (%w/w)  Ultimate analysis (%w/w) 
Moisture (wb) 5.4  Carbon (daf) 45.90 
Volatiles (db) 82.4  Hydrogen (daf) 6.1 
Fixed carbon (db) 16.2  Nitrogen (daf) 0.4 
Ash (db) 1.4  Oxygen (daf) 47.6 
HHV (db)(MJ/kg) 18.3     
The rotary drum does not use any spiral as done in some rotary reactors. It has instead a novel set 
of axial inserts to facilitate mixing inside the drums. Three flights are axially inserted 120° apart 
from each other are placed on the inner walls of both dryer and torrefier (Figure 7-1). Both dryer 
and torrefier rotate inside co-centric fixed cylindrical shells, which are wrapped with electric 
heaters and then tightly covered with insulation (Calcium-Magnesium-Silicate wool). 
Thermocouples (K-type), as shown in Figure 7-1, measure surface temperatures of both dryer and 
torrefier. A screw feeder at one end of the dryer feeds biomass at the desired rate. Fixed cylindrical 
shells of the reactors comprise of 3 different materials: steel, electrical heaters and finally, external 
thermal insulation. 
Power is supplied to electrical resistance wrapped around the external static steel wall that in turn 
heat the rotating steel shell (Figure 7-2). There is an air gap between the rotating reactor and the 
static steel tube. This air is heated by convection and conduction from static heater wall and transfer 
the heat to the rotary drum. The temperature of both processes (drying and torrefaction), is 
controlled by a thermocouple in contact with electrical heater. In order to control power supply to 
each system and to ensure the correct temperature inside the rotating drum in contact with the 
biomass, the temperature inside rotary drum was measured by another long K-type thermocouple 
inserted from one end and placed in the same axial position as that of the external thermocouple 
(Figure 7-1). This temperature is monitored until the desired stable temperature is reached, and 
then the experiment is started. This ensures a correct temperature for the process. External 






Figure 7-1. Schematic of the rotary dryer and torrefier. 
At the end of the torrefaction process, the torrefied biomass was collected in a container that 
prevents air infiltration to the system and thereby consequent ignition of the torrefied product. More 
details about this two-step rotary reactor is given elsewhere [49].  
7.2.3. Experimental design 
The operating condition of the dryer is generally held constant at 3 rpm and 2° inclination of the 
reactor because with these parameters it was possible to obtain biomass dried with a moisture 
content less than 0.5%. The other operating conditions of the torrefier reactor were, however, 
varied.  
Poplar wood was fed into the system with a screw conveyor at the rate of 4.2 g/min. Before 
beginning the tests, nitrogen was supplied to flush out any oxygen out of the system and thereby 
avoid any burning of dried biomass when it starts to fall out of the torrefier. The flow of nitrogen 
was stopped before start of the process as gas products of the process provided the required inert 
environment required torrefaction in this system.  
Approximately 1.0 kg of biomass was fed to the system. All solids in the system was collected and 
weighed at the end of the process in order to determine the mass loss during the process. Though 
bulk of the tests was for a fixed rpm and tilt angle, experiments were conducted in the torrefier 
with two different rotational speeds of the reactor (5 and 7 rpm), three tilt angles (1°,2°, and 3°) 
and three temperatures (260, 280, and 300 °C).  Table 7-2 shows the residence times for operational 
conditions evaluated in the present work. 
The tilt angle in the torrefier was measured using a digital level with an accuracy of 0.1°. With the 
above operational conditions, the residence time of biomass in the torrefier reactor ranges between 





has a total residence time in the system of around 23.2 to 34.4 minutes. Each test will be referred 
to as TXXX-YY, where XXX refers to the process temperature and YY to residence time. 












The temperature of the biomass, while it is being torrefied inside the rotary torrefier, was measured 
by a novel probe with one thermocouple at its end which measures the temperature of biomass 
[48]. The device can record the solid temperature and collect sample at a specified position inside 
the rotating torrefier. To prevent additional heating of the thermocouple from gases and kiln walls, 
a protection was provided through of the capsule in which the biomass is housed. Thus, only the 
contact with the biomass heated the thermocouple. In this capsule, the sample of biomass being 
torrefied is collected and the temperature of the sample in contact with the thermocouple is 
recorded. The sample is withdrawn from the reactor by rotating the probe 180°, and new biomass 
is then collected in the same position. This procedure is repeated until the temperature measured 
by the thermocouple showed no major variations. This procedure is repeated many times to 
measure temperatures and collect samples from different points inside the torrefier. 
7.3. Model 
The model is a one-dimensional simulation of the torrefaction process in a two-stage rotary reactor. 
Inside the rotary reactor three clearly distinguishable phases can be observed: gas phase, generated 
by devolatilization of biomass being torrefied, a solid phase located at the bottom forming a bed, 
and a second solid phase generated by solid particles that fall from longitudinal reactor flights 
(Figure 7-2).  
The first two phases of gas and solid can be modeled as continuous phases, but the third phase is 
clearly a discrete phase due to scattering and raining down of particles generated by the flights. 
First two continuous phases are commonly found in models of traditional rotary reactors [22,50–
54], but the third phase, is only present in rotary reactors with mixing flights [55,56]. 
Heat transfer between rotating and fixed reactor walls is shown in Figure 7-2. Conduction is the 
dominant heat transfer mode, except for the radiation transfer occurring between rotary and fixed 
steel walls, but some conduction and convection occurs. Energy transfer between phases present 
inside the reactor (gas, solid, and walls) is essentially the same as that in conventional reactors. 
Additional energy transfer between biomass falling from the flights and gas phase and reactor walls 





fraction of biomass, could make important contribution to the energy transfer to the biomass inside 
the reactor [13,55,56]. 
 
Figure 7-2. Solid and heat transfer between considered phases of rotary drums in a differential element of the 
torrefied is shown here. The symbol q stands for energy transfer and subscripts r, h and c stand for radiation, 
convections and conduction respectively. 
Modelling the dispersed phase in the reactor according to the Lagrangian equations is 
computationally very expensive. For this reason, we have taken expressions developed by 
Nhuchhen et al. [28] for heat transfer between solid and systems, that considers all thermal effects 
inside reactor. Thus, only two continuum phases are modeled in this work. In addition, we also 
used correlations developed by Nhuchhen et al. [29] for solid residence time and filling factor. All 
the above expressions were developed for the same two-stage rotary reactor that is modeled in the 
present work. 
7.3.1. Governing equations 
Mass and energy balance equations were developed for solid, gases, and reactor wall, in order to 
follow changes at each time step during the torrefaction process. These mass balances must be 
associated with a kinetic model, which describes the decomposition and generation of each phase 
inside reactor. The kinetic model used is presented in Figure 7-3. 
 
Figure 7-3. Kinetic model used in the biomass torrefaction model [34]. 
In this model, k1, k2 and k3 were obtained for kinetic control conditions without secondary reactions 





materials. The main reason is that the kinetic parameters were obtained from the biomass without 
any kind of extraction. Catalytic effects in relation with inorganic compounds in the biomass or 
some compounds formed in the process like acids are all captured in the values of the global kinetic 
constants. The total final char yield is thus made up of both organic and inorganic materials. 
Inorganic part in the biomass remains unchanged as that in the initial biomass, because it is 
assumed not to undergo any reaction during torrefaction. Secondary reactions inside particles were 
not considered in the kinetic model because the small biomass particle size, and small bed heght 
inside kiln. 
Kinetic constants k1, k2 and k3 are for the generation/destruction of the phases, and are defined by 










Ak iii exp  (7-1) 
The kinetic parameters for kinetic model shown in Figure 7-3 are shown in the Table 7-3. 
Table 7-3. Kinetic parameters [34] 
ki A0(s-1) Ea(kJ/mol) 
k1 7.11 23.7 
k2 1.45x1012 156 
k3 6.58x106 106.4  
The activation energy for volatiles, k2 is greater than that for char, indicating that the formation of 
volatiles is more susceptible to changes with temperature and therefore, at low temperatures the 
char formation is higher than the volatiles release. 
Two phases are considered in the model: solid phase (biomass) and gas phase formed by 
condensable and non-condensable volatiles generated in the torrefaction process. It includes CO2, 
CO, water, acetic acid, formic acid, methanol, furfural and others [9,57–61]. In the model, we 
calculate the gas properties (thermal conductivity, heat capacity, density, emissivity, viscosity) as 
a function of the amount of each specie in the mixture of gases. Based on previous experimental 
works developed in this reactor [13,48] we assume that the gas phase (volatiles) is formed mainly 
by a mixture of CO2 and CO. 

















Where ρ is density, v is velocity of the solids along x, which is the length of the reactor, r is the 
reaction rate. Subscripts s and i stands for solid phase and ith species in the phase (water, biomass 
and char), respectively. 






































Where cp represents the heat capacity, v the velocity, λ the thermal conductivity, T the temperature. 
Here, '''convq represents the energy transfer by convection, 
'''
radq  represents the energy transfer by 
radiation, and gS
 represents the energy source/sink due to the chemical reactions.  


















Where the subscript g stands for gas phase. Diffusional effects in Equation (7-4) were neglected 
because the Peclet number is much higher than 1.0. 





















Where '''convq  represents the energy transfer by convection and 
'''
radq  represents the energy transfer 
by radiation. In our system, there are no external gas streams entering to the reactor, only that 
generated by the biomass devolatilization. So, analyze the thermal behavior of the gas is not 
important, and that results are not presented for the gas in future sections. 
The reactor wall also was modeled in 2D in order to obtain a temperature distribution during 








































Where the subscript w stands for wall, x and r stands for geometrical axial and radial axis. With 
the above equation it is possible to evaluate the thermal behavior of kiln walls, such as energy 
transfer and thermal losses with the environment or in its ends. For our case, the internal wall 
temperature was defined according to experimental measurements, so this expression does not take 
great importance in our system.  
The properties of gas and solids used in the model are shown in Table 7-4. Average values of solid 
density, gas density, total conductivity and heat capacity are calculated based on temperature and 








Table 7-4. Property values. 
Property Value 
s 250 kg/m3 
c 200 kg/m3 
H2O 1000 kg/m3 
Cps (1112.3 + 4.85*Tsol)/1000 kJ/kg K [62] 
Cpc (1003.2 + 2.09*Tsol)/1000 kJ/kg K [62] 
CpH2O 4.1 kJ/kg K 
Cpg 1 kJ/kg K 
ks (0.13 + 0.0003*Tsol)/1000 kW/mK [62] 
kH2O 0.5*10-3  kW/mK 
kg 2*10-5  kW/mK 
kc (0.08 - 0.0001*Tsol)/1000 kW/mK [62] 
 2.75*10-5  Pa s 
Analytical expressions and experimental correlations: The mechanism of energy transfer inside 
the two-step rotary reactor was studied by Nhuchhen et al. [28], who obtained expressions for heat 























































































  (7-8) 
Where, kf, D, RaD, and Prf  stand for thermal conductivity of gas, reactor diameter, Rayleigh 
number, and Prandtl number, respectively. tc stands for the average solid contact time with hot 
surface per cascaded cycle.  
The overall heat transfer coefficient of indirectly heated rotary reactor can be expressed as: 





Where  stand for the fraction of cylindrical wall area covered by solids, defined as the ratio of 
surface area of reactor covered by particle bed per unit length to total lateral surface area of reactor 
per unit length.  
7.3.2. Initial and boundary conditions 
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 (7-12) 
   
wintorreefierdryer
rrLLxw xfT  ;,
 (7-13) 
For equation (7-13),  f(x) was obtained from experimentally measured temperatures from a previous 
work by Granados et al. [48]. In this work, the actual temperature profile inside rotary torrefier was 
measured. The temperature inside rotary dryer was not measured, for this reason it was considered 
constant. 
7.3.3. Numerical solution  
In order to solve the system of above partial differential equations, a discretization of the modeled 
system is performed by means of finite volumes elements [63]. The system was solved using a 
FORTRAN program with the Gear method linked to DIVPAG subroutine [64,65] which in turn is 
linked with IMSL libraries of Visual Numerics. Tolerance for the Gear method was defined in 
1x10-6 that indicate the difference between iterations for calculate and control the error. Time step 
in the model iterations was defined by the Courant number which was set to 0.8 to ensure numerical 
stability.    
7.3.4. Mesh independence tests 
A test study of mesh independence for the model developed was done in order to evaluate the 
impact of the mesh size over the numerical solution of equation system. It allows the selection of 
a mesh that provides good numerical resolution at a reasonable computational time. Five different 









Figure 7-4. Dimensionless mass for phases in the solid (a), temperatures (b), and relative computational time for 
different mesh densities. 
It is apparent from Figure 7-4(a) and Figure 7-4(b) for mass of the phases and solid temperature, 
that the mesh with 20 and 30 nodes differ slightly from the others, which means that these meshes 
are not dense enough to generate acceptable results despite a low computational effort observed in 
Figure 7-4(c). The other meshes have similar results, which seems to indicate that, although the 
mesh density increases, the results could not change much compared to those delivered with these 
denser meshes. For this reason, it was decided to perform all simulations with a mesh with 50 nodes 
as it generates reliable results with a reasonable computational effort. 
7.4. Model results and validation 
Experiments were conducted in the Biomass conversion laboratory at Dalhousie University, 
Canada, in order to validate the model developed. Temperatures, final conversions and different 
properties for torrefied biomass were measured and compared with theoretical values.  
7.4.1. Final conversions and properties of biomass 
For all tests described in previous section, the torrefied biomass was collected and weighted for its 
final mass. After this, elemental and proximate analysis, and HHV were measured in order to 
characterize the final solid product. With the modeled MY, and experimental correlations 
mentioned in previous section taken from Granados et al. [48], was possible to find the modeled 
properties. A comparison between measured and predicted values of MY, HHV, FC, and VM are 






Figure 7-5. Comparison between experimental and theoretical properties for torrefied biomass. 
Table 7-5. Comparison between experimental and predicted properties in the torrefied biomass. 
    MY   HHV (MJ/kg)   FC (%)   VM (%) 
Samples  Theor. Exp. Dev (%)  Theor. Exp. Dev (%)  Theor. Exp. Dev (%)  Theor. Exp. Dev (%) 
T260-16.4  0.77 0.71 8.0  18.9 19.6 3.6  21.8 25.8 15.8  77.4 73.4 5.4 
T280-16.4  0.54 0.49 11.1  21.8 22.5 2.9  35.3 39.6 10.8  63.6 59.1 7.5 
T300-16.4  0.35 0.34 2.0  24.3 25.8 5.8  46.7 52.7 11.3  51.9 45.9 12.9 
T260-9.6  0.83 0.75 10.9  18.1 18.7 3.2  18.0 22.7 20.6  81.3 76.6 6.1 
T280-9.6  0.67 0.59 13.4  20.1 20.4 1.4  27.4 27.4 0.1  71.7 71.6 0.1 
T300-9.6  0.39 0.44 12.6  23.8 23.7 0.4  44.4 41.2 7.9  54.3 57.7 5.9 
T260-7.0  0.85 0.80 6.9  17.8 18.5 3.8  16.6 22.5 26.1  82.7 76.7 7.8 
T280-7.0  0.73 0.68 7.3  19.4 19.8 2.4  23.9 24.1 0.9  75.3 74.9 0.5 
T300-7.0  0.46 0.54 13.8  22.8 21.1 8.0  39.9 33.6 18.8  58.9 64.9 9.3 
T260-11.0  0.79 0.74 7.8  18.5 19.1 2.9  20.1 23.1 12.9  79.1 75.6 4.6 
T280-11.0  0.59 0.62 5.4  21.2 21.5 1.4  32.5 28.6 13.8  66.4 70.6 5.9 
T300-11.0  0.35 0.38 8.3  24.3 23.9 1.8  46.8 46.1 1.6  51.8 52.6 1.6 
T260-6.6  0.85 0.81 3.9  17.9 19.2 6.7  17.0 22.5 24.2  82.3 76.8 7.1 
T280-6.6  0.71 0.68 4.2  19.6 19.8 0.6  25.1 25.5 1.5  74.0 73.4 0.7 
T300-6.6  0.43 0.48 10.5  23.2 21.8 6.8  41.8 37.9 10.3  56.9 61.1 6.9 
T260-5.2  0.9 0.8 5.2  17.6 19.2 8.0  15.9 21.7 26.6  83.4 77.8 7.3 
T280-5.2  0.8 0.7 7.9  18.9 19.6 3.5  21.8 24.5 11.4  77.4 74.9 3.4 
T300-5.2   0.5 0.6 10.5   22.0 20.0 9.9  36.2 29.4 23.0   62.7 69.4 9.7 





Figure 7-5 shows that the model predictions have good agreement with the experimental data 
obtained in the laboratory. It is also possible to observe stripes that indicate a deviation of 5%. An 
overestimation of the loss of mass in the lower temperatures contrasts with an underestimation at 
high temperatures. The differences are not considerable, it does not appear to have set pattern.  So, 
this small difference may be attributed to choice of the kinetic model employed. Comparisons with 
experimental data are also shown in Table 7-5, which also presents the deviations for each 
experimental test performed with different experimental conditions, such was mentioned in the 
Experimental design section. For each of these evaluated parameters, it is possible to observe that 
the model presents a good fit with deviations of 8.3% for MY, 13.21% for MV, 5.72% for HR and 
4.07% for HHV.   
7.4.2. Solid temperatures 
Measurements of the solid temperature while it advances through the reactor were performed to 
validate the model developed. In these experiments, the biomass temperature was measured at 5 
different points along the length and inside the torrefier and for three different experimental 
conditions. Comparisons of these measurements and those obtained with the model are presented 
below in Figure 7-6. 
 
Figure 7-6. Comparison between theoretical and experimental temperatures for biomass during torrefaction with 
residence time of 16.4 minutes. (a) 260°C, (b) 280°C, and (c) 300°C. Red line: theoretical wall temperature; black 





Deviations between experimental and theoretical data are presented in the attached table in each 
figure. As can be observed, the model predictions fit well with experimental data in each of the 
experimental condition evaluated. The greatest deviation is presented for the data obtained at 280 
°C with a value of 3.4%, and the lowest is presented for the data of 300 °C with a value of 2.6%. 
7.4.3. Transient temperature of the solid 
As stated in model description the model is transient in nature, and it can simulate this transient 
behavior of the torrefaction process for a given initial conditions. From simulations carried, the 
temporal evolution of solid temperature was obtained at three different points inside the 
torrefaction reactor and are presented in Figure 7-7. These three points were located near to the 
entrance of the reactor, in the central point, and near to the exit of the torrefied biomass. 
 
Figure 7-7. Evolution of solid temperature for different positions inside torrefier. 
According to simulations performed for the torrefaction reactor, the solid takes around 40 minutes 
to reach its stable steady state in the central and outlet points. The above considering that, at the 
beginning of the process, the biomass is inside of the reactor at room temperature in its length, and 
the reactor walls are at the process temperature, according to experimental measurements. The 
biomass in the inlet zone reaches its steady state in less than 20 minutes approximately. 
7.4.4. Axial profiles of properties  
After obtaining the minimum simulation time, in which the steady state is obtained in the system, 
several operating conditions were defined in order to obtain profiles of some important properties 
inside the torrefier reactor. One of the profiles that can be obtained with the developed model and 
presented in Figure 7-8, is the yield/loss of each phases considered in the torrefied biomass such 
as water, raw biomass and char. 
In these profiles, it is possible to observe that the biomass does not completely decompose when 
the operating temperature are 260 and 280 °C. For the temperature of 260 °C, a small char 
formation is observed, as well as a small devolatilization. Both formations of these phases increase 





biomass decompose completely, generating the maximum char formation found in the evaluated 
operational conditions in simulations. In the same way, the formation of volatiles increases, and 
the total mass loss increases. 
 
Figure 7-8. Products yield during torrefaction process for tests with residence time of 16.4 min. (a) 260°C, (a) 280°C 
and (a) 300°C. 
The model simulations show that the drying takes place in a fraction of the dryer, approximately 
in the first 0.5 m, after which, the biomass is only transported in the reactor without undergoing 
any conversion. This could indicate that the drying reactor could operate with lower residence 
times, or with less demanding thermal conditions. This present model is thus an excellent tool to 
evaluate the behavior of reactors, or to develop optimal designs of new reactors. 
For the case of the torrefaction reactor, there is a length of about 0.15 m where the biomass is 
warmed up from drying temperature to the torrefaction temperature. After that, the torrefaction 
occurs over the remainder length of the reactor until it exits. According to this result, the 
torrefaction reactor has an optimum length to complete the process for a set of conditions evaluated. 
Additionally, from previous results, it is possible to conclude that the kinetics parameters used in 
the model are adequate to predict the biomass behavior in the thermal process. 
Additionally, it also possible to obtained variation in property values like HHV, FC, and VM for 
the biomass along the length of the torrefier. These profiles are presented only for the torrefaction 
reactor, as is shown in Figure 7-9. These profiles give valuable information in predicting properties 
of the final product after the process. According to the information shown in Figure 7-9, the 
devolatilization starts from 0.9 m approximately when the biomass reaches temperatures above 





material increases from 13.3% to 47%. One of the most important properties when evaluating the 
torrefied biomass as a potential solid fuel, is HHV, which increases from 17 MJ/kg up to 24.4 
MJ/kg. As previously mentioned, the model developed in this work, besides allowing to visualize 
the properties of the solid being torrefied, allows to evaluate the behavior of the oven in operation 
and its dimensions. 
 
Figure 7-9. Properties profiles for torrefied biomass inside torrefier reactor for test T300-9.6. 
In addition to the above simulations, the model becomes a powerful tool for these types of rotary 
reactors, and similar ones, that could be evaluated, or designed from functional furnace 
simulations. 
7.5. Conclusions 
A one-dimensional model for simulation of the torrefaction process and prediction of its thermal 
behavior in a two-stage rotary reactor was developed. It can be used to predict gas and solid 
temperature, mass yield, higher heating value, and other important properties of the final torrefied 
solid. This model can also be used to evaluate torrefier’s performance under different operating 
conditions, for different reactor dimensions. Performance for different biomass types can be 
evaluated only by changing some parameters of kinetic constants. Additionally, the model allows 
implementation of advanced control methods by predicting the dynamic performance of the 
torrefier. The mathematical model was validated against experimental data obtained by the authors.  
The model shows that torrefaction brings about a considerable improvement in biomass properties 
like high HHV, high FC, and low VM which is an indicator of higher reactivity. As a result, from 
these simulations, the conversion process with high temperature occurs in smaller lengths inside 
the kiln. Therefore, with base on data from model, it is possible to state that torrefier rotary reactor 
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8. Chapter 8. A Two Dimensional Model for 
Torrefaction of Large Biomass Particles 
(Paper published in Journal of Analytical and Applied Pyrolysis) 
Abstract 
Torrefaction is defined as a thermal pre-treatment process performed within a temperature range 
of 200-300°C, at low-heating rates (<20°C/min) and for residence times between 15-60 minutes in 
inert environments. A phenomenological model of the torrefaction process of large biomass 
particles is developed in this work. Mass and energy balance coupled to a kinetic model take into 
account two steps of the biomass decomposition. First of the two steps, considers simultaneous 
production of vapor and solids from raw biomass. The vapor phase comprises a mixture of 
condensable and non-condensable gases, while the solid phase consists of torrefied biomass. The 
second step involves decomposition of volatiles into gases and secondary char. The model analyzes 
torrefaction behavior of both large and small biomass particles, predicting their final solid and gas 
yields, temperatures distribution, internal pressure and velocity of the gas phase within the 
particles. The model also predicts maximum conversions for given particle sizes and temperatures 
during the process. For given set of conditions small particles showed higher (~77%) than that 
(~52%) for large particles. Maximum interstitial gas velocities inside the large particle (25mm in 
diameter and 65mm in length) was about 1.2 mm/s and pressure gradients of about 2000 kPa and 
it occurred after 20 minutes in the process.  
Keywords: Biomass torrefaction, 2-D model, Kinetic model, Heat transfer 
8.1. Introduction 
Biomass is a promising source of solid fuels that could compete with fossil fuels like oil and coal 
because of its low emissions of greenhouse gases and their acceptable performance in thermal 
processes. Despite the benefits of using biomass in thermal processes, its implementation is 
hindered due to high moisture content and low energy density of biomass. The projects feasibility 
is compromised due to the cost associated with transport and handling of large volumes of biomass. 
Therefore only small and medium scale projects may provide an option for obtaining economic 
benefits of the biomass thermal transformation.  
The torrefaction process, defined as a thermal pre-treatment performed in the temperature range of 
200-300°C, with low heating rates (<20°C/min), and over residence times ranging from 15-60 
minutes in inert environments or with low oxygen concentrations [1]. During the torrefaction 
process, the biomass undergoes a mass loss of up to about 40% and an energy loss of 10-15%, 
resulting in a biomass with higher specific energy, of brittle nature requiring low energy for 
grinding process, and hydrophobic (the amounts of moisture absorbed after the process can be 
around 3%). Additionally, it provides a product uniform in quality, with higher energy density and 





The lignocellulose biomass is composed mostly of hemicellulose, cellulose, and lignin, which, 
during the thermal process degrades, generating gases, tars and a torrefied solid. Hemicellulose 
decomposes thermally in the temperature range of 150-350°C, cellulose is decomposed in the 
temperature range of 275-350°C, and lignin decomposes in the temperature range of 250 -500°C 
[1]. Much of the hemicellulose structure is broken down during the torrefaction process, while 
cellulose and lignin suffer a minor decomposition depending on the treatment conditions performed 
[5]. 
Many research works on torrefaction have been carried out in the experimental field, where 
different kinds of biomass are torrefied under different operational conditions [2,6–13]. In these 
experimental works, the operating conditions of the torrefaction process are proposed intuitively 
in order to find those that can produce the best final properties of torrefied biomass. A 
phenomenological model can describe the chemical and physical phenomena occurring in the 
process and thereby provide the optimum operating condition for the best final properties of the 
torrefied biomass.  
Currently in the literature, the information about predictive models in the field of torrefaction is 
rather limited [14–19]. These models consider the influence of physical phenomena, such as heat 
transfer between phases, and chemical reactions studied through global kinetics for biomass 
decomposition [20–23]. Some [24,25] also consider decomposition of individual components like 
hemicellulose, cellulose, and lignin. Most of these kinetic models, however, did not consider the 
formation of secondary char from condensable volatiles generated in the devolatilization process 
[26]. The initial steps of torrefaction could involve pyrolysis and gasification. These processes are 
extensively studied in the context of combustion of coal resulting in an accurate description of the 
kinetics and complete models of different kinds of coals. Latter studies on torrefaction process have 
taken advantage of much of the knowledge and advances developed in the field of pyrolysis [27–
36] for structuring models and describe the torrefaction process in a biomass. 
Chan et al. [28] developed a model for a biomass particles subjected to heating in an inert 
atmosphere. The model considered drying of the particle, volatiles generation and its secondary 
reactions. Conduction and convection processes inside the particle and variation of properties with 
temperature are considered. A decomposition model that considers solid formation, gas, tar and 
secondary tar decomposition was included in the model. This torrefaction model predicted the 
compositions of the final products. 
Generally, biomass particles are considered an isotropic solid with properties varying in the thermal 
process. Di Blasi et al. [37] modeled a biomass particle in two dimensions which is heated in an 
inert atmosphere at a controlled heating rate. In this model, conduction and convection heat transfer 
within the particle and convection and radiation with external systems outside of the particle were 
considered. They used a kinetic decomposition model for biomass without considering secondary 
reactions between tar and solid. This model can predict temperature profiles, speed of gas and char 
production. Results were compared with simulations of one-dimensional models and found 
comparable results [38–40]. 
Felfi et al. [41] developed a phenomenological one-dimensional transient model applied to the 





process are in thermal equilibrium with the solid. Geometrical changes of the solid and pressure 
gradients during the torrefaction process are considered negligible due to the high permeability of 
the solid. The kinetic model used in this model was proposed by Shafizadeh et al. [42] which 
considers that biomass is decomposed by three competitive reactions to gas, tar, and char. This 
model reproduced the process of drying, and heating of the particles, and volatile production. This 
model is, however, not sufficiently explicit about the phenomena occurring inside the particle.  
Ratte et al. [19] proposed a phenomenological one-dimensional transient model for the slow 
pyrolysis of spherical wood particles. In this model the average volume simplification proposed by 
Whitaker [43] was used. Mass and energy balances were performed for the particles considering 
the kinetic model proposed by Shafizadeh et al. [42]. With this model, it is possible to reproduce 
the temperature distribution inside the particle, moisture content and pressure increase due to the 
generation of volatiles over time. This model was more rigorous than that considered by Felfi et al. 
[41], but the kinetic model still did not consider the secondary char formation from heterogeneous 
reactions between volatiles and char. 
Turner et al. [44] modeled the torrefaction process of wood using a two-dimensional 
phenomenological transient  model. In this model chemical and physical phenomena are coupled 
using the "Transpore" model developed earlier by Perré et al. [45] that describes the drying process 
in a porous medium. The kinetic model used is centered on the hypothesis that decomposition of 
biomass can be described as decomposition of each component (cellulose, hemicellulose and 
lignin). Again, in this “Transpore” model, the secondary char formation from volatiles was not 
considered. 
Pétrissans et al. [46] modeled the thermal degradation of wood  particles with a one-dimensional 
transient model. This model neglected energy transfer by convection between the solid and the 
volatiles generated inside the particle. The decomposition of wood was represented by two 
simultaneous reactions which generate gas and char. The main focus this work was the formation 
of primary char. It did not provide any information about formation of other products. 
Ratte et al. [14] developed one of the few models found in the literature applied for a continuous 
torrefaction reactor. Two phases were considered inside the reactor: a particles phase composed of 
biomass and a continuous phase composed of 11 species present in the gases entering the reactor 
and generated in the process. The kinetic model considers only the formation of volatile and char 
without considering the secondary reactions in the heterogeneous phase. Eight reactions were 
considered to represent the secondary reactions in the homogeneous phase during the torrefaction 
process. 
According to the above literature review of modeling of torrefaction process, it is clear that the 
available information about secondary reactions describing the secondary formation of a solid or 
char is scarce. Despite the low production of secondary char in the torrefaction process, it plays an 
important role, and understanding its formation is an ongoing challenge. The present work attempts 
to develop a phenomenological model of the torrefaction process with a kinetic model presented 
by Basu et al. [17] that considers the formation of secondary char and condensable and non-
condensable volatiles. The model is able to predict the behavior of a biomass particle in kinetic 





8.2. Model description 
This section presents a transient 2D model for the torrefaction process of a biomass particle. This 
model is applied over the system shown in Figure 8-1 for a vertical biomass particle. The model 
considers the drying and devolatilization stages of the biomass occurring in the sequence shown in 
Figure 8-2. 
 
Figure 8-1. System scheme and energy transfer between biomass particle and external system. 
This model predicts the behavior of the biomass sample undergoing torrefaction in an heated 
vertical kiln type reactor. Particle heating is through radiation from the kiln walls in which the 
sample is torrefied. During the initial heating stage, drying of the particle occurs, and thereafter the 
devolatilization process starts at temperatures of about 180°C with hemicellulose decomposition 
(Figure 8-2).  The biomass particle is heated at a rate below 20°C/min from room temperature to 
the torrefaction temperature, which lies between 200 and 300°C. Biomass residence time varies 
between 15 and 60 minutes after it has reached the torrefaction temperature. Figure 8-2 illustrates 
the processes that occur in the biomass, which assumes that the residence time is such that the 





Depending on the particle size and heating rate, both drying and devolatilization processes may 
occur simultaneously inside the particle and thus one could expect wet biomass, dry biomass and 
char at the same time. This is observed in case of large particles within which large temperature 
gradients are present, but for very small particles such gradients are unlikely, and in such cases 
only one of these phases can be found inside the particle. 
 
Figure 8-2. Sequence of torrefaction process. t0 = start of the process from room temperature; t1 = start of drying 
process; t2 = end of drying process; t3 = start of devolatilization process; t4 = decomposition in the particle; t5 = end 
of decomposition. 
For each phase in Figure 8-2, mass and energy balances were developed in order to follow its 
generation/destruction in each time step during the torrefaction process. These balances are 
associated with kinetic model, which describes the decomposition and generation of each phase in 
the biomass. The kinetic model used follows that in reference [17] and is presented in Figure 8-3. 
 
Figure 8-3. Kinetic model used in the biomass torrefaction model. 
As shown in Figure 8-3, the torrefaction process includes a drying process. Here, the process starts 





completely dry biomass is obtained by reaction k1. Once the temperature increases, biomass 
devolatilization starts through k2 and k3 reactions and produces condensable and non-condensable 
volatiles and a solid remnant.  
At any point of time the biomass could contain varied amounts of the above four phases as shown 
in Figure 8-2. Simultaneous treatment of all four phases has not been recognized and treated in 
earlier models. No effort is made here for further subdivision of the dry biomass or char into 
individual polymeric constituents like hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin. We take an overall 
kinetic rate of breakdown of the dry biomass into char and volatiles as has been done by numerous 
pervious researchers [42,47–50]. 
This solid phase consists of a combination of unreacted biomass and biomass with different levels 
of decomposition. Although, the kinetic model does not differentiate between polymeric 
constituents, from experimental evidence found in the literature [23,51–53], it is possible to 
determine decomposition of which of the components is dominant during the process. At low 
temperature, the rate of hemicellulose decomposition is high, and it dominates throughout the 
torrefaction process. Only at high temperature, some cellulose and lignin also start decomposition 
but to a lesser extent. Secondary reactions are present after primary devolatilization through k4 and 
k5 where the produced condensable volatiles can react and form new solids and new volatiles. 
In this model, k1, k2 and k3 were obtained in a TGA operated under kinetic control conditions 
without secondary reactions. The values of k4 and k5 were obtained from experiments with coarse 
particles, and the results were fitted in the present kinetic model. In this kinetic model, biomass is 
considered to be made of organic and inorganic materials mainly because the kinetic values were 
obtained from the biomass without any kind of extraction. Catalytic effects in relation with ash or 
with some others compounds formed as acids, are captured in the values of the kinetic constants. 
In this way, final char is composed of organic material and inorganic material. The inorganic 
material is equal to that in the initial biomass because it remained unchanged throughout the 
process. Kinetic constants k1, k2, k3, k4 and k5 are the generation/destruction rate of different phases 
shown in Figure 8-3, and are defined by the Arrhenius equation (eq. (8-1)). 




The kinetic parameters for equation (8-1) are shown in the Table 8-1. 
Table 8-1. Kinetic parameters [17]. 
ki A0(s-1) Ea(kJ/mol) 
k1 7.11 23.7 
k2 1.45x1012 156 
k3 6.58x106 106.4  
k4 6.17x1012 184  
k5 4.69x1012 184 
The activation energy for volatiles, k2 is greater than that for char, k3 indicating that the formation 





char formation is higher than the volatile release. Equations for each phase are presented in the 
next section. This model includes wet biomass, dry biomass, volatiles (involving condensable and 
non-condensable gases generated in the primary and secondary devolatilization reactions), and char 
(which includes the solid formed in the primary and secondary reactions). 
8.2.1. Mass balances 
Mass balance for each of the phases of the kinetic model as illustrated in Figure 8-3 is presented 
below. The methodology based on volume average was used like that by other workers [19,54] 
about volume average. Following Withaker [43] each phase balance equation is expressed as 
volume fraction into a differential element. 
Wet biomass 
The next balance is based on the initial amount of moisture in the biomass after being dried in 
atmospheric conditions. This drying process is modeled like a chemical process (Figure 8-3) 
through Arrhenius equation as is shown in equation (8-1). Moisture mass loss during the drying 







  (8-2) 
Where, m represents the mass, ρ the density, V the volume and k1 the reaction rate in the dry process. 
The subscript w represents the water or moisture. To simplify the equation (8-2), a new parameter 







  (8-3) 
where, the subscript i and p represents the phases in the model and the original biomass particle 








  (8-4) 
This expression can give the water volumetric fraction in each time step, t. The evaporated water 
leaves the particle before the devolatilization process start and depends largely on particle size. 
Dry biomass 
Dry biomass resulting from the drying process is determined by the reaction rate k1. This dried 
biomass then decomposes into volatiles (condensable and non-condensable gases) and solid char. 
Kinetic parameter k2 governs the gases yield through the devolatilization process while k3 
determines the char formation. These reactions typically start at about 180°C. Mass balance of dry 














  (8-5) 
where subscript b represents the dry biomass. Here k2 and k3 represents volatiles and primary char 
yield. Dry biomass is represented according to equation (8-3) by their volumetric fraction, and 








  (8-6) 
With the last equation, the volumetric fraction of biomass can be obtained in each zone of the 
particle. The density of the biomass is assumed constant, but total density of the solid is calculated 
by an average of all phases in each zone of the particle. 
Char 
Char is generated in the process by means of two reactions: from dry biomass by primary 
devolatilization, k3, and from decomposition of volatiles by secondary reactions, k5. The following 







  (8-7) 
The subscripts c and v represent char and volatile respectively. Volumetric char fraction is 








  (8-8) 
Thus, the char volume fraction is obtained in each zone of the particle. Similar to the biomass 
phase, char density is considered constant, but total density of the solid is calculated by an average 
of all phases in each zone of the particle. 
Volatile 
As mentioned previously, the volatiles consist of moisture, condensable gases, and non-
condensable gases. The main species for of these gases are water, acetic acid, formic acid, 
methanol, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide. For simplicity, the volatile phase was studied and 
analyzed as a single species, and only one mass balance for the volatile phase was done. The 
volatiles released within the biomass travels at a finite speed, v, through the biomass pores. Only 
one species was considered (formed by the mixture of species mentioned). The flow of volatiles is 
through the pores created adjacent small particles. Only convection through the pores is considered 
in the transport equation. Following Bates et al. [55], the diffusive term is neglected here. Taking 















where the subscript v represent the volatiles, and ṽ represents the velocity vector of gases inside of 
biomass. The sum of all volume fractions inside the particle must be unity. The volumetric fraction 





v   1  (8-10) 
This expression can be interpreted as solid porosity. Gas flow through pores generally follows 




















Where, B represents the biomass permeability, P the pressure and µ the viscosity. The subscripts x 
and y represent both dimensions used in the model. Biomass permeability in both directions is 
assumed different but constant. The gas phase is assumed with ideal gas behavior, and therefore 
can be described by ideal gas law. 
8.2.2. Energy balances 
The amount of gas through fine pores is very small. We assume that the gas temperature reaches 
the solid temperature nearly instantaneously and it is possible assume that the gas and solid are in 
thermal equilibrium. Considering the above, a single equation is proposed for the solid. 








   (8-12) 
  
Where, cp represents the heat capacity, λeff the solid effective thermal conductivity that depends on 
volumetric fractions (char, dry biomass and volatiles) and temperature. Qreactions represents the 
energy consumption/generation in the biomass due to drying and devolatilization reactions, as is 







  (8-13) 





8.2.3. Energy balance for gas (Nitrogen) outside the particle 
An energy balance for the external gas (nitrogen) which exchanges energy with biomass particles 
and internal walls of the kiln was developed. In a typical vertical torrefier, the inert gas enters from 
bottom, is heating through energy transfer with kiln walls and then exchanges energy with the 
biomass particle. Thus, the energy transfer between the particle surface and the external gas, change 
in longitudinal dimension. 
The energy balance for this gas is as follows: 














Where, Q represents the loss/gain energy in the gas, due to interactions with other systems. The 
subscripts eg y α denote external gas and other systems (kiln walls and the biomass particle), 
respectively. k denotes the axis for external gas.  
To get around difficulty in getting reliable expressions for convection coefficients for the horizontal 
and vertical faces of the particle, we take help of CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) and 
calculate the energy transfer. To find the convective heat transfer in this area, the system shown in 
Figure 8-1 was simulated through FLUENT software. In this system, an external gas flow around 
the biomass particle is considered. The gas is pre-heated in the external surface of the kiln. In CFD 
simulation, reactions in the biomass were not considered, therefore, gases do not leave the particle. 
Correlations for the vertical and horizontal energy transfer coefficients were found and used in the 
global FORTRAN model. The CFD model was evaluated with a volumetric flow of nitrogen being 
3 litre/min. The correlations found in CFD simulations are presented in equations (8-15) to (8-17). 
5.5918 30.891y  - 87.661y  104.97y - 43.761y 234 yh  (8-15) 










Where, hy, hx1 and hx2 stand for convective heat transfer coefficients in the vertical and horizontal 
surfaces of the particle respectively. hx1 and hx2 stands for the surfaces in bottom and top side 
respectively. For simplicity, the dimension x and y in correlations in equations (8-15) to (8-17) are 
dimensionless (between 0 and 1), where 1 is the maximum dimension in each axis from core of the 
particle. This values found in CFD simulations are concordant with results of Bates et al. [55]. 










Table 8-2. Property values. 
Property Value 
s 250 kg/m3 
c 200 kg/m3 
eg 1.25 kg/m3 
cps (1112.3 + 4.85*Tsol)/1000 kJ/kg K [57] 
cpc (1003.2 + 2.09*Tsol)/1000 kJ/kg K [57] 
cpg 1 kJ/kg K 
cpeg 1 kJ/kg K 
ks (0.13 + 0.0003*Tsol)/1000 kW/mK [57] 
kg 2x10-5 kW/mK 
kc (0.08 - 0.0001*Tsol)/1000 kW/mK [57] 
keg 2x10-5 kW/mK 
Bs 4x10-13 m2 
Bc 1x10-12 m2 
 2.75x10-5 Pa s 
These properties are based on values found in literature. Total conductivity and heat capacity, are 
calculated based on temperature and volume fractions of each phase in the solid by means of an 
average value. In this work, the particle was considered isotropic, and properties in both directions 
were considered equal but changing with temperature and volumetric fractions of phases. 
8.2.4. Initials and boundary conditions 
Biomass is heated primarily by the radiation from the kiln walls. A slight convective exchange 
occurs due to the nitrogen flowing over the particle. Initial conditions in the model for the biomass 

























The boundary conditions for mass balances in both modeled axes (x and y) are shown in 
expressions (8-19) and (8-20). 
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(8-20) 
Where, hm is the mass transfer coefficient, and the subscripts s and ∞ represents the surface of the 
biomass particle and surroundings respectively. The density of the surrounding area is considered 
equal to the density of nitrogen. Density in surface of biomass is calculated with the mathematical 
function DZREAL from IMSL Fortran libraries. This function calculates the value of density that 
satisfies the mathematical expression. 
The boundary conditions for energy balances are shown in expressions (8-21) to (8-23). 











  (8-21) 






























Where, h represents the convective heat transfer coefficient, σ the Boltzmann constant and ε the 
emissivity. In the boundary condition (8-23), it is assumed that the thermal conditions in both 
vertical surfaces of the particle are equal. The surface temperatures are found with the DZREAL 
function of IMSL Fortran libraries. 
The k axis shown in Figure 8-1, is in the same direction as the y axis, but they take different values 
because k axis applies for the external gas and y axis for the biomass particle. In order to distinguish 















Where, λge represents the thermal conductivity of the nitrogen that flows around the biomass 
particle. 
8.2.5. Model solution and Independence test 
In order to solve the partial differential equations system, a discretization by means of finite 
volumes in both dimensions was performed. The system was solved using FORTRAN program 
with the Gear method linked to DIVPAG subroutine, which in turn is linked with IMSL libraries 
of Visual Numerics. Tolerance for the Gear method was defined in 1x10-6 that indicate the 
difference between iterations for calculate and control the error. The time step for iterations was 
defined by the Courant number, which was set to 0.8 to ensure numerical stability. 
A mesh independence study was performed in order to determine the optimum number of finite 





biomass particle with dimensions of 25mm in diameter and 153.4mm in length was used. The 
meshes used were from 30 to 60 finite volumes on each dimension of the particle (x and y).  
Results in these test shows little differences in temperature between dense meshes, but noticeable 
difference in those less dense meshes. A mesh with 20 finite volumes can be used in this model 
because it guarantees the minimum computational time with a low error. 
8.3. Experiments 
Experiments were conducted in the Biomass conversion laboratory at Dalhousie University, 
Canada to measure the temperature change inside the biomass, and its mass loss during the course 
of torrefaction.  
8.3.1. Biomass sample and methods 
Cylindrical poplar dowels, 152.4 mm long and 25.4 mm in diameter are used as large biomass 
samples. Proximate and ultimate analyses of the sample are shown elsewhere [17]. The 
experiments are conducted in a custom-designed thermo-gravimetric unit. It comprises a 42 mm 
diameter and 1.2 m long stainless steel tube that serves as a reactor. It is heated by a set of 2.4 kW 
annular electric heaters surrounding it with a capacity to heat it up to 900°C. The biomass sample 
is packed in a quartz wool matrix typically in a lump of 0.25 gm for fine biomass particles.  It is 
kept in a perforated basket, which is suspended from the mass balance inside the reactor (Figure 
8-4). For large biomass samples as in the present case the sample is directly attached to a fine 
thermocouple, which is attached to mass balance meter. The mass balance with least count of 0.1 
mg records the mass of the biomass continuously to the computer. 
 
Figure 8-4. Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up 
The unit is continuously flushed by Nitrogen at a flow rate of 3 lt/min. Before the gas is released 
at the bottom of the reactor, it is preheated through a tube coiling around the outside surface of the 
reactor but inside the heating furnace. A fine hole is drilled reaching down to the center in the 
biomass cylinder and a fine sheathed Chromel–Alumel thermocouple is inserted to measure its core 





centre. Both the thermocouples are plugged by iron-cement so as to ensure uniform reaction 
conditions.  Output from this thermocouple is also logged in a computer.  
Before starting the experiment, the reactor is preheated to the desired temperature for 30 minutes. 
Then the sample is lowered into the reactor and suspended from the bottom of the mass balance. 
The data logger in the computer continuously measures both mass and the temperatures. The 
reaction time (or residence time) is recorded once the biomass is loaded in the reactor. The mass 
loss data of the biomass stored in the computer is plotted and fed as an input to the model. Similarly, 
the wood cylinder is wrapped around by fine nichrome wires, acting as a cage, and is tied to a wire 
hanging from the balance. The sample is introduced into the reactor in presence of nitrogen gas 
flow. The mass-loss is monitored continuously at reactor temperature of 200-3000C. 
An important consideration was made in this work, the model despite being in Cartesian 
coordinates x and y, was validated with experimental tests applied on a particle in axisymmetric 
cylindrical coordinates. The particle was assumed in Cartesian coordinates of square cross section 
with each side of equal dimension to the diameter of the cylindrical particle. The geometrical 
differences mentioned may seem substantial, but by analyzing the ratio of surface areas which 
receive radiation is only 0.78. This means that the particle in cartesian coordinates has 20% more 
area for which can receive radiation. This fact can be analyzed in greater depth in a future work. 
8.3.2. Model validation 
The model validation was performed by comparing the model results with the experimental data 
from experiments described above. The initial step of this validation process was a comparison of 
the core temperature of the particle when the particle is subjected to torrefaction at 240°C. A small 
difference between model and experimental setup was the particle geometry. In the model, particle 
was a rectangular parallelepiped, but in the experimental tests was a cylinder. This difference can 
contribute with small differences in validation procedure shown in Figure 8-5. 
 
 
Figure 8-5. Model validation. Comparison of measured core temperature (a) and mass loss (b) of the particle with 
those predicted from the model for torrefaction at 240°C. Solid lines: Model results, (x): Experimental data from 
basu et al. [17]  
Figure 8-5 shows an excellent agreement between time and core temperature and mass loss during 





core of the particle was also detected in large number of other experiments conducted by Basu [17] 
and others [57,58]. This validation verified the essential correctness of the model in spite of some 
simplifying assumptions. 
Additional simulations of the torrefaction process about core temperatures were also performed. In 
these tests, the maximum core temperature were extracted in order to compare with experimental 
data obtained in the work of Basu et al [59] and Stelt et al. [58], where particles of different sizes 
were torrefied at different temperatures. Comparison between simulation and experimental data is 
shown in Figure 8-6. 
 
Figure 8-6. Model validation. Comparison of measured core temperatures for different particle diameter and 65 mm 
in length for 250°C (a). Experimental data from Basu et al. [59]. Comparison of kiln temperature with centerline 
temperature overshoot for a particle size of 28mm in diameter and 100mm in length (b). Experimental data from 
Stelt [58]. 
Figure 8-6(a) shows the agreement between model and experimental data. The temperature 
increases are until 30°C when the particle has a diameter of 25 mm. For small particles, the 
temperature increase is lower, about 1°C. The generated heat by exothermic reactions in big 
particles could not release from the particle resulting in higher core temperatures. For this reason, 
for a given kiln temperature, the rise in the core temperature was higher for larger diameter samples. 
This situation can promote non-homogeneous characteristics or properties in the torrefied biomass, 
becoming an important parameter to be controlled in the process. A similar performance was seen 
in Figure 8-6(b), but still maintaining the particle size and varying the temperature. When the kiln 
temperature increases, the temperature at the core of the particle also increases reaching values 
upto 35°C and at low kiln temperatures, increases only 2°C. 
8.4. Simulation results 
Simulations were performed with large particle with process temperatures in the range of 200 to 
300°C. In addition to predicting the temperature, mass loss and internal pressure in the biomass 
particle, the model can also predict the yield/loss of each phase and the speed of the gas phase when 
is exits the particle. The model can predict both time resolved and space resolved changes in 
thermal properties and decomposition state in points of interest inside the particle. We can thus 
obtain spatial profiles of all properties in two dimensions using this model. Thus, the model can 





properties of the biomass. Results shown in next sections are the simulation results of experimental 
setup shown in Figure 8-4 for the same operational conditions. 
8.4.1.  Temperature inside the particle  
When studying torrefaction of a large a biomass particle the knowledge of temperature inside the 
particle is of vital importance as it affects both physical and chemical changes during the process.  
Chemical effects reflected in the re-polymerization, cross-linking and charring of secondary 
reaction generate increases in temperature due to the exothermic nature of these reactions of 
dehydration [60]. In turn, the physical effects for this particle sizes generate delay in thermal 
information to center of the particle causing that the central region be the last to achieve complete 
conversion. Model results for different temperatures between 200-300°C in the central point of the 
particle are presented in Figure 8-7 for a poplar cylinder of 25 mm diameter and 153.4 mm long. 
Some authors [18,61–63] have founded this increase in core temperature in torrefaction tests in 
similar way as shown in Figure 8-7. As shown above, the kinetic model used in this work was a 
global model. It includes the combined effect of each of the polymeric components of the biomass 
(cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin). Thus, the analysis does not need to consider reactivity of each 
individual component. Some authors [51,52,57,64,65] have conducted experiments on torrefaction 
of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin separately and tried to link all this information to a overall 
global model to elucidate the contribution of each component in the overall behavior of biomass. 
From these studies is possible conclude that this thermal over shooting in core particle is largely 
triggered by the first reactions of decomposition of hemicellulose, and to a lesser extent, by some 
dehydration reactions of the biomass. As the torrefaction temperature increases, these dehydration 
reactions are more significant and thereby increasing the temperature over-shoot higher [60]. 
 
Figure 8-7. Temperature in the central point of the particle for a particle size of 25mm diameter and 153.4mm length. 
Dashed-dotted line: 230C; Dotted line: 250C; Dashed line: 280C; Solid line:  300C. 
As said before, the particle is heated by radiative heat transfer from the furnace outside at the same 
time that could lose heat by side surfaces due to the nitrogen gas sweeping over the biomass 






Figure 8-8. Temperature distribution inside the particle for different times in the process at 280°C for a particle size 
of 25mm in diameter and 153.4mm length. 13 min (a); 20 min (b); 26 min (c); 33 min (d).. 
Figure 8-8 shows temperature contours for a particle size of 25 mm in diameter and 153.4mm in 
length. This figure also shows the thermal gradient between surface and core or central position of 
about 60°C in Figure 8-8(a) and about 35 °C in Figure 8-8(b). A curious behavior can be seen in 
Figure 8-8(c). The lower and upper ends of the simulated particle undergo a temperature increase 
above its temperature in the central part. During heating of the particle, their ends are heated more 
quickly than their core, because they receive heat from horizontal surface and two vertical surfaces. 
This rapid heating of the ends of the particle causes the secondary reactions of the kinetic scheme 
shown in Figure 8-3 to continue. These secondary reactions generate energy in its entire volume 
due to exothermic reaction. The temperature is higher in the two halves of the sample (bottom and 
top half portion) as consequence of exothermic reactions and the symmetry in boundary conditions 
for x-axis. Finally, the heat is dissipated to the central part of the sample where the secondary 
reactions are initiated and the temperature increases above the rest of the particle as is shown in 
Figure 8-8(d). Due to the exothermic reactions of mechanism biomass decomposition, core 
temperature is increased about 10°C in all process above kiln temperature. In this case, is difficult 
obtain a homogeneous torrefied biomass, because maximum temperatures in each side of the 
particle are different. 
8.4.2. Volumetric fractions and mass of phases 
The model gives the volumetric fractions of each component in different positions within the 
particle during the torrefaction process. Through this 2D model it is possible to determine the areas 
where each phase and specially the final char are located in biomass structure. Using this 
information it is possible to analyze the conditions that favored the primary and secondary char 
yield on biomass particle. 
The model developed here is based on volume fractions of each phase and Figure 8-9 shows 
production/decomposition history of each phase during torrefaction. During initial step, until 





particle with a low gas production. When the decomposition temperature for the particle (around 
190°C for hemicellulose) is reached, competing formation of char and volatile starts. According to 
values of the kinetic parameters shown in Table 8-1, low temperatures favor char formation rather 
than gases, but higher temperatures favor gas formation. In the Figure 8-9 one can see the variation 
in volume fraction inside particle in time. In this figure one can note that at all times the sum of 
these fractions is unity. Because of latter, mass lost caused by the escape of gases generated during 
the drying and devolatilization is not evidenced in Figure 8-9.  
 
Figure 8-9. Products yield inside the particle at 280°C for a particle size of 25mm in diameter and 153.4mm length. 
Solid line: FV Biomass; dashed line: FV char; dotted line: FV gases; blue solid line; FV Water. 
Figure 8-10 shows the iso-contours of volumetric fraction of char in heating process. In this figure, 
one can note that the greatest amount of char is formed in the corners because in this places, due 
to fast heating, the char is formed quickly and permits the contact with gases that are leaving from 
the particle and secondary reactions take place. (see Figure 8-8).  
 
Figure 8-10. Distribution of volumetric fraction of char inside the particle for different times in the process to 280°C 





According to the work of Medic et al. [4], for a required conversion the initial amount of water in 
the biomass particle has an important effect on the residence time and temperature for the 
torrefaction process. Figure 8-9 shows that for 280°C and a particle size of 25mmx153.4mm, from 
35 minutes, biomass not lose more mass. 
8.4.3.  Internal pressure 
The present model can predict the internal pressures developed during drying and devolatilization 
processes in the biomass particles as a function of the temperature. This is done through 
incorporation of the equation of state for gases or volatiles generated. The pressures reached during 
these two processes depend on the heating rate at which the biomass is subjected to. At low heating 
rate, in the initial stage of drying, water evaporation is slow, allowing time for the generated steam 
to leave of the particle. This naturally involves marginal increase in pressure. It typically happens 
during the devolatilization stage, when volatiles produced find ways to the particle exterior without 
any major increase in pressure. 
 
Figure 8-11. Internal pressure during torrefaction for a particle size of 25mm in diameter and 153.4mm length. 
Dotted-dashed line: 230°C; Dotted line: 250°C; Dashed line; 280°C; Solid line: 300°C 
Opposite case occurs when the heating rate is high, the volatiles are released faster than they can 
exit from the biomass interior. Therefore, the internal pressure increases in the biomass particle. 
In some extreme cases the high pressure may even causes particle breakdown or fragmentation. 
Maximum level of pressure is reached when process temperature is high because a higher amount 
of volatiles are produced (see Figure 8-11). In the case of low temperatures, heating in the center 
of the particle is slower than that for higher temperatures and gas flow from the center of particle 
is slower, having lowest velocity than that for highest temperatures. This value of internal pressure 
is dependent on biomass properties like permeability and its size. For example, larger particles 
will have higher internal pressure. 
Information on the internal pressure of the material is important because it could help predict if 





et al. [66], pressure has an effect on the formation of char in the torrefaction process, because an 
increase in internal pressure of 1 MPa to 4 MPa produces an increase in char forming up to 50%. 
8.4.4. Gas velocity (speed) 
The velocity of volatiles in biomass pores can be predicted with this model and, in addition, the 
model predicts the gas speed at each point of the particle. These speeds can be calculated by 
incorporating the Darcy law in the model. The speed of gas through the biomass interior depends 
on the properties of biomass such as permeability and porosity and the heating rate. The model 
prediction shows that when particle properties remain constant, but its size is increased, the gas 
velocity is higher due to higher pressures at its core where the devolatilization process starts. Same 
situation is observed when particle dimensions are constants but process temperatures is varied 
between 200 and 300 °C. Highest velocities are reached when the peak pressure is reached due to 
gas release from the center of the particle. 
 
Figure 8-12. Velocities inside the particle for different temperatures for a particle size of 25mm in diameter and 
153.4mm length. Dotted-dashed line: 230°C; Dotted line: 250°C; Dashed line; 280°C; Solid line: 300°C 
Figure 8-12 shows the velocity of the gas phase during the process when the torrefaction 
temperature is varied. Clearly, when the process temperature is low, decomposition of the material 
is low, which creates low pressure in the particle resulting in low speeds of the gas.  This is 
consistent with Figure 8-11. When the temperature is increased, the generation of volatiles in the 
biomass is higher which increases the internal pressure. This increased pressure causes faster 
release of gas and shows the maximum speed of the gas phase in accordance with the maximum 
internal pressure in the biomass. At this time a rapid release of volatiles generated in the center of 
the particle occurs. Volatiles come out of the particle through paths which offer less resistance. 
Since the properties of the solid were assumed constant in both directions (isotropic particle), 
volatiles come out equally by the vertical and horizontal surfaces of the particle.  
This information about gas velocity is very important because, as some authors found in their 





and dehydration reactions can be happen over intermediates compounds and increase the char 
formation [67,68]. 
8.4.5. Particle size 
The impact of particle size on the internal pressure and total conversion of biomass for a residence 
time of 60 minutes was evaluated. The residence time did not include the time of drying and heating 
of the particle. The material properties were kept same for all particle sizes evaluated. This analysis 
was carried out for temperatures of 220, 250, 280 and 300 °C and particle sizes of 1.0, 5.0, 10, 20, 
50 and 100 mm in diameter and 153.4mm in length in order to determine the maximum pressure 
and conversion of the particle when operational conditions in the torrefaction process vary. In 
Figure 8-13 the maximum pressures of the particle are presented. 
 
Figure 8-13. Maximum pressure for different sizes particles and temperatures. (+): 220°C; (*): 250°C; (ο): 280°C; 
(□): 300°C. 
Figure 8-13 also shows that the maximum internal pressure of the particles increase as a function 
of the process temperature and their size. This increase of pressure inside the particle can promote 
the secondary reactions and the formation of char, but in turn can break or destroy the material if 
they exceed the limits of their strength. 
One of the author (Basu et al. [59]) experimentally measured biomass conversion to torrefied mass 
for a range of particle size and torrefaction temperature. They noted that as the diameter of a 
cylindrical biomass sample of fixed length increased the mass yield decreased, but when the 
biomass length increased for a fixed diameter the mass yield increased. The mass yield decreases 
with torrefaction temperature, and they found a close correlation between core temperature and 
mass yield. Larger diameter cylinder showed higher core temperature and lower mass yield. This 
being an interesting effect, an effort is made here to explore if the present model can simulate these 
experimental observations.  
The present model can give the maximum conversion achieved for each particle size and at each 





temperature. This increase is more marked for smaller particles where 30% conversion is obtained 
at 220°C and 78% at 300 °C which is shows that conversion is tripled. For large particles, the 
increase is not as pronounced because it is 19% at 220 °C until 53% at 300 °C. An interesting effect 
is found when small particles are treated at high temperatures. The difference in maximum 
conversion in this temperatures is low; small changes in conversion are obtained for temperatures 
of 280 °C and 300 °C because conversions of 72% and 78% respectively were obtained. The same 
applies to large particles but at lower temperatures; small changes are achieved when going from 
220 °C to 250 °C reaching conversions of 19% and 23% respectively. 
 
Figure 8-14. Biomass conversions in torrefaction process. (+): 220°C; (*): 250°C; (ο): 280°C; (□): 300°C. 
With particle size of 10 cm a small difference in maximum conversion it is possible to obtain for 
evaluated temperatures (around 30%). This could indicate that working with particles bigger than 
10 cm require large residence times to achieve complete conversion of the material, which in 
practice would make the process unworkable. 
8.5. Conclusions 
A transient 2D model was developed to analyze the torrefaction process in biomass particles. This 
model predicts the temperature, composition of each component, overall conversion of biomass, 
internal pressure and speed of the gas phase within the particle. This model showed good agreement 
with experimental data and successfully simulated effects of secondary reactions within the particle 
noted by experimentally observed temperature rise in the center of it. 
The effect of particle size and temperature on torrefaction was successfully predicted by the model. 
Biomass conversion was found to be a function of particle size. At a given residence time lower 
conversions are obtained when the particle size increases due to slower heat conduction into the 
particle.  
With this present 2D model, it is possible to obtain the optimum values of temperature and 





that there is an optimal particle size to promote char formation without having large residence 
times. 
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9. Chapter 9. Conclusions 
Torrefaction process was evaluated for two different biomasses such as sugarcane bagasse and 
poplar wood. The torrefaction process was performed in different equipment in order to obtain 
different information for the process. Some conclusions found in this research work are those 
numbered below. 
1. A methodology was developed for evaluation and selection of a biomass in a torrefaction 
process. This methodology was based on mass, energy, and exergy balance to the torrefaction 
process and evaluation of exergetic efficiencies as a biomass selection tool with better behavior 
in the process. 
2. Tests for sugarcane bagasse in TGA were developed to perform an experimental verification 
of the kinetic control condition and then obtaining kinetics for the material. In these tests, a 
methodology was proposed by varying the bed height and particle sizes to find the optimum 
ones for obtain the kinetic control condition and to be able to reliably obtain the kinetics of the 
material during the torrefactin process. 
3. A thermogravimetric reactor was designed and built, which records continuously mass and 
temperature of a sample during torrefaction process. This reactor conducts the yielded volatiles 
to a condensing unit which is maintained at -12 ° C with capacity to condense most of 
condensable volatiles. Through this reactor, it is possible to characterize of all yielded products 
(gas, liquid and solid) and to obtain great information of the material decomposition during 
torrefaction. 
4. The QWM reactor (Quartz Wool Matrix), belonging to the biomass conversion laboratory of 
the Dalhousie University in Canada, was used to carry out studies on poplar wood kinetics and 
its char combustion reactivity produced from torrefaction and pyrolysis. With this reactor it is 
possible to follow the temperature and mass for all process. These tests were performed with 
particle sizes of 0.5mm in diameter. 
5. Tests in a two-step rotary reactor were performed with particles of 0.5mm diameter of poplar 
wood. In this reactor, the material is dried in the first stage of the process and then is torrefied 
in the second stage. The yielded volatiles in the second stage of the process do not contain 
moisture from initial biomass, so they can be easily used in a recirculation process or as an 
energy source in low energy processes. This reactor was continuously operated until the 
stabilization, and then, material temperatures and sampling from inside of reactor were 
developed in order to capture the chemical and structural changes of the biomass during the 
process. 
6. Two transient phenomenological models for particle (2D) and rotary reactor (1D) were 
constructed in this research to simulate the torrefaction process of a biomass. The reactor 
model reproduces well the torrefaction of poplar wood particles in a two-stage rotary reactor. 
This model is able to predict global decomposition and some properties such as HHV and fixed 
carbon of the material. In addition, according to the selected kinetic model, can predicts the 
char and volatile production profiles in the reactor and temperature profiles of the material 
throughout the process. The 2D particle model is able to simulate the torrefaction of a biomass 





HHV, volatile output velocities and internal pressures. Due to the 2D character of the model, 
the X-Y profiles for each parameter can be obtained in any plane of the particle. Both models 
were succesfully validated.   
9.1. Future works  
1. To investigate secondary reactions in big particles through yielded liquid phases from 
polymers and heterogeneous reactions inside particle. 
2. To investigate the effect of the biomass torrefaction process on the performance of subsequent 
processes such as gasification, pyrolysis, combustion, and pelletization. 
3. Re-validate the 2D particle model with experimental tests from the built thermogravimetric 
reactor, simulating the behavior of different sizes of particles subjected to torrefaction. 
4. Include to the particle model (2D) the kinetics for the yielded gaseous species during 
devolatilization with experimental data obtained with built thermogravimetric reactor and 
expressions for particle breakage. 
5. Improve the rotary reactor (1D) model implementing gas recirculation in the second stage of 
the process. 






Appendix A. (Chapter 3, 4, 6) 
A.1. Particle sizes for kinetic control test 
 
Sample Retained Passing  Particles size (mm) 
M1  35 0.5 
M2 35 45 0.5 - 0.35 
M3 45 170 0.35 - 0.09 
M4 170 200 0.09 - 0.075 
M5 200 230 0.075 - 0.063 
M6 230 270 0.063 - 0.053 
M7 270 400 0.053 - 0.038 
 
A2. Bed height for kinetic control tests 
 
 
Bed height (mm) 
h1 h2 h3 










A3. Torrefied biomass in kinetic control test 
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A5. Experimental results for kinetic control test (a), and theoretical Py’and Biot numbers for 




Appendix B. (Chapter 4) 








Appendix C. (Chapter 5) 
C1. Experimental setup for volatiles condensation in a two-stage rotary torrefier and condensates. 
  
  








C3. Designed scooper and collected samples insode rotary torrefier. 
 
 
Appendix D. (Chapter 6) 


















D3. Torrefied particles built with all materials. 
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D4. Condensated volatiles in all tests 















Appendix E. Equipments photographs 


















E4. Two-step rotary reactor 
 
 
